OO HO
IN THE UNITEDVJ(J

bi’s’-& COURT
CONSIN

FOR THE WESTE
j

UNITEDSTATES OFAMERICA

CLE US

)
)
)

PETERDANIELYOUNG and
JUSTIN CLAYTON SAMUEL,

9 1 —,s18 U.S.C. § 1951
18U.SC.43(a)
18 U.S.C. §2

)

Defendants.

COUNT1
THEGRANDJURYCHARGES
at&

1

.

:T

At all times material to this indictment:
(a) a publication called “The Final Nail’ was published on an Internet

website maintained under the name of the Animal Liberation Front (‘ALP’). The Final
Nail advocates releasing animals and causing damage to fur-related businesses as a
means of forcing those businesses to cease or curtail their operations. The Final Nail
included a list (“the target list”) of fur farms, ranches, and similar agricultural targets
(collectively referred to as “the fur farms”).

‘

(b) The activities of the fur farms affected interstate commerce in(that the
farms purchased, used and sold articles and commodities that moved in interstate
commerce among the states.
2.

During the period from on or about October 17, 1997, through on or about

October 29, 1 997, in the Western District of Wisconsin, and elsewhere, the
defendants,

X

PETER DANIELYDUNG and
JUSTIN CLAYTON SAMUEL,
did knowingly and intentionally conspire and agree with one another and with other
persons unknown to the grand jury, to obstruct, delay, and affect commerce as that
term is defined in 1 8 USC. § 1 951 and the movement of articles and commodities in
,

such commerce, by extortion, as that term is defined in 1 8 USC. § 1951.
3.

In furtherance of this conspiracy and to effect the objects thereof, the

defendants, PETER DANIEL YOUNG (“YOUNG”) and JUSTIN CLAYTON SAMUEL
(“SAMUEL”), together with other persons unknown to the grand jury, agreed to induce
and to attempt to induce the fur farms to voluntarily cease business operations or to
curtail their business in fur production as a result of the increased cost of engaging in
the fur trade resulting from the damage and loss, or threat of such damage and loss, of
fur bearing livestock caused by the wrongful use of actual and threatened force,
violence and fear of injury to property.
4.

It was part of the conpiracy that the defendants YOUNG and SAMUEL and

unknown co-conspirators, obtained, kept, maintained and relied upon a printed copy of
the target list and employed methods published and advocated in the Final Nail and
other ALF materials to release fur farm livestock, to inflict damage on fur farms, and to
avoid detection and apprehension.
5.

It was further part of the conspiracy that the defendants YOUNG and

SAMUEL and unknown co-conspirators:
(a) obtained, kept, maintained and relied upon detailed local maps for
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COUNT 2
THE GRAND JURY FURTHER CHARGES:
1

.

At all times material to this Indictment, the Smieja Fur Farm, of

Independence, Wisconsin, was engaged in breeding and harvesting Blue Iris mink in
interstate commerce and its activities affected interstate commerce in that it purchased,
used and sold articles and commodities which moved in interstate commerce from
states outside Wisconsin.
2. On or about October 25, 1997, in the Western DistrIct of Wisconsin the
defendants,
PETER DANIELYOUNG and
JUSTIN CLAYTON SAMUEL,
did knowingly and unlawfully obstruct, delay, affect, and attempt to obstruct, delay and
affect commerce as that term is defined in Title 1 8, U.S.C. § 1 951 and the movement
,

of articles and commodities in such commerce, by extortion, as that term is defined in
Title 1 8, U.S.C. § 1 951 in that the defendants did attempt to obtain the property of.
,

Smieja Fur Farm with its consent induced by the wrongful use of actual and threatened
force, violence and fear, including fear of economic harm, in that the defendants did
deliberately release approximately 800 Blue Iris breeding stock mink valued at
approximately $200,000, with the intent that the loss of the fur farm’s livestock caise
economic harm to the fur farm, and fear of economic harm, to such degree that the
owners of the farm cease or curtail their business operations.
All in violation of Title 1 8, United States Code, Section 1 951 and Title 1 8, United
,

States Code, Section 2.
5

COUNT 3
TH GRAND JURY FURTHER CHARGES:
At all times material to this Indictment, the Dittrich Minkery of Medford,

1

Wisconsin, was engaged in breeding and harvesting mink in interstate commerce and

its activities affected interstate commerce in that it purchased, used and sold articles
and commodities which moved in interstate commerce from states outside Wisconsin.
2.

On or about October 26, 1 997, in the Western District of Wisconsin the

defendants,
.

PETER DANIEL YOUNG and
JUSTIN CLAYTON SAMUEL,

.

did knowingly and unlawfully obstruct, delay, affect, and attempt to obstruct, delay and
affect commerce as that term is defined in Title 1 8, U.S.C. § 1 951 and the movement of
,

articles and commodities in such commerce, by extortion, as that term is defined in
Title 1 8, U.S.C. § 1 951 in that the defendants did attempt to obtain the property of the
,

Difirich Minkery with its consent induced by the wrongful use of actual and threatened
force, violence and fear, including fear of economic harm, in that the defendants did
deliberately release approximately 2,500 mink with the intent that the loss of the
minkery’s livestock cause economic harm to the minkery, and feat of economic harm,

to such degree that the owners of the minkery cease or curtail business operations.
All in violation of Title 1 8, United States Code, Section 1 951 and Title 1 8, United
,

States Code, Section 2.

6

COUNT 4
THE GRAND JURY FURTHER CHARGES:
1

.

At all times material to this Indictment, the Ott Mink Ranch of Tomahawk,

Wisconsin, was engaged in breeding and harvesting mink in interstate commerce and
its activities affected interstate commerce in that it purchased, used and sold articles
and commodities which moved in interstate commerce from states outside Wisconsin.
2. On or about October 26, 1997, in the Western District of Wisconsin the
defendants,
PETER DANIELYOUNG and
JUSTIN CLAYTON SAMUEL,
did knowingly and unlawfully obstruct, delay, affect, and attempt to obstruct, delay and
affect commerce as that term is defined in Title 1 8, U.S.C. § 1 951 and the movement of
,

articles and commodities in such commerce, by extortion, as that term is defined in
Title 1 8, U.S.C. § 1 951 in that the defendants did attempt to obtain the property of the
,

Ott Mink Ranch with its consent induced by the wrongful use of actual and threatened

force, violence and fear, including fear of economic harm, in that the defendants did
deliberately release approximately 300 mink with the intent that the loss of the mink
ranch’s livestock cause economic harm to the mink ranch, and fear of economic harm,
to such degree that the owners of the mink ranch cease or curtail their business
operations.
All in violation of Title 1 8, United States Code, Section 1 951 and Title 1 8, United
,

States Code, Section 2.

7

COUNT 5
THE GRAND JURY FURTHER CHARGES:
1

On or about October 1 7, 1 997, through on or about October 29, 1 997, in the

Western District of Wisconsin and elsewhere, the defendants,
PETER DANIEL YOUNG and
JUSTIN CLAYTON SAMUEL,
knowingly and intentionally conspired and agreed with one another and with other
persons, unknown to the grand jury, to travel in interstate commerce for the purpose of
causing physical disruption to the functioning of animal enterprises, and with the intent
to cause physical disruption to the functioning of fur farms which are animal enterprises
as that term is defined in 1 8 US.C. § 43(d), by damaging property and causing the loss
of animals and records, thereby resulting in economic damage of more than $1 0,000 to
those enterprises.
OVERT ACTS
2. In furtherance oflhe conspiracy and to effect its unlawful objectives, the
defendants YOUNG and SAMUEL committed the overt acts listed in Count 1 of this
indictment, Paragraphs 6 (a)-(i), incorporated herein by reference.
In violation of Title 1 8, United States Code, Section 43(a), and Titlel 8, United
States Code, Section 2.

8

.

COUNT 6
THE GRAND JURY FURTHER CHARGES;
On or about October 26, 1 997, in the Western District of Wisconsin and
elsewhere, the defendants,
PETER DANIELYOUNG and
JUSTIN CLAYTON SAMUEL,
did knowingly travel in interstate commerce for the purpose of causing physical
disruption to the functioning of an animal enterprise, and did intentionally cause
physical disruption to the functioning of the Diffrich Minkery of Medford, Wisconsin, an
animal enterprise as that term is defined in 1 8 U.S.C. § 43(d), by damaging property,
destroying records and causing the loss of animals, thereby resulting in economic
damage of more than $10,000 to that enterprise.
In violation of Title 1 8, United States Code, Section 43(a)) and Title 1 8, United
States Code, Section 2.

\
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The following investigation was conducted by
Special Agent (SA) JEFFREY S. HILL, La Crosse Resident Agency,
Milwaukee Division:
On October 27, 1997, Washington State Motor Vehicles
Records were queried regarding the registration for license plate
The query revealed that that license plate was
number 560GD0.
assigned to a red Chevrolet Geo Metro owned by
20320 10th Place S.E., Snohomish, Washington 98290.
On October 28, 1997, SA JEFFREY S. HILL contacted
Detective Sergeant Alan Lacy, Mercer Island Police Department
(MIPD) , Mercer Island, Washington, regarding
date of birth,
Lacy advised that MIPD arrested
date of birth,
SAMUEL,
C.
JUSTIN
with
along
February 6, 1970,
birth,
of
date
YOUNG,
D.
PETER
and
1978,
December 31,
June 26, 1977, on August 30, 1997, for Criminal Trespass,
They had
Possession of Stolen Property, and Malicious Mischief.
of
permission
without
Island
in
Mercer
house
vacant
a
taken over
of
pieces
numerous
arrest,
their
of
time
the
At
the owner.
was
Found on
stolen property were found withih the house.
in
Found
tranquilizer.
animal
an
Maleate,
e
Acepromazin
of
a vial
related
items
numerous
were
occupied
they
house
the
of
area
the
Among the items were stickers reading
to animal rights activism.
“Animal Liberation Now”, “Meat is Murder”, and the word “FUR” in a
circle with a slash through it (universal ‘No’ symbol) ; a book
The Untold Story of the U. S. Animal
“Free the Animals
Liberation Front and Its Founder”; copies of pages from a book on
home brewing explosive compounds; a book “Unleashing Rights”,
related to the birth of the Animal Liberation Front (ALF) , Court
Decisions, and Rights and Tactics; numerous maps of Washington
In the Egg and Poultry
and Ore.gon; and a book “Who’s Who
Industries in the USA and Canada”.
-

-

Lacy advised that in the past several years Mercer
Island had experienced a number of incidents of animal rights
YOUNG has
PETER YOUNG has long been a suspect
vandalism
admitted to police that he is involved with animal rights groups.
In October 1996, YOUNG was stopped in the early morning hours by
A campaign of malicious mischief
police in Mercer Island.
regarding animal rights activism had been ongoing in Mercer
The mischief included
Island for approximately six months.
.

.

•
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incidents such as fast food restaurants having their
windows
smashed and “Meat is Murder” spray-painted on the walls.
YOUNG
was found to be in possession of a number of pairs of
gloves and
ski masks.
Following that stop, animal rights vandalism ceased
for awhile on Mercer Island, but picked up in other nearby
cities.
Lacy advised that he believes that JUSTIN C. SAMUEL
is
also involved in animal rights activism.
Lacy received a report
from Snohomish, Washington, that a mink farmer in that area
observed a car stopped outside of his farm at 1:00 a.m. on
July 14, 1997.
Around the car were three males and a female, all
wearing dark clothing and all having duct tape wrapped
around
their pants cuffs.
The farmer wrote down the car’s license plate
number, and subsequent investigation revealed that it was
registered to SAMUEL’s parents.
Lacy believed that the woman
outside the car was
and that the three males were
PETER YOUNG, JUSTIN SAMUEL, and
who was also
arrested at the vacant house in Mercer Island on August
30, 1997.
Lacy noted that when
YOUNG, SAMUEL, and
were arrested on August 30, 1997, all had shaved heads.
Lacy advised that, due to his experience in animal rights
activism criminal investigations, he knows this to be a
characteristic of an extreme animal rights faction known
as the
“Straight Edge”.
To show their dedication to animal rights, they
not only shave their heads, they abstain from using alcohol
and
drugs, do not engage in premarital sex, and are vegetarians.
Some wear shirts with an “X” or “XX” on them.
The “XX” supposedly
indicates that the wearer is not only a vegetarian, but also
does
not consume foods related to animals, such as milk, cheese,
or
eggs.
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Mercer Island Police Department
Felony Face Sheet
Incident:.Crim. Trespass / PSP 2
Najne of Business and/or Victim

Date:
09/03/97
Cas£.No:
Name.of Defendant
Date of Crime

Wa. St. Dept. Of Transportation

08/30/97

I)

DOB:

Waterfront Construction

08/30/97

—2L2124

Charge

S
WM

A.

2)

DOB:

Hollywood Video

Criminal Trespass 1
PSP 2
Mai. Mischief 3
Criminal Trespass 1
PSP 2
VUCSA
Mai. Mischief 3

3) Samuel, Justin C.
DOB: 12/31/78 WM

Criminal Trespass 1
PSP 2
MhI. Mischief 3

4) Young. Peter D
DOB7 06/26/77 WM

Criminal Trespass 1
PSP 2
Mai. Mischief 3

Name of Witnesses and Addresses:
1) Simmons. Grady, 13214 97th Ave. NE„ B 204, Kirkland. Wa. 98034 (II) 821-4131 /(W) 918-8725
2) Wilson, Mike. 13826 Lake Road. Lynnwood, Wa. 98037, (H) 745-5120 / (W) 918-8724
3) Daniel, Alan, 4832 123rd St. SF-, Everett, Wa. (425) 338-061 1 / 828-3600
4) Page. Chuck, 75 State St., Kirkland, Wa. 98033 814-5960 / 828-3600
5) Forinash, Patrick, Agent, WSDOT 440-4222
6) Morris. J., Ofc, #12 L Mercer Island Police, 9611 SE. 36 St., Mercer Island. Wa. 98040. 236-3500
7) Franklin. J. Ofc. 110. M.I.P.D.. 9611 SE 36 St.. Mercer Island. Wa. 98040 236-3500
8) Roharge. J. Ofc. 122. M.I.P.D.. 9611 SE 36 St.. Mercer Island. Wa. 98040 236-3500
9) Rucker. M. J., Del. 78. M.I.P.D. 9611 SE 36 St.. Mercer Island. Wa. 98040 236-3629
10) Stuvland, J.. F.vid. Tech., M.I.P.D. 9611 SE 36 St., Mercer Island. Wa. 98040 236-3500
11) Juhl, Alex, Manager Hollywood Video, 2750 77th SE., Mercer Island, Wa. 98040 236-5664
12) WSP Lab Examiner, Judy Nickel, 610 3rd Ave., Seattle, Wa. 98104, 464-7074
Evidence Consists of:
Initial Case Report
1) Care Report 97-2374, by Ofc. Morris
Statement of
1) Witness / Victim Simmons for Waterfront Construction
2) Witness / Victims Page, Wilson, and Duniels for Waterfront Construction
3) Witness l-orinash fur WADOT
4) Witness Julil
Follow-up Reports
1) Follow up reports by Ofc. Franklin & Ofc. Robnrge
2) Follow up reports or statements by Ofc. Morris
3) Follow up report of Det. Rucker
4) Initial Cr 97-2074 (relating to burglary - Witness Sinimons)
5) Initial Cr 97-2116 (relating to burglary - Witness Simmons)
6) Medina Cases 97-1063 & 97-1064 (relating to burglaries - Witn Daniels Z: Page)
Evidence

U.S. v. Samuel
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Case N<^

Related Case No.

(Vfercfer Island Police

INCIDENT REPORT
Reported Oalc

(WZ 5^'7-V
Cfr/ZDhri o/tt

Occurred Time

/.W

Pd^fSST^ <3T= £7T><-&J fotp

Dislnra

Disposition (A-Z)

Grid

Weapons Used?
o Yes (specify code)
CL No (90)

1

Disclosure?
0Yes Cl No

(SEE REVERSE SlOE FOR CODES)
Domestic Violence?

Bias Motivation?
Yes (specify code):

Yes

S.N0 (86)

Uniu Emend

THESE ITEMS ->
FOR BURGLARY
RfRORTS ONLY

Grips/Fimsh

Completed

o

21 Yes

Cl Yps
mv
Code:

j -■

■

xZEE22iS/’./?_£ZEL£>D__

StfiSfcTSb

O

V Victim

C Ce/molainani 0 Offender

W Witness
5 Suspect

R

Recj Dwt»t«r

7.

P Pjrnnl

victim

X Other
J Runaway Type
M Mis. Person D Deceased Code:

Nsitne/KcQi«firtc*vp of oci»on nou/'CO

Sc’^e'Ti ryJT~O

LA'&ttX /Ze'/^oU^b_________

rrO

OaiC/Time notified

1

Individual

G

B
[.■

tidiness
i-manciai »<«

R

Gnv?lrtvnt;r»(

o

Other

u
p

s

Nchhcb'bf

Unknown
Police/111.

| Place of Ri(1h:

No

Victim
W W«(ne$G

C Cnmpleinani 0 Offender
R Rcu. Owner X Other

p f'^rent
Runaway

J

Victim

I

Individual

Type

6

iitusmess

G
R

Dfivf.r

Gc«\ ornmrnt

0 Omer

mPIi^OUS

u

Unknown
Police/ IF

Soc'f'uOhC

Vpbii

O

Susoca

I IX.

1 sure

tur

1
1
__ ______ ________________ ___________

l-l.” c

Model

1 YU<

v:.-J

Cl Victim

_

Oeicr»Ddon

____________

Slaler.ncnl or.Pccson-Repyilinij I. tire undersigned, hereby tlcr.lnrc this to he a true and correct reporl
may be prosecuted for knowingly making a false report
O.atc:Time.Signature.

I understand that I

ConJldoru for RelcJJC:

r~~

STno

Tools Use d PfVm. Security

PZofaTZ-Ty FOlAs/b po rfnf kfSc: ^igrg~£-T5 Z/Wt J?r-y>J lTVTtJs rrO zrotx.gc. A-l-L.

Pa» cnt/Guardon noWtCC?

Child Abuse?

J3.no

Entry Method

Summary:,
XA&TBrTg,

iHv
Gode.

£3 Completed

How Received

Status

O

Clearance Type o N -N/A
k^AA-Arr. Adult
□ AJ -Art. Juvenile
Fvrr>nfinnat (Snnrlfv r.nrirh
Caliber
Length:
Gauge

Attempted

Z

T^xT

ww
> V

J

Location Type Offense Related to:
Alcohol
Computer
<92
. o Drugs
r.nza

Kr_7~.

Rl Completed

3 g Attempted

(REQUIRED ON ALL CRIMINAL INCIDENTS)

GENERAL IBR

Crim. AOivity

O PiCn

Attempted

pass

Offense Code 3

>

Occurred Dale

’

</^r/yir-NJ 4-z-

Offense Code 2

Reported Time

(?£7?r>A?'7
location

Oftcnsc/lncidcnt

Offense Code 1

r<-

^7-Zz>i4 . CR-qj^^j

-

1 r~

(PCn

°J. Og
y

4
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Page

CASE

of

WdVI DUALS-EmM;

ci'O

V Victim

C

w Witness

R Red Owner
Z Ortver

S ‘ Suspect

Sum Q Yes
t.ikent (g No

Complainant

O Offender

P Parent

X Other

J

M Mis. Person

D Deceased

Runaway

I

Type

Code.
Race

Name (last, first, middk)

S/WvAUSL<JcA£7TaJ

Z7./,/?--/7~Da)

id^

sr

px

AiS> rfo RpVTg //

Work Phone

G Government

0 QthCf

tJ

fiusinesK

R Religious

U Unknowi

F

Financial ln$|.

g Soc/Pvbllc

p Police/ LE

Alias Names? IrlniiUficrsJ Clothing

CzVo.j/z^

Horne Phtflir*

Zip

Place oi employment

‘TgZfo

6/

5rc<z>1'7V'r

SOC

State

OLN

indtvidu;j(

OOB/Ayu Kangc

Sex

jM. zr?

swift
LAuZ?

City

Street Address

-'2-37C/

NUMBER
Victim

co?--g~3S-gb.-<??/£
Wcigiu

Height

Einnicity

Eyes

Hair

s^IrM-^l

r-t^| toe

/U

aj

-g?.P.

2 ^^

a

Booking No

Arrest
Type

Ji*il

/< C

.jL

»
Sei’ich I Conlinv

O.Mri/l-nrt noGiicd

n m KHu/GvaraiaA notified?

Notated &r

Place ot Uiniv

No
O Offender

p

Parent

Victim

I

individual
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CONTINUATION/FOLLOW-UP
Mercer Island Department of Public Safety
Case Number: 97-2374

Type of Incident: Criminal Trespass /PSP/ VUCSA
VICTIM/Suspect: Young I
/
/ Samuel
Reporting Officer: M. J. Rucker, Det.
Approved by:

Ticd-in Reports:

09/02/97: 1 received this case for follow up.
I called Microsoft Security, Ofc. Duane Steward (703-2677). He stated that he was working on the call
from Ofc. Morris about the Microsoft Card Key. He staled that be had contacted Petersen. Petersen did
not know Young. He slated that his card was bent so he took it into have it replaced. He turned in his old
one and received a new one. Petersen had all of his key / cards with him. Microsoft listed it as lost,
indicating the a card / key was not turned in. Ofc. Steward stated that Peterson would have had to turn in
a card to gel one. He will come over and look at the items to help us determine where they came from and
how the suspects got them.

I received a call from Justin Samuel wanting his property back. He was advised to call me back on
Thursday 09/04 and T could talk with him then as 1 would have gone through the report by that time and
could determine what I could release. He would not leave a phone number.
I called Del. S. Lynch of Bellevue PD, who is working the AL P Malicious Mischief there. I advised him
of the incident. We discussed the situation. 1 also advised him of the “bomb” making information found
by the officers. He was interested in that, due to 2 recent bombing there. He advised me that Det. R.
Thompson is working the bombing cases. Wc have one at the J.C.C. earlier this year.

I received a case report from Sgt. Lacy, about a recovered stolen boat that was recovered from a dock near
where the suspects were arrested. CR 97-2306.
09/03/97: ( reviewed the report and left a note for Ofc. Morris to clarify about 5 points of interest in the
report.

I contacted, Julie (Evidence Tech) and requested access to the drugs found in the possession of
We went to the evidence room and she pulled 2 packages. 1 opened Item E-42, which was labeled
“ACEPROMAZ.INE MALEATE INJECTION 10MG/ML”. I then wrote down die information and
resealed the package, marked and tagged it in the Techs presence. I then opened the other package and
found 2 small bottles of clear liquid. I cut the top on one bottle and attempted to field test it. It was
negative. I then sealed this bottle inside another container, and marked it. I repackaged both of the bottles
in the evidence package and rescaled it. I marked and tagged i( in the Tech's presence. 1 called
Walgreens Pharmacy to determine what the drugs were. They did not know. I called Overtake Hospital
Pharmacy and spoke to Darren. He stated that the Accpromazine is similar to Thorazine and is used in
U.S. v. Samuel
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Psych, patients. He stated that Acepromazine is not made in tlie U.S., but is European. It is rarely used in
people, and it’s primary purpose is lor use in veterinary clinics. 1 called the Animal Medical Center of
Bellevue and talked to Dr. Linda Wheeler. She stated that Acepromazine is an animal tranquilizer used to
sedate animals. She stated that it is not a controlled substance, but docs require a prescription to obtain it.
She asked me to describe the other drug bottles. She stated that without the labels it is hard to say what
they are. She stated that a good guess is that the other drugs are Ketamine (called Vetalar) which is
packaged as I described, and has a yellow labile. She stated that Ketamine is commonly referred to as the
“Date Rape Drug’’. It is an anesthetic. She stated that the Vels have been alerted to the abuse of this drug
by people. She stated that it has no real application in people, and is rarely used for that purpose. She
stated that these 2 drugs have been obtained by people posing as a vet clinic, calling a second clinic and
saying that they ran out of these drugs and need to barrow a bottle and will return it when their shipment
comes in. She stated that a prescription is needed to have it, but again it is not a controlled substance.
She stated that there would be no reason for a lay person to have these drugs. She stated that she
remembered the a Vet office in the Snohomish area was “robbed” in the recent past and that the items
could have come from there. I thanked her for the information.
I called Det. Asa Bricker, Snohomish PD (360) 568-0888, and talked to him. He stated that a Vet Clinic
in town (they have 2). was burglarized 3 times in the last 6 months. He will check into the reports and
gel back to me.
I received a call back from Det. Bricker that the case he found was 97-2883, dated 05/04/97 and the victim
is Snohomish Vet Hospital.
I met with Microsoft Security Ofc. Sreward who looked at the keys and id. He stated that Id, and bus
pass were theirs and valued at $ 500.00. He will check to see if the pass is expired. He stated that the
keys attached are not something that is used al Microsoft. I was able to verify through the post office that
(he USPS key, ti 11072 docs fit a mail box listed to Peter Young al Mercer Island.

09/03 &. 09/04/97 I have had contact with Peter Young, Justin Samuel and
about returning
some their persona items. I have coordinated with Evid. Tech Stuvland to note which items would be
release. She is keeping track with property receipts.
09/04/97: 1 called the WSP Crime Lab and talked to Judy Nickels. She staled that she was not that
familiar with Acepromazine and will look into it for me. As far as the Ketamine is concerned it is
federally Controlled. She advised me to have the items brought into her and she will check them and let
me know shortly what they are and related information. If the one items is Ketamine, it is a hallucinogen,
not the “date rape” drug.
09/05/97: 1 called Patrick Forinash, Wa. St. D.O.T. Right of Way agent*(440-4222) and left a message
that I wanted lo talk to him about the house, 6420 SE 24. and how it was secured and posted.

U.S. v. Samuel
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09/08/97: I met with S. A. Carol Hansen. U.S.F.S.. and gave her a copy of the unclaimed photographs that
we had developed. She stated that it appeared to be related to a case in Eugene Oregon area. She will
check and gel back to me. We discussed this case and exchanged information,
09/09/97: T received a fax copy of a Microsoft Report from Ofc. Steward. It essentially stated that they
do not know how the M.S. identification on Petersen came into die possession of suspect Young. The
identification was turned into MS. and was reported as lost. The Metro pass attached to the identification
is expired as of May 97, and therefore does not have a monetary value.

I received a continuation report from Ofc. Morris about several questions that I had for this case. They
are:
1) The keys that unlocked the house was found in Samuel backpack. This was the pack claimed by
Samuel The report also indicated that they officers tried the keys in the door lock and it worked.
2) How the house was secured. Officer Morris explains this.
3) Did suspects make any statements. No. They refused to answer.
4) The suspects specifically claimed items, and denied that they owned anything else, and did not say that
anything left belonged to anyone else. Peter Young arrived 3-5 minutes after Ofc. Moms left with the
first load of evidence. He was contacted by Ofc. Robarge. Young denied ownership of anything in the
house, specifically the bags that were found in the house.
Tlie suspects (
Young Samuel) contacted Det. Rucker about obtaining personal property. Det.
Rucker obtained lists of the items the suspects wanted, checked those items to make sure that they were
not of an evidence nature, and released only personal property like sleeping bags, clothes, and back packs.
The suspect signed Property receipts showing the transaction.

Food stuffs were left at the house.
I talked to Pat Forinash. WaDOT. Me stated that he acquired the property for the State. He stated that he
had Byron Brown, his maintenance man secure the house. He stated that he (Forinash) had been by the
house on several occasion to check the locks. He stated that they had used locks and hasps to secure the
house. He stated that Brown (768-5708) could provide the information on how the house was secured and
when Forinash will send me a statement as to what he knows. 1 called Mr. Brown and left a message.
I obtained the narcotics from Evidence and look them to the WSP Crime Lab for analysts. I left them for
Judy Nickells (who was aware of the situation).

1500 hours, Mr. Forinash came into the station and I met with him. He staled that he was at the house
with a crew cleaning it up. He stated that there were several items that he wanted to know if he could
throw them out. He stared that it consisted of several mattresses and foo'd items. I advised him that he
could do that. He stated that he had found where all of the locks DOT had put on the house were
supcrglued shut so no entry could be gained. He stated that he found a book and the No Trespassing sign
in the house. He gave me a book, from a library, and a white sign staling NO TRESPASSING. He stated
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that he found the book and the sign in a bookshelf inside the house. He stated that he recognized it as
theirs because the Names and phone numbers on the sign were the DOT persons assigned to post and
show the house to prospective buyers. I asked him for a statement about his knowledge of the situation,
what he found at the house, and copies of any receipts that he may have for repairing the damage and
cleaning up. He stated that he would have to me shortly. T also wanted to located the DOT worker who
actually secured the house originally. He stated that he would work on that too. I marked the items and
put them into evidence.
09/10/97: I contacted the W. Wa. Univ. Library and found out that the book was checked out from them
to a person named Jeffrey Larson. They will contact Larson to see if the book was stolen from him or
lost. It is listed as over due.
1 contacted the Mercer Island McDonald’s to determine if they had lost the banner recovered by Ofc.
Morris. [ advised them what the banner was and they stated that all of those banners were thrown in the
garbage and arc of no value to the store.

09/10/97: Victim / Witnesses Allen Daniels, Chuck Page and Mike Wilson came into the station and
contacted me to view the property that was recovered from the suspects. We went to the Evidence locker
and signed in. Wc viewed the property. Daniel identified his knife (IE-24), and stated that if I took the
knife out of the sheath I would find where he filed the top of the bade to make it sharp after he dented it. I
checked and found that it was a match to what lie said. Page identified items E23, E44, E 59 and an
unmarked Irwin 1 1/2” drill bit. I marked this as E-98 and made out a property report for it. Wilson
identified E-57, and then verified the items E-16, E-49, E-58, S-59, E-60, £-61, E-62, E-63, E-64, E-65,
£-66. E-67 and E-84. These items were also identified by Witness Simmon. Wilson noted that E-67, a
partial piece of paper listing Waterfront Construction had a pager number belonging to Simmon imprinted
on it. 1 signed us out of the properly room, went io my office and obtained statements from the Witness /
Victims. They then left.
The values of the identified property (according to the Victims) is listed below:
E-16 Torches (S 400.00 - Wilson. .$ 500.00 Simmon)
F.-24 Knife ($ 45.00 - Daniel). E-23 Binoculars ( $ link - Page), E-44 Walki - Talki (S 100.00 - Page).
E-49 Dive Mask (S 60.00 - Wilson), E-57 Hammer ($ 27.00 - Wilson / Simmon), E-58 Duct Tape (#
3.00), E-59 12” Wrench ($ 20.00 - Page), E-60 Nozzles ( $ 40.00 - Wilson / Simmon). E-61 Welders
Mask ( S 30.00- Wilson / Simmon), E-62 Welders Mask ( $ 30.00 - Wilson / Simmon), E-63 Electrical
Tape ( S 1.00), E-64 Allen Wrenches (.$ 5.00 - Wilson I Simmon), E-65 Drill Bits ( $ 12.00 - Wilson).
E-66 Box ( $ Unk.), E-67 Document (No value), E-84 Dive Bools ( $ 30.00 - Wilson), E-98 Drill Bit ($
17.00 - Page). Total Value of recovered property at this lime, as established by the victims is
approximately S 800.00 to S 900.00 since the items are used.

09/1 1/97: 1 obtained the mail (E-70 & E-73), from the evidence locker that is listed to ihc Mercer Island
Cycle Shop. I found out that the cycle shop went oui of business at the Mercer Island location, in the last
2 weeks. I will have io contact the Issaquah shop for follow up. fhe date on one piece of mail was June
Narrative - Page
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1997 (general information for (his volume), and the other was dated June 27. 1997. Both are some sort of
bike parts and price list.
09/12/97: I received a call from a person named
He staled that he had a
number of belongings in the DOT house at the time that Peter Young was arrested. 1-Ie wanted to know if
he could obtain his property. I advised him that his name was not on the report. 1 needed him to fax me
his name, address, D.O.B, and a list and description of the property that he wanted and I would check into
it and get back to him. He stated that he would do that.

I contacted Alex, the manager of Hollywood Video on Mercer Island. I checked the titles and the
barcodes for the movies that we have in evidence. Batman and Robin (2518480001), Magic School Bus
(25117925001) were listed by the code as being in the store and not having been checked out after August
15. 1997. The Phantom Tollbooth (no barcode), is the only one they have. It too is listed as being in the
store and not checked out since the middle of August. She will supply the barcode for me to check
against the copy that we have. She is going to send me statement about this information ASAP. The
videos were removed from a backpack (E-48) belonging to
09/16/97; 1 called Hollywood Video to talk with Alex (Manager) about the statement she was to send me.
She was nol in until Thursday.

09/1 8/97: 1 called Pat Forinash, WSDOT. and requested again, a statement from him ahout the incident.
He stated that, he would finish it with the damage estimates and sent it to me today.
I called Hollywood Video and found out that Alex will nol be in until 1600 hours. 1 will have patrol
contact her to get the statement.
09/19/97: 1 will forward the statements from the witness (o the prosecutor’s office as soon as I get. them.

Case report prepared for filing on Suspects Young,
Samuel and
Malicious Mischief 3 and V(JCSA (pending lab analysis).

for PSP 2, Trespass 2.

u-s- V. Samuel
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CONTINUATION/FOLLOW-UP
Mercer Island Department of Public Safety

Case Number: CR97-2374
Type of Incident:

VICTIM/Suspcct:

CRIMINAL TRESPASS FIRST DEGREE
POSSESSION OF STOLEN PROPERTY
VUCSA
OFFENDERS:

Reporting Officer:

SAMUEL, JUSTIN CLAYTON
YOUNG, PETERJDANIEL
MORRIS //12

Approved by:

/7/<3

Tied-in Reports:

PROPERTY DAMAGE:
-ONE BROKEN WINDOW ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF THE UPSTAIRS OF THE
RESIDENCE NEXT TO A SIDE DOOR. ONE COULD REACH IN THROUGH THIS
WINDOW AND UNLATCH IT TO GAIN ACCESS TO THE HOUSE. UNKNOWN
AMOUNT OF MONETARY DAMAGE.
-ONE BROKEN WINDOW ON THE NORTH EAST PORTION OF THE UPSTAIRS OF THE
RESIDENCE. ONE COULD REACH IN THROUGH THTS WINDOW AND UNLATCH IT
TO GAIN ACCESS TO THE HOUSE. UNKNOWN AMOUNT OF MONETARY DAMAGE.

EVIDENCE:
E-l: ONE PLASTIC BANNER ADVERTISING THE MCDONALD'S ARCH DELUXE
FOUND HANGING IN Till? NORTH BEDROOM ON THE NORTH WALL. UNKNOWN
WHAT MCDONALD'S IT WAS STOLEN FROM. UNKNOWN VALUE.

E-2: ONE PANASONIC 8-TRACK TAPE PLAYER FOUND IN NORTH BEDROOM NEXT
TO MATTRESS WITH BAG OF 8-TRACK CASSETTES. UNKNOWN OWNER.
E-3; MINI TAPE PLAYER, HAT. WIRES, TELEPHONE CONTROLLER FOR HEADSET
FOUND IN CLOSET IN NORTH BEDROOM. UNKNOWN OWNER.

E-4: MISC. TAPES AND COMPACT DISCS FOUND IN NORTH BEDROOM. UNKNOWN
OWNER.

U.S. v. Samuel
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Mercer Island Department of Public Safety - Crime Info
September 17, 1997

A.L.F. Update
S.

A.

Samuel. Justin C.
WMA, dob: 123178

S.

Young. Peter D.
WMA. dob: 062677

On August 30th, four persons were arrested in a vacant
house belonging to the Washington State Department of
Transportation near 1-90 and West Mercer Way. Based o
past activities and on items found in their possession
subsequent to the arrest, it is believed that all four of thes
persons are animal rights activists and may consider
themselves to members of the Animal Liberation Front
(ALF). WSDOT had posted the house with ‘No
Trespassing’ signs, and put locks on the doors. It appears
that one of the arrestees had replaced one of the locks on
the house with one of their own, and had issued keys to
friends. Additionally, other locks on the house had been
disabled with glue being inserted into the locks. It
appeared that the subjects had been living in the house for
one to two months. Found in the house were mattresses,
backpacks, sleeping bags, food, a cooking stove, water
bottles, a heater, candles, and bolt cutters. Also found in
the house was property that had been taken in recent
waterfront burglaries on Mercer Island and in Medina.
Among the items of interest that were found to belong to
the subjects were the following:
Stickers reading: “Go Vegan!’'. "Animal 1 .iberation Now!’’. “MLAT IS MUR.DBR.’’. and the word
“FUR" in a circle with a slash through it (International ‘NO’ symbol).
“The Poultry Digest - production information for the broiler, egg & turkey industries"
“Who's Who - in the egg & poultry industries in the USA and Canada"

A.

SAMUEL, Justin C.

Confidential - For Police Use Only

U.S. v. Samuel
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Mercer Island Department of Public Safety - Crime Info
September 17, 1997
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Book: “Free the Animals - The Untold Story of The
US Animal Liberation Front & Its Founder,
‘Valerie’”, by Ingrid Newkirk.
Copies of pages from a book on home brewing
explosive compounds - pages are marked “FOR
OFFICIAL USE ONLY” (may be military).
Booklet: “Writings of the Vegetable Liberation
Front", includes section on “Product Liberation” aka
Theft.
Book: “Unleashing Rights”, relating to the birth of
ALF. court decisions, and rights and tactics.
Numerous maps, without markings, of Washington
and Oregon.
A summons from Anoka county. Minnesota, indicating
that some of these subjects are riding freight trains.
Photographs of activity relating to damage of a logging
operation in a US forest.

YOUNG, Peter D.

Some interesting related events:
Bellevue PD reports arresting
and
on the early morning of August 8th after
Lhey had broken into an abandoned and posted house.
has Jong been associated with
and Young.
In October, 1996, after six months of malicious mischief to
businesses on Mercer Island, apparently by ALF,
030777
and YOUNG were contacted in the early morning hours by
police. In their vehicle were observed various kinds of gloves, and stocking (ski) masks. Both admitted to
officers that lhey were involved in animal rights groups. Their car was impounded so a search warrant could
be obtained. Coincidentally, Mercer Island ceased to have animal rights related vandalism after this contact.
and the vandalisms moved to other eastside cities.

David M.

A mink farmer in the Snohomish, Washington area reported that on a week night during the week of July 14.
a family member came home at about 0100 hours and saw a car with four people in dark clothing standing
around it, three males and one female. The car was stopped near the fence line of the farm’s property, and the
subjects had duct tape wrapped around their pants cuffs. Vehicle license was WA: 627EPQ. This vehicle
appears to be registered to SAMUEL’s parents. The farm was not bothered apparently because of the
attention the family gave to the car and these subjects.
It is worth noting that at least four of these five subjects have shaved their heads. This could be an attempt on
their part to align themselves with an animal rights faction known as “Straight Edge'. Straight Edgers are

Confidential - For Police Use Only

U.S. v. Samuel
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STATEMENT REFERENCE CASE NO. 97007570
STATEMENT CF DETECTIVE RON CORCORAN.

on October 23, 1997, at approximately 10 p.m. Detective Ron Corcoran
of the Trempealeau County Sheriff’s Dept. while off duty did stop at a place
of business called the Budget Mart.
This Budget Mart is located in the City
of Galesville, County of Trempealeau, State of Wisconsin.
Prior to entering the Budget Mart, Detective Corcoran did observe a
Red Chevy GeometrO parked in the parking lot of the Budget Mart.
Detective
Corcoran observed that this Geometro did have a State of Washington license plate
and that the license plate number-was 560G00.
As Corcoran walked by the Red
Ceometro he observed that the vehicle contained sleeping bags and other clothing
inside of it.

It appeared the interior of the vehicle was quite messy.

Corcoran
did enter the Budget Mart and did walk to the rear of the building where there are
two booths located.
One booth was occupied by a person Corcoran knows as Dick
McKeeth and the second booth was occupied by two unknown white males, ages
approximately 21 to 23 years.

Both of these young males had their hair cut

very close to the scalp or their hair had been recently shaved and showed new
regrowth.

Both young males had dark brown or black hair and both were approximately

5 feet 10 inches tall and appeared to weigh approximately 150 lbs.
appeared to be baggy or loose on them.
and some of their clothing was torn.

Their clothing

They appeared to be dirty and wrinkled
One of the males wore glasses.

This

subject Corcoran observed had some type of stickers and also what Corcoran believed
to be burdock attached to his shirt.
It appeared as if the person had walked or
laid

down in a wooded area.

One of the young males wore a military style pants

which were green in color and Corcoran did observe laying in the booth next to
him was a book titled ‘The Rise of Facism’.

Both of the young males were

eating food that they brought into the Budget Mart with them.

The Budget Mart

employee apparently gave them permission to use the microwave to heat their food.
Detective Corcoran started a conversation with both young males and they stated
they were from the State of Washington and that they were not college students.
They stated that they were just on a trip to visit friends and that they were
now on the way to the Green Bay—Sheboygan area and then possibly to Virginia and
on to Florida.

Corcoran asked them if they were taking highway 54 which intersects

the Southern edge of Galesville and travels across the State of Wisconsin to the
Green Bay area and they advised they did not know which route they were taking
as they were now looking for a place to spend a few hours resting.

U.S.

V.

Samuel

0013

-3-

Page 2.
Corcoran asked them why they +tad got off the interstate and were traveling
on Highway 53 and one of them responded they just wanted to see the country.
Corcoran advised them that it was difficult to see the country traveling at night.
One of them then commented that they had come from the West where there no trees
and that it was good to see trees again.
At approximately this time the employee of the Budget Mart advised the
two subjects that if they were going to finish eating they had better hurry up
as he was closing at 11 p.m.

At this time at approximately 10:45 the two subjects

got up from the booth, packed their food and beverages in a bag and both left the
building.

Both subjects were polite in their conversation but were evasive in

the conversation not wanting to give any detail of where they had been or where
they were going.
At approximately 11 p.m. onlO/2,3/97, Detective Corcoran did call the
Trempealeau County Sheriff’s Dept. by telephone and did have dispatch check the
registrationon Washington plate 560GD0 and was advised that there were no
wants on that vehicle.

Dispatch advised that the plate listed to a

/
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

.

Date of transcription

1 1 / 6 /97

Writer contacted Detective Lewis Albr
echt, Clark County
Sheriff’s
t,
ii1 Wisconsin, telephone
number
(715) 743-3157.
Detective Albrecht was being contact
edfor information
regarding an alleged confrontation
which had occurred between an
Amish individual in the area and two
white males in a red Geo
Metro vehicle.
Detective Albrecht sent via facsimile
(fax) a copy of
their Incident Report consisting of four
pages which is attached
hereto and considered part of this FD-3
02.
It was discussed with
Detective Albrecht that in view of the
report and prior interview
of the Amish witness, NEIL M. BORNTRAG
ER of North 0348$ Ridge
Road, Granton, Wisconsin, date of birt
h, January 14, 1957, that
there would be no need for an immediat
e interview of BORNTRAGER.
It was decided that if suitable photogra
phs in a photo spread
were obtained, BORNTRAGER would be cont
acted for possible.
dissemination and review.
If it is determined later that a photo
spread will not
be shown, BORNTRAGER may be contacted
for an interview.
It
should be noted as indicated in attached
report that BQRNTRAGER
observed a vehicle bearing Washington
License Plates 560GD0 or
56000

Investigation on
file#
by

10 /3 1/97

29l-MW-3660l

SA NORMAN E.

____at

Wausau, Wisconsin

?

Datedictated

11/4/97

BRUNER:CAL

This document contains neither recommendatio nor conclu
ns
sions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned
to your a%ency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your
agency.
.
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case Type: INFRACTION
Scheduled Review Date:
Reviewing supervisc)r:
:
Offense Description 750A

INCIDENT NIJMEER:

U1

3 ,?

3

DEPT
CLTRK COUNTY SHERIFF’S
CASE: 97—1000125

t 0/30/97

t.)

1

PACE

Cross Ref:

Status:

SUsp PERSONS

CL,S973020014

Place of Occurrenc:
W03488 RIDGE RD
Beat: 36
015
Area
icer:
Off
Reporting

Shift: 1
DEP. XARAU /STEVEN

Arrived
29/97
10/
97
10/29/
10/29/97
10/29/9?
17:39
45
15:
15:45
15:45
SONS
PER
?
SUS
:
750A
Oense Description

Report ed

Di spatch

Enroute

Occurred From-To

Cleared
1 0 ,‘ 2 9 / 9 7

: 00

:00

17:53

SUPPLEMENTAL INfO4ATION
**

NAJiE:
1
Party Number:
M
NEAL
GPANTON WI 54436
Addr: N0348 TUOGE RD
Occupation: AMISH
Bus Phone:
Class:
State:
Drivers LicensE Number:
1/1/57
Date of Birth:
if: NO
Victim of Violeit Crime Not
rd: NO
aza
ety
Officer Saf

Involvement : INFORMANT
Name : BORNTRAGR

Sex: MALE
Weight:

Race: WHITE
Height:

Hair Color:

Eye Color:
**

VEHICLE:
Involvement:

Type:
Color

DISPATCH

PASSENCEP.
—

Make:

Primary:

License Number
Wheel Type:
Photo: NO

INFORMA

560GD0

CHEV

1
Vehicle Number :
Model: GEO METRO

Secondary:
State: WA
VIM Number:

RED
2C1MR2466M6751230

NARRATIVE:
PARKED
GTON PLATES SEVERAL NIGHTS AGO
REPORTING SUSP VEHICLE WASHIN
TE #
PLA
PINE TREES WEED ROLLS HE HJS
BEHIND SILO AND WALKED UP TO
WERE
THEY
HIM
THEY CAME OVER AND TOLD
SAYS WHEN HE HOLLERED AT THEM
T 1ND
THA
DO
’T
LDN
COU
CHE
TREES HE TOLD THEM THEY
GOING TO SLEEP UNDER
THEY LEFT. 515

:

U.S. v. Samuel
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33

‘‘7 1 5

10/30/97

7 3 3
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CLARK COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPT
CASE: 97-1OOO12

:

P4rGE

OFFICER REPORT
10/29/97
DATED:
Neal N. Borntrager, rn/w, doi
on 10/29/9? at 5:29 p.m., I spoke with
also owns property at W3435
and
Neal lives at N34S Ridge
01/i/57.
Mr. Short to watch for
by
sed
advi
Neal said he had been
Ridge Rd.
ims at the Fur Fi-m.
prob
of
use
beca
area
strange activity i: the

a small red
4:50 pm.
Neal said that on Friday evening at about
cle parked
vehi
The
W3435 Ridge Rd.
CaT drove onto his property at
to checX
went
Neal
ion.
locat
behind the old empty farm house at that
to the
field
the
ss
acro
ng
wa1k
on the car and saw two malesubjects
When
car.
the
to
hack
males
Neal yelled and called the two
south.
traveling to the
they were doing, they told Neal they were
what
asked
told them they
Neal
camp.
to
place
east coast and were looking for a
c8using
le
peop
of
aware
was
he
that
were on private property arid
leaving
area
the
left
then
ects
subj
two
The
problems at fur farns.
of
type
some
it appeared one sabject was reading
w/b on Ridge Rd.
book as they drove by Neal’s farm.
,

males, one with
Neal said both subjects were 25-30 year old
ects if he saw
Neal said he thought he would know the subj
glasses
them again.
of Washington plate
vehicle was a ccmpact car, red in color, state
shape of the car
the
of
h
a
sketc
drew
Neal
number 560G00 or E0DGO.
make.
GEO
a
d
be
which appeared it coul
All
It is on a GEO Metro.
Attached is the plate number run.
.
County
or
Tayl
from
information appears to match the information
No paper report filed,
526/Dep. Karau

computer file only.
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The following investigation was conducted by
Special Agent (SA) NORMAN ED BRUNER at Granton, Wisconsin,
(Clark tounty) on November 15 , 1997:
Writer met with Clark County Sheriff’s Office (CCSO)
Detective Louis Albrecht for two reasons.
The first was to
attempt to locate and interview NEAL BORNTREGGER, an Amish farmer
residing at N3488 Ridge Road, Granton, Wisconsin, date of birth,
January 14 , 195 7
BQRNTREGGER’s property borders the
SHORT MINK FUR FARM located on Highway 10, Granton, Wisconsin.
.

Although numerous efforts were made during the course
of this day, BORNTREGGER could not be located for interview.
Detective Albrecht was furnished several colored photographs
depicting a red Geo Metro bearing State of Washington License
Plate 560-GDO, for ultimate display to BQRNTREGGER.
Detective
Albrecht advised that he would attempt to locate BORNTREGGER in
the near future and provide byreport the results of contact.
The second reason was to contact BONNIE SHORT who
apparently had some information regarding an occurrence on
Sunday, November 9, 1997, regarding a female taking pictures of
the mink ranch from Highway 10, Granton, Wisconsin.
Writer contacted BONNIE SHORT at W3331, Highway 10,
Granton, Wisconsin 5443 6 , telephone number (715 ) 23 8 73 78
SHORT
advised that she learned of information from MARLENE
KUECHENNEISTER at telephone number (715) 743-2499, that a
college-age female describing as having long blonde hair was
standing on Highway 10 taking photographs of the mink ranch which
is situated on the north side of the highway.
She advised that
this apparently occurred according to MARLENE on Sunday,
November 9, 1997, between 2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
.

-

-

SHORT advised that the only descriptive data MARLENE
provided regarding the vehicle the female was driving was that it
was a grey in color small vehicle similar to the style of a
Honda.
She further advised that no other individuals were
observed in the vehicle or accompanying the female while taking
the photographs.
SHORT advised that MARLENE indicated that the license
plate on the vehicle was Wisconsin License Plate GRJ-954.
SHORT
further advised that when she further learned of this information
from MARLENE that it was actually GARY KUECHENMEISTER, MARLENE’s
husband, who had made the observation.
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Attached hereto and considered part of this
insert is a
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) print-out for
Wisconsin
License Plate GRJ-954.
This license plate expired in
September of 1994, when it was at the time assig
ned to
WILDE HONDA CARS on a 1994 Honda 4-door sedan
reflecting
Title Number 9330937032.
Detective Albrecht advised that when he
made a hand search request of DMV records in Madis
on, Wisconsin,
that WILDE HONDA CARS is located in Waukesha,
Wisconsin.
Further investigation regarding this expired
plate
and/or vehicle by title number will be left to
the discretion of
case Agent.
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INCIDENT REPORT

, ?jlTY POLICE DEPARTMENT
•J/97 8:53:55
1/

INCIDENT n 97 049274
PAGE
1

BURGLARY

CURk^NCE

M 10 D 17 Y 97
M 10 D-18 Y 97

FENSE
0

STATUTE
713.1

CATION

3701

‘•Il

T 1800
T 0700

SA DIST/GRID 051
LOC CODE 20
SPEC RPT
OFFENSE
BURGLARY

REPORTED D 10/18/97
T
0723

A S LOC UNIT WEAPONS
C 20 000

SUS-USE

SIOUX CITY

MEMORIAL DR

DIV ASSIGNED INVEST

C P 00505 JESS A NELSON

LATED INCIDENTS

97 049313
) VI NO. 001

DOB AGE HGT WGT EYE HAI RES
RAC SEX HS JV
032157 040 000 000
Y
W H
I NJ
REL 000'
000
PRSNT
CHILD

)C 481 60 9993

^AGE.STEVE E
FOX AVE
2996
IA
IOUX CITY
HONE
239 3709

URGLARY

TYPE OF STRUCTURE
BARNS

POINT OF ENTRY
NORTH

METHOD TOOLS
F
Y

ROPERTY NO. 000 CD D DAMAGED
BRAND
QTY
UM SIZE
MODEL
COLOR
DE/TYPE
1.000 EA
19
~E
MATL
COND
DATE-LOC 000000 RC-VAL
1.000 OAN
vAL
REM
PROP-CDE
SEZ
000
OWN
000

VICTIM
A.

STYLE

INCIDENT NOTES
“EnCES WERE CUT, ANIMALS WERE LET LOOSE.

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT INDEX
NO. OFFICER
01 00505 JESS A NELSON
END OF REPORT

101897

DATE
TIME
10/18/97 1719

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR REDISSEMINATION

DOCUMENT
P050N01914

CIS/G_NITZSCHK

Sioux City Police Department

U.S. v. Samuel
0227

-210-

WtsiJW

PAGE

8:55:34

7004
OCCASIONAL CHECK
TIME OF
M 10 D 18 Y 97
OCCURRENCE M 11 D 18 Y 97
ENSE
/uU4

STATUTE
N/A

LOCATION

3701

1

REPORTED D 10/18/97 SA DIST/GRID 051
T
0900
LOC CODE 00
SPEC RPT
A S LOC UNIT WEAPONS SUS-USE OFFENSE
00 000
OCCASIONAL CHECK

T 0700
T 0000

MEMORIAL DR

OFC P 00505 JESS A NELSON

SIOUX CITY

DIV ASSIGNED .RECORDS

RELATED INCIDENTS

P '97 IT49274

CD VI NO. 001

SOC 481 60 9993
KRAGE,STEVE E
32996
FOX AVE
SIOUX CITY
IA
PHONE
239 3709

RAC SEX HS JV
DOB AGE HGT WGT EYE HAI RES
W M
032157 040 000 000
Y
I NJ
REL 000
000
•
PRSNT
CHILD

INCIDENT NOTES
COMPLT WOULD LIKE A CHECK FOR ONE MONTH DURING THE NIGHT
101897
HOURS DUE TO A BURGLARY AND A LARGE NUMBER OF MINKS WERE LET 101897
OUT OF THEIR CAGES.
101897

END OF REPORT

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR REDISSEMINATION

CIS/G_NITZSCHK

Sioux City Police Department
U.S. v. Samuel
0228
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription

11/6/97

The following investigation was conducted Special Agent
(SA) NORMAN ED BRUNER of the Wausau Resident Agency of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on October 31, 1997:
Writer had previously spoken telephonically to
Detective Konrad Kaczkowski, Sheboygan County Sheriff’s
Department, Sheboygan, Wisconsin, telephone number
(920) 459-3111. Detective Kaczkowski provided by facsimile (fax)
to writer, a photocopy of a map which appeared to have come from
a telephone book in the City of Medford, Wisconsin, which had
been found subsequent to the execution of a search warrant of a
red Geo Metro previously stopped by the Sheboygan County
Sheriff’s Department.
Writer physically began examining locations for public
payphones and/or telephone books were readily available in the
City of Medford, Wisconsin.

After several attempts, a public payphone and telephone
book were located in HARDEE's fast food restaurant located at
230 South Eighth Street (Highway""T377" Medford,~~/Wisconsin.
Writer f
upon_examinirig~"a’"telephone book for the City of Medford/Rib Lake, /
Wisconsin, reflecting the date of October, 1996, was affixed by a ’'r
cable allowing it not to be removed, in a holder adjacent to the
payphone bearing telephone number (715) 748-9941 was missing Page
Number 10 in the initial part b"f the yellow-page section.
Upon initial observation, the remaining portion of the
telephone book where 10 should have been reflects a portion of
the page which had been torn and appears to match the map
received by the Sheboygan County Sheriff’s Department.
The map
received by fax from the Sheboygan County Sheriff's Department is
attached hereto and considered part of this FD-302.
It should be
noted that the original map should be identified as one of the
items recovered from the execution of a search warrant of the red
Geo Metro.
SEARCHED_____ INDEXED_____
ser|alizedX/,xf;l£d\P

1 7 1997
FBI - MILWAUKEE
Investigation on

10/3 1/97

File #

291-MW-36601

by

SA NORMAN E .

at Medford, Wisconsin
______

Date dictated

11/4/97

BRUNER: CAL____________________________________________________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI.

it and its contents arc not to be distributed outside your agency.

Il is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

U.S. v. Samuel
0231

-246-

FD-302a (Rev. 10-6-95)

291-MW-36601

Continuation of FD-302 of

_

, On 10/31/97

Page

_ 2~

Writer obtained this telephone book for evidentiarypurposes for later comparisons to be made by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) Laboratory to confirm whether or not the
item found in the red Geo Metro is identical to this telephone
book as its place of origin, as well as, potential latent
fingerprints in the vicinity of the telephone book where the page
may have been taken by subjects.
Writer then placed a marking long distance telephone
call from the same public payphone which bears telephone
number (715) 748-9941. The telephone call was placed in the
following fashion at approximately 2:02 p.m. on
October 31, 1997.
Writer placed a long distance telephone call
to the Milwaukee Office of the FBI at telephone number
(414) 276-4684, charging the call to the Wausau Resident Agency
Credit Card Number (715) 842-2666-9964.
It is anticipated that a subpoena for toll records over
the previous weekend from this payphone may reveal pertinent
calls by unknown subject(s).

U.S. v. Samuel
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97-007570-I
TREMPEAULEAU COUNTY SHERIFF’ S OFFICE
Continued
Offense: 943.75(2)
Date & Time Reported
Incident No
UNAUTHORIZED RELEASE OF ANIMALS
06:39
97-007570-I
10/25/1997
THIS OFFICER SPOKE TO A BOB BUCKLER, OF WHOM IS A LOBBYIST FOR THE
“UR COMMISSION. HE BRIEFLY ADVISED ME ABOUT THE RAIDS IN THE
SURROUNDING STATES, AND FEELS STRONGLY THAT THIS WAS CONDUCTED BY
R
THE ALF. HE ADVISED THIS OFFICER THAT HE HAD A LOT OF INFORMATION
R
A
IN REFERENCE TO THIS TYPE OF ACTIVITY, AND CASES, AND WILL SENT ME
T
A COPY OF EVERYTHING HE HAS, AND WILL FAX OUT COPIES OF THIS
I
INCIDENT TO THE FUR FARMERS.BUCKLER ADVISED ME THAT FBI AGENT DEETZ
V
OUT OF THE MILWAUKEE OFFICE, AND PHIL BROOKMAN OUT OF THE MPLS.
E
OFFICE, (PHONE NUMBER 612-376-3372) HAS WORKED THESE CASES AND HAS
A LOT OF INFORMATION, (INTELLIGENCE) ON THE ALF.
THIS CRIME I HAVE LEARNED IS PUNISHABLE BY STATE STATUE, WSA
895.57, AND WSA 943.75., AND OR PUNISHABLE FEDERALLY, PUBLIC LAW
102.346; STATUE 106.929 AND 106 STAT. 92$ AND 929.
FEDERALLY THIS TYPE OF CRIME IS COVERED UNDER THE ANIMAL
ENTERPRIZE PROTECTION ACT, AND THE HOBBS ACT, (INTERFERENCE WITH
BUSINESS, INTERSTATE).
ON SUNDAY OCTOBER 26, 1997 THIS OFFICER WAS ADVISED BY BOB BUCKLER
OF THE FUR COMMISSION OFFICE THAT DETRICK’S FUR FARM IN MEDFORD WI.
WAS RAIDED LAST NIGHT, ALONG WITH ALEX OTT FUR FARM IN TOMAHAWK WI.
AND THAT MIKE PATRICK’S FUR FARM IN WEST BURROW, WI HAD BEEN
RAIDED, HOWEVER WERE SURPRISED BY A NIGHT WATCHMAN, AND LEFT THE
SCENE. BUCKLER ADVISED HE WOULD FORWARD MORE INFORMATION ON THEM
RAIDS TO ME UPON COMPLETION OF HIS REPORT.
Il//END OF REPORT//li
DEPUTY RICHARD ‘ANDERSON

TREMPEALEAU CO SHERIFF’S DEPT
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7-1 (Rev. 2-5-98)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535
Date:

june 8,

1998

SAC, Milwaukee
Squad 7, La Crosse RA
Attn: SA Jeffrey S. Hill

To:

Case ID #:

291-MW-36601

Lab No.

71201013 S BE
80219021 S BE

Reference:

Milwaukee communication dated 11/24/1997
Minneapolis communication dated 02/17/1998

YourNo.

291-MW-36601

Title:

PETER D. YOUNG; JUSTIN C. SAMUEL;
SMIEJA FUR FARM
INDEPENDENCE, WISCONSIN - VICTIM;
DITTRICH MINKERY
MEDFORD, WISCONSIN - VICTIM;
OTT'S MINK RANCH
TOMAHAWK, WISCONSIN - VICTIM
ANIMAL ENTERPRISE PROTECTION
DOMESTIC TERRORISM

Specimens received:

12/01/97 and 2/19/98

Specimens received from SAC, Milwaukee on December 1, 1997 under
cover of communication dated November 24, 1997 (71201013 S BE):
QI

Section of wire

Q2-Q5

Four sections of wire

Q6-Q8

Three sections of wire

Q9-Q16

Eight sections of wire

K1-K2

Two bolt-cutters

K3

Multi-gadget tool in fabric pouch

SAC, Minneapolis (291-MP-48582)
(attn: SA Michael Graham)
Page 1

(Over)
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0464
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7-1 (Rev. 2-5-98)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535
Date:

June 8,

Case ID #:

291-MW-36601

Lab No.

71201013 S BE
80219021 S BE

Reference:

Milwaukee communication dated 11/24/1997
Minneapolis communication dated 02/17/1998

Your No.

2 91-MW-3 6601

Title:

1998

SAC, Milwaukee
Squad 7, La Crosse RA
Attn: SA Jeffrey S. Hill

To:

PETER D. YOUNG; JUSTIN C. SAMUEL;
SMIEJA FUR FARM
INDEPENDENCE, WISCONSIN - VICTIM;
DITTRICH MINKERY
MEDFORD, WISCONSIN - VICTIM;
OTT'S MINK RANCH
TOMAHAWK, WISCONSIN - VICTIM
ANIMAL ENTERPRISE PROTECTION;
DOMESTIC TERRORISM

Specimens received:

12/01/97 and 2/19/98

Specimens received from SAC, Milwaukee on December 1, 1997 under
cover of communication dated November 24, 1997 (71201013 S BE):
QI

Section of wire

Q2-Q5

Four sections of wire

Q6-Q8

Three sections of wire

Q9-Q16

Eight sections of wire

K1-K2

Two bolt-cutters

K3

Multi-gadget tool in fabric pouch

1 - SAC, Minneapolis (291-MP-48582)
(attn: SA Michael Graham)

Page 1

(Over)
U-s- v. Samuel

0464
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Specimens received from SAC, Minneapolis on February 19, 1998
under cover of communication dated February 17, 1998 (80219021 S
BE) :

Q363

Section of chicken wire

The results of the Toolmarks examinations are included
in this report.
The submitted specimens are being retained in
the Laboratory until all comparisons with cases from other field
offices are completed.

Page 2
71201013 S BE
80219021 S BE

U.S. v. Samuel
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7-1 a (2-5-98)

laboratory

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535
Report of Examination
Examiner Name:
Unit:

4X
Steve

M. Casper

Date:

June 8,

Firearms-Toolmarks

Phone No.:

202-324-4375

291-MW-36601

Lab No.:

71201013 S BE
80219021 S BE

1998

Results of Examinations:

The QI, Q6, Q10, Q13, Q15 and Q363 sections of wire
were identified as having been cut by the K2 bolt cutters.
The Q7 section of wire was identified as having been
cut by the KI bolt cutters.

Toolmark examination of the Q4, Q8, Q9, Qll, Q12, Q14
and Q16 sections of wire determined that they were cut by a
tool(s) employing a pinching/shearing type action, such as the
KI and K2 bolt cutters and the cutting edge of the K3 multipurposes tool. However, due to a lack of sufficient
corresponding individual microscopic of value, no further
associations could be made.
The Q2, Q3 and Q5 sections of wire bear no marks of
value for comparison purposes.

FTU - Page 1 of 1
U.S. v. Samuel
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7-1 (Rev. 2-5-98)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535
November 30,

Date:

1998

SAC, Omaha
7/DMRA, Attn: SA Mickey L. Carvour

To:

Reference:

Case ID #:

291-MW-36601

LabNo.

71229041 S/L BE DQ

Communication dated December 17,

2_ ? C

1997

Your No.

Title:

PETER D. YOUNG; JUSTIN C. SAMUEL;
SMIEJA FUR FARM
INDEPENDENCE, WISCONSIN - VICTIM;
DITTRICH MINKERY
MEDFORD, WISCONSIN - VICTIM;
OTT'S MINK RANCH
TOMAHAWK, WISCONSIN - VICTIM;
ANIMAL ENTERPRISE PROTECTION;
DOMESTIC TERRORISM

Specimens received:

December 29,

1997

Specimens:

Q17-Q362

Three Hundred Forty six (346) pieces of paper

The result of the latent fingerprint examination is
included in this report.

Specimens Q17 through Q362 are enclosed.

Enclosures (346)
1.- - Milwaukee

U.S. v. Samuel
0467
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

Report of Examination
Examiner Name:

John J. Hyde

Date:

Unit:

Latent Fingerprint Section

Phone No.:

Case ID #:

291-MW-36601

Lab No.:

November 30,

1998

(202)324-5124

71229041 S/L BE DQ

Results of Examinations:
No latent prints of value were developed on specimens
Q17 through Q362.

LFPS - Page 1 of 1
U.S. V. Samuel
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7-1 0>v 2-5-98)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535
Date:

August 7,

1998

SAC, Milwaukee
(Squad 7 - La Crosse RA)

To:

291-MW-36601
Lab No.

Reference:

80629128 I/L FO

Communication dated June 2, 1998

Your No.

Title:

PETER D. YOUNG;
JUSTIN C. SAMUEL;
SMIEJA FUR FARM
INDEPENDENCE, WISCONSIN - VICTIM;
DITTRICH MINKERY
MEDFORD, WISCONSIN - VICTIM;
OTT'S MINK RANCH
TOMAHAWK, WISCONSIN - VICTIM
ANIMAL ENTERPRISE PROTECTION;
DOMESTIC TERRORISM

Specimens received:

June 29, 1998

Specimens:
Q364

One TDS Official Telecom Telephone Directory Book

Q365

Torn piece of
Community Map"

Q366

Flashlight

Q367

Pager

paper bearing printing "10 Medford

Q368-Q369 Batteries

Remarks:
The results of the questioned document examinations are
included in this report.

Page 1

U.S. v. Samuel
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The latent fingerprint examinations are continuing and you
will be subsequently advised concerning the results and the
disposition of specimens Q364 through Q369.
Questions concerning
the latent fingerprint examinations may be directed to (202) 3246236 .
Photographs are retained.

Page 2
80629128 I FO
U.S. v. Samuel
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535
Report of Examination
L.

Frazier/^^

Examiner Name:

Antoine

Unit:

Questioned Documents

Case ID #:

2 91-MW-3 6601

Date:

Phone No.:
Lab No.:

August 7,

(202)

1998

324-3220

80629128 I/L FO

Results of Examinations:
It was determined that the Q365 page was not torn from the
Q364 Telephone Directory.

QDU - Page 1 of 1
U-S. v. Samuel
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535
Date:

June 9,

1998

SAC, Chicago
RRA, Attn: SA James Egelston

To:

Case id #:

LabNo.

2 91 - CG-10 5 5 7 8

ll

1

80318045 S BE

Communication dated 03/17/1998

Reference:

Your No.

Title:

UNSUBS ;
LARRY FRYE, DBA
FRYE'S FUR FARM, INC. - VICTIM;
ANIMAL ENTERPRISE PROTECTION

Specimens received:

03/18/98

Specimens:
QI

Section of black electric cord (1)

Q2

Section of black electric cord with plug (1)

Q3-Q4

Two sections of electric cord (2)

Q5

Section of electric cord with plug (3)

Q6

Section of electric cord with switch (3

Q7

Section of electric cord

Q8-Q9

Two sections of electric cord (4)

(3)

The results of the Toolmarks examinations are included
in this report.
The submitted specimens will be returned to the
Chicago Division under separate cover by Registered mail.

This Report Is Furnished For Official Use Only
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

Report of Examination
Examiner Name:

Steve

M.

Casper

Date:

June 9, 1998

Unit:

Firearms-Toolmarks

Phone No.:

202-324-4375

Case ID #:

291-CG-105578

Lab No.:

80318045

S

BE

Results of Examinations:
Toolmark examination of the QI through Q4, Q8 and Q9
sections of wire determined that they were cut by a tool(s)
employing a pinching or shearing type action, such as the KI
and K2 bolt cutters and the K3 multi-purpose tool from FBI
Milwaukee Case ID# 291-MW-36601 (Laboratory Number 71201013 S
BE).
It could not be determined what type of tool(s) were used
to cut the Q5, Q6 and Q7 sections of wire.
Due to a lack of
sufficient corresponding individual microscopic marks of value,
the QI through Q9 wires could not be associated with the above
listed KI, K2 and K3 tools.

FTU - Page 1 of 1
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535
Date:

To:

June 9, 1998

SAC, Chicago
CT-2, Attn: SA Christopher Koenig
Case ID #:

291-CG-105280

Lab No.

71215044 S/L BE LD

Communication dated 12/12/1997

Reference:

Your No.

Title:

UNSUBS,

AKA

ANIMAL LIBERATION FRONT (ALF);
CHARLES IDE - VICTIM;
ANIMAL ENTERPRISE PROTECTION (AEP);
00: CHICAGO

Specimens received:

12/15/97

Specimens:
Ql

Section of fence

Q2

Section of fence

KI

Tin snips

NE1

Debris from KI

The results of the Toolmark and Latent Fingerprint
examinations are included in this report.
The submitted
specimens will be returned to the Chicago Division under separate
cover by Registered mail.

-542-

7-la (2-5-98)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

Report of Examination
199 8

Examiner Name:

Steve M. Casper

Date:

June 9,

Unit:

Firearms-Toolmarks

Phone No.:

202-324-4375

Case ID#:

291-CG-105280

Lab No.:

71215044 S BE

Results of Examinations:

Toolmark examination of the QI and Q2 sections of
fence determined that they were cut by a tool employing a
shearing type action, such as the KI tin snips.
However, due
to a lack of sufficient corresponding individual microscopic
marks of value, no further association could be made.
Also,
there was nothing found to indicate that the QI and Q2 sections
of fence were cut by the KI and K2 bolt cutters and the K3
multi-purpose tool from FBI Milwaukee Case ID# 291-MW-36601
(Laboratory Number 71201013 S BE).

FTU - Page 1 of 1
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U. S. Department of Justice
United States Attorney
Western District of Wisconsin
Suite 200, City Station
660 W. Washington Avenue
P.O. Box 1585
Madison. WI 53701-1585

608/264-5158
TTY 608/264-5006
FAX 608/264-5054

July 24, 2000

Mr. Dennis P. Coffey
Cook & Franke, S.C.
660 East Mason Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202-3877
Re:

Proffer of Justin Clayton Samuel

Dear Mr. Coffey:
Your client, Justin Clayton Samuel, has been charged in an indictment with animal
enterprise terrorism and interfering with interstate commerce by threat of violence. Of
course, the government welcomes any information that may aid it in reaching a proper
determination of this matter. Accordingly, the government seeks a proffer of the testimony
of Mr. Samuel regarding his knowledge of the facts underlying this matter.
The government requires a completely truthful statement by Mr. Samuel in this
proffer. No direct use will be made of his statements, or any information provided by him,
in the government’s case-in-chief at trial, or in aggravation of his sentence, pursuant to
USSG § 1B1.8.

The indirect use of Mr. Samuel's statements, or other information provided by him,
is permitted by this agreement. The government is completely free to pursue any and all
investigative leads derived in any way from the proffer, which could result in the
acquisition of evidence admissible against your client.

If your client subsequently testifies at any trial or hearing contrary to the substance
of the proffer, or presents a position inconsistent with the proffer (for example, during
cross-examination of witnesses, through witness testimony, or during arguments), the
government is completely free to use the statements and other information from the
proffer at sentencing for any purpose, at trial for impeachment or in rebuttal testimony, or
in a prosecution for perjury. These provisions are necessary to assure that your client
does not make false statements during this proffer and does not commit perjury when
testifying at any trials or hearings.
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This letter contains the entire agreement regarding Mr. Samuel's proffer. No
other promise or agreement exists between Mr. Samuel and the United States
Attorney’s Office regarding his proffer. If you wish to proceed pursuant to this
agreement, would you and your client please sign this letter and return it to me. By his
signature, Justin Clayton Samuel acknowledges that he has discussed the terms and
conditions of this letter with you and that he understands his rights and obligations
pursuant to the agreement. By his signature, Mr. Samuel also acknowledges that he is
voluntarily and knowingly waiving his right not to discuss any matters which might
incriminate him and that he is voluntarily and knowingly agreeing to make statements
and answer questions according to the terms and conditions set forth in this letter.
Very truly yours,

PEGGY A. LAUTENSCHLAGER
United States Attorney
By:
ROBERT A. ANDERSON
Assistant U.S. Attorney

k

Date

JUSTIN CLAYTON SAMUEL
Witness

Date

DENNIS COFFEY
Attorney for Justin Samuel
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Det Konrad Kaczkowski of the Sheboygan Co SD - Would testify that a search
of the Red Geo Metro revealed
- detailed local maps of rural Wisconsin, including the areas in which previous
mink releases had occured
- Dark clothing, including dirt covered overalls
- ski masks
- flashlights
- an Animal Liberation Front fur farm target list, from a document
known as “The Final Nail”
- a subscription form to a publication known as “No Compromise” - an animal
liberation advocacy paper
- Bolt cutters and other pinching type tools
- Animal liberation stickers

Steven Casper, FBI crime lab tool mark identification analvst,-

Would testify to his background and qualifications as a Tool Mark identification
expert with the crime lab. He would testify that he received the wire cutting samples
taken from the sites of the attacks previously mentioned and the bolt cutters and tools
taken from Young and Samuel’s red Geo Metro by the Sheriffs Dept.
Mr. Casper would testify that he tested/compared the wire samples to the
impressions/ marks left by the bolt cutter and tools, and identified a positive match. The
bolt sutters and tools possessed by Young and Samuel had been used to cut the wire
at the site of the farm attacks on the Turbak, Smieja and Dittrich farms.

Finally, to confirm all the evidence above, the Gov. would have the testimony of
Justin Samuel:

Samuel would testify that he and Young planned to and did drive through various
states in the Midwest, including Wisconsin, trespassed onto the farms, cut down fences
and released mink from the farms.

He would testify that their intent was to (1) free the mink and (2) disrupt the mink
farm operation , causing economic harm as a disincentive to operating the mink farm.

Before the Federal Grand Jury
Western District of Wisconsin
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Testimony of:
JUSTIN SAMUEL
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Stenographic Transcript
of testimony taken before 19 members of the Federal Grand Jury of the
Western District of Wisconsin at the United States Federal Courthouse,
120 North Henry Street, Room 260, in the City of Madison, County of
Dane and State of Wisconsin, on Thursday, the 31st day of August, 2000,
commencing at 9:43 a.m.
Appearances:
Office of the United States Attorney
By: PEGGY LAUTENSCHLAGER
United States Attorney, and
By: ROBERT ANDERSON
Assistant United States Attorney
City Station, Suite 200
660 West Washington Ave
Madison, WI 53701
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
MR ANDERSON: All right. The witness we're calling is Justin Samuel.
Would you take the stand and be sworn in by the foreman, please?
THE FOREPERSON: Would you please stand and raise you right hand?
JUSTIN SAMUEL,
having been first duly sworn in by the foreperson of the Grand Jury,
was interrogated and testified as follows:
THE FOREPERSON: Thank you. Please be seated.
EXAMINATION
BY MR ANDERSON:
Q Justin, would you state your name and spell the last name, please?
A My name is Justin Clayton Samuel. Samuel is S-a-m-u-e-l.
Q How old are you, Justin?
A I'm 21 years of age
Q What's your date of birth?
A December 31, 1978.

Q All right. And where is your original place of residence?
A Original place of birth or residence?
Q Both?
A I was born in San Jose, California, but I've lived mostly near
Seattle in Washington. It's Snohomish, S-n-o-h-o-m-i-s-h, Washington.
Q Okay. A couple of things before we get started, and this is Peggy
Lautenschlager - - excuse me, shouldn't have drank that - - the U.S.
Attorney in our district, in case you never met her. I don't know if
you have, and she's going to go through the substance of information
you provided to investigators from the FBI last week and there will be
some additional things. There's more details that we'll ask you about
as well.
First of all, I want you to know as a witness appearing before a Grand
Jury - - By the way, this is the Grand Jury, the people assembled to
help us investigate federal offenses and eventually vote on
Indictments, and after we're done asking questions, they'll have a
chance to ask questions as well.
I also want you to understand that as a witness appearing here, you do
have a right, if you have an attorney, to have that attorney outside
and if at some point in time in questioning you want to ask your
attorney a question, normally we would let you go outside to ask your
attorney a question, but your not exactly mobile so we probably would
let the attorney come in here and talk to you, if you want that
opportunity, okay?
A Okay.
Q And you do have an attorney, right?
A Yes, I do.
Q That would be Mr Coffey, right?
A Correct.
Q In case you didn't know, he is outside available for you if you do
have something you want to consult with him about, okay?
A Okay. Thank you.
Q The other right which witnesses normally have involves their 5th
Amendment right to not incriminate themselves. But as you understand,
and so the Grand Jury understands, you entered a plea yesterday to
charges related to the events we are going to talk about. Do you
understand that?
A That is correct, yes.
Q And you did enter the plea, right?

A Yes.
Q And therefore as to the events we are going to talk about, since you
plead guilty to those, you really no longer have a 5th Amendment right.
You waived that in entering the plea, correct?
A Correct.
Q Again, if you have any questions concerning that or anything, feel
free to ask to consult with your attorney, okay?
A Okay.
Q All right. I'll turn it over to Peg now.
MS LAUTENSCHLAGER: I don't know if that's a good thing or bad thing,
Justin. Good morning.
THE WITNESS: Good morning.
EXAMINATION
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Okay. First I have a personal question to ask. Does one pronounce it
vegan or veegin?
A Depends on the person. Different people, different ways.
Q There's no preferred pronunciation?
A No.
Q Okay. We'll move on then. Justin, as you know, we're here to talk
about some events involving the release of mink at various mink farms
across the country. Is that right?
A Correct, specifically relating to the Indictment made against me.
Q Right. Okay. And this Grand Jury actually has never heard testimony,
have they?
MR ANDERSON: They did one witness
A GRAND JUROR: Back in April.
MS LAUTENSCHLAGER: Back in April, okay.
A GRAND JUROR:
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:

Q Okay. That's right. They've heard just some testimony regarding the
allegations that were in the original Indictment, so what I'd like to
do is sort of walk through some of the information which you gave to
Agent Strong the other day and some of the information which has come
up in a previous Grand Jury, if that's okay with you?
A Okay.
Q Okay. Let's start with your time as a student at the University of
Washington, and during that time, did you have an opportunity to me
Peter Young and [name omitted by Peter Young Support Committee]?
A Yes, I did.
Q Okay. And how did you meet them?
A I met them through a student organization for animal rights.
Q Okay?
A Around campus.
Q Do you recall the name of the organization?
A Students for Animal Liberation.
Q Okay. Was that related to any other organizations involving animal
rights group or was it simply a campus organization?
A It was an independent campus organization.
Q Okay. What sort of activities did that group get involved in?
A Mostly on University-related types of information distribution and
protest of, like, ongoing campus things that were against the beliefs
of the group.
Q And do you want to just briefly summarize the beliefs of that group?
A The beliefs of the group were mostly to the extent that animals
should not be used for human purposes.
Q That would include not eating animals?
A That would include not eating animals.
Q Include not eating products from animals? That animal might be held
in captivity, some sort of situation where they'd be milked or used in
some way - A Correct. Correct.

Q - - for food products, and it would also mean that you wouldn't use
animals for clothing items or things like that?
A That is correct.
Q What about research areas?
A The group is opposed to research. Any type of use of animals would
just be against, like, them living their normal lives.
Q Okay. And these beliefs are ones which are probably commonly held by
a lot of animal rights organizations, is that fair?
A I would say so, yeah.
Q Okay. And, indeed, one of the things that brought you together with
Mr. Young and [name omitted by Peter Young Support Committee] was the
fact that you all believe - - you all believe this?
A Correct. Correct.
Q Certainly at that time?
A I was a participant in this group, Students for Animal Liberation,
yeah.
MR ANDERSON: So I have a reference, it just says when you were at the
University of Washington. Can you tell me what year that would of been?
THE WITNESS: That would of been probably - - I was only at the
University itself maybe from the summer of '96 to the spring of '97
maybe.
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Okay.
A I think that was the time.
Q One year about?
A I had previous college education at the communtiy college before
transferring there.
Q Okay. Now what sorts of activities would you do with Mr Young and
[name omitted by Peter Young Support Committe] when it came to your
involvement in that group on campus?
A A lot of things, such as distribution information, leafleting, going
around campus and handing out information on vegetarianism or the
testing done there, the research on animals done by the medical school
of the University. Other - - other issues, too. Just general cosmetics

testing in general, not specifically related to the University.
Also, every now and then a protest, if something was happening on
campus. For example, if like on a specific day, like, just holding
signs outside of the medical building where they do research on animals.
Q By and large it was protests, letting people know what your concerns
were, that sort of thing?
A Yeah. Yeah, pretty much.
MR ANDERSON: Did you, when you were doing these things with them, did
you discuss the ideas of the animal rights movement with Justin? I mean
Peter Young and with [name omitted by Peter Young Support Committee]?
THE WITNESS: Yes. With a lot of other people, too; other people in the
group, other people who weren't in the group. That was kind of the
whole point was to discuss the issues.
MR ANDERSON: And you found your ideas matched with them? That's why you
hung out with them more?
THE WITNESS: I guess our ideas matched. That's probably why we all
ended up together in this organization and the group there.
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q When you had this qroup conversation, it sort of - - you all had this
common interest and it was fun to get together and talk about these
ideas and figure out what you could do, what you could - A Yeah. We all had interest in trying to just like raise awareness
generally into, you know, promoting these ideas, so that what actually
the whole purpose of the group was.
Q And among the members of the group, you became particularly familiar
with Mr Young and [name omitted by Peter Young Support Committee] and
the three of you sort of hit it off with a friendship? Is that a fair
assessment?
A Yes. We became friends, yes.
Q Okay. During that time did you continue to explore animal rights
issues and the various organizations involves in the advocating for
these sorts of animal rights?
A Yeah. Yeah.
Q Okay. And in doing so, did you also check on things like the Internet?
A Yes, I would look at animal rights things on the Internet, too.
Q Are there a lot of sites involving animal rights?

A There's at least a couple I am familiar with, yes.
Q Okay. What sorts of sites are you familiar with?
A There's sites - - The Animal Liberation Front Information Service,
which is just a service that provides kind of updates of things that
have appeared in the news, that have been done on either - - related to
the ideals of the people who, like, work on the Web site about what the
ALF should do or whatever. But it's an informative kind of thing. like
what to do if people are interested in these issues, the reason behind
them, things that have happened in the past.
Q And - A There's other Web sites, too. There's other just kind of general
vegetarian sites.
Q Is the Animal Liberation Front a part of PETA then, or was a part of
PETA?
A I don't think so in any way.
Q Was it a membership type group?
A No. No. From what it says
it says that any person who
these beliefs of the people
claim themselves as part of
is any tyoe of membership.

on the website, as far as I am aware of it,
wants to do something in accordance with
who set it out on the internet - - can
the ALF or something. I don't think there

Q I know. For example, PETA sends out little fund-raising letters. I've
received them in the mail and they tell me if I send $25, they'll
continue to send me letters asking me for more money and send me little
address labels or something like that. Does ALF do that sort of thing,
too, or they're just simply informational?
A Not that I'm aware of, no. I think people can give money the
information service, just like the
group that helps get
information out about them. But from what I've read on there, I've
never seen anything directly relating to the Animal Liberation Front.
It's just a group of people providing information about the Animal
Liberation Front.
EXAMINATION
BY MR ANDERSON
Q But as you stated, if someone commits an action consistent with the
objectives or goals stated in the materials for the Animal Liberation
Front, they can consider themselves a member of the group?
A That's how it states itself, yeah.

Q Okay. Did you eventually at a point in time when you engaged in
actions consider yourself an arm or member of this group?
A No, actually I did not.
Q Did you - - The stuff on the Internet Web site, let me show you a
couple of things. One of the things on the Web site would be a thing
called, a document called The Final Nail, right?
A Correct.
Q You had seen that before, hadn't you?
A Yes.
Q Let me ask you this. When you say you had looked on the Web sites,
did you have a computer of your own? Did you use someone else's
computer?
A I had a computer of my own. I used the University computers, parents'
computers, friends' computers, just whenever I wanted to use one.
Q Okay.
A Whatever was available?
Q And did the materials that were on the Web site, did you share the
information form those materials or print off materials and share them
with Peter and [name omitted by Peter Young Support Committee]?
A They would probably see them independently, too. I don't know if we
discussed them. I think we probably had other copies, not from the
Internet, just around as part of information, just among the mass of
different kind of animal rights information through - - giving to
people if they were interested.
Q In addition to being available on the Web site, when you attended
rallies or meetings or something, did they have copies of The Final
Nail available?
A Yes. Sometimes I had seen them, different types of like, information
like stalls, information stalls, a stand.
Q And had you, if not looking for the documents with Peter and [name
omitted by Peter Young Support Committee], had you at least discussed
the ideas that are expressed in the Final Nail about, toward mink farms
in particular?
A Yes, we have.
Q Okay. One of the things that, in addition to - - By the way, Peg had
placed in front of you Grand Jury Exhibit No. 1. Just looking at that,

it has a Web site www.envirolink.org/alf/articles. Is that Web site
familiar to you?
A Yes it is.
Q Okay. And looking at this document, and this was from the document
index or chronometer or whatever you would call it. Looks like it was
printed in December of 1996. Has an article Many Faced of the Fur
Industry, The Fur is Dead; listing types of animals; chinchilla, fox,
mink. Listing farms in various states, including Wisconsin. Has an
article Free at Last and Maximum Destruction, Not Minimum Damage.
Released Mink Can Survive in the Wild.
Had you seen these articles before?
A Yes. I'm sure I read the whole thing probably.
Q Okay. Now, in these articles, and then there is also for the same Web
site, this is Exhibit No. 4, www.enviroweb.org/alfis, which is the
Animal Liberation Front Information Service, is that right?
A Yes.
Q Is that what you were talking about earlier in terms of news?
A Yes.
Q This has a listing on this particular page, this exhibit, Animal
Liberation Front Guidelines, and had you read the guidelines of the
Animal Liberation Front before?
A Yeah. Yeah, I have. I'm assuming they're the same ones written here,
yeah.
Q It lists, To liberate animals from places of abuse, i.e.,
laboratories, factories, farms, fur farms, et cetera, and place them in
good homes where they may live out their natural lives free from
suffering.
Second objective; inflict economic damage to those who profit from the
misery and exploitation of animals.
Next, to reveal the horrors and atrocities committed against animals,
and it goes next, to take all necessary precautions against harming any
animal, human or nonhuman.
Next, any group of people who are vegetarians or vegans and carry out
according to ALF guidelines have to right to regard themselves as part
of the ALF.
And, finally, the Animal Liberation Front consists of small, autonomous
groups of people all over the world who carry out direct action
according to the ALF guidelines.
Are those all familiar to you?
A Yes, they are.
Q Okay. So one of the objectives of the Animal Liberation Front is not
only to free the mink, but to try and stop the fur industry, correct?

A That's correct.
Q And so to achieve that objective, to make it not profitable for the
mink farms to operate, economic harms to the farms is advocated, right?
A Yeah. It appears to be, yes.
Q And, in fact, when you decided to go out and commit the actions you
committed, did you commit those actions with the ideas of those
objectives in mind?
A I understood those would probably be definite side effects, but my
primary motivation at the time actually really fully related to saving
of the lives of the individual minks.
EXAMINATION
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Justin, if I might ask, essentially what happened is somewhere along
the line while living with Mr Young and [name omitted by Peter Young
Support Committee], you and Mr Young decided that you were going to
travel across country and figure out where some mink farms were and
release as many mink as possible, is that fair?
A That's fair.
Q And you were kind of on your way to Florida because once you got
there, after you released all these mink, you were going to hang out on
a beach like any other kid who's 19 or 20 is anxious to do. Is that
fair?
A That's correct.
Q And when you do this, in part you want to release the mink and make
sure that they're set free. Would that be - A Yeah. The idea was to give then the best chance of surviving as
possible.
Q Okay. And, but, in doing so, do you think you could have figured out,
I mean, the way in which you did it, you essentially came with barbed
wire cutters, cut down portions of fences, outside fences and went into
the barn type structures in which the mink were kept, correct?
A Correct.
Q And then you would take off the back portions or whatever of the cage?
A Open the cages.
Q Open the cages, tip them over and let the mink run free?

A Correct.
Q Did you assist the mink in getting out of the cage?
A No. They tended to leave, almost all of them immediately. Some of
them were, like, curious for a few seconds first, but I think they just
- - It's just a very small cage and being curious animals, only one
direction to go outside of the cage, so they tended to leave on their
own.
Q Kind of mean animals, too? Particularly when held in captivity?
A I don't know. I think they probably don't have a very - - very much
love for the people because of their, like negative interactions with
them their whole life, but they weren't like trying to attack or
vicious. If they felt threatened, like your hand is next to them in the
cage, they'll bite you, but - EXAMINATION
BY MR ANDERSON:
Q Can I clear something up? I'm sorry. Let me clear something up about
that, when you released the mink. In your statement to the
investigators last week, you said when you released the mink out of the
cages, you had cut down the perimeter fence ahead of time, correct?
A Correct.
Q Then you released the mink from the cages and once you had opened the
cages, you got out of there quickly, you and Peter, right?
A Yeah. Correct.
Q So if the mink were milling around the farm, not going out of the
fence, you just got out of there anyway, right?
A Yeah. Correct. But we would cut down the fences outside ahead of time
to kind of aid them in being able to get past the fence.
Q If they found their way out that fence, so you didn't take time to
shoo them out?
A No. Probably for various reasons, one just being time and the idea
that maybe more would find their way out if all of them had a chance to
run around individual going across the fence.
EXAMINATION
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Did you do much research prior to this in terms of the likely
survival for these minks if they were to be released?

A Some things. Like, there was an article in there, The Final Nail
there, and there's probably other articles on the Internet and I had
read things such as this here, No Compromise. Going to go through, and
that probably talks about that, too so - MS LAUTENSCHLAGER: No Compromise, just for the record, No Compromise is
marked as Grand Jury Exhibit 3?
MR ANDERSON: Three
MS. LAUTENSCHLAGER: Is that correct?
EXAMINATION
BY MR ANDERSON:
Q You've heard of No Compromise before?
A Yes, I have.
Q Correct me if I'm summarizing wrong. It's sort of a newspaper, news
article magazine or magazine on animal liberation?
A Correct.
Q Does it have different issues occasionally, or - A Yeah. It talks largely about things like protests, from what i
remember right. I haven't seen any, like, recent copies in a long time,
but I had seen that one before.
Q That particular one?
A Yes. But it talks about everything, the issues of liberating animals,
issues of the demostrating, things to talk about. Likewise to
distribute information. Like events to go to.
EXAMINATION
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Is it fair to say that one of your goals was to make sure that in
ideal world, that there will be no more mink farms?
A I think that's fair to say. That was part of my beliefs.
Q Part of you actions were to make sure that we don't keep having mink
farms around, is that fair?
A Yeah, I think.
Q Put them out of business?

A I think my vision of the ideal world definitely would have been
without mink farms.
Q And at the time you left, your thought was kind of like these actions
would in part help achieve that ultimate ideal goal? Is that fair?
A Definitely, yeah. Yeah.
Q Okay.
EXAMINATION
BY MR ANDERSON:
Q Because the farmers were, whether the mink got out, escaped or not,
the farmers were aware that there was someone out there that could take
action against them that would cause increased security costs for the
farm? They'd have to increase their cost of producing the mink and that
that might drive them out of business?
A Well, these are definitely issues that were, that are discussed as
part of the idea of liberating mink. But once again, different people - I mean both people who, like, just like people on the street, I would
talk to other people in these organizations, would just have different
opinions on their own priorities on what was important, whether it was
like the individual mink in the cages or whether they were concerned
about more abstract economic things.
EXAMINATION
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Did you talk to Peter at all about what was motivating him to go?
A He - - I don't know if his beliefs would be exactly the same as mine,
but I guess, I mean, from my understanding, I guess it would be fair to
say that it was just kind of maybe most people's beliefs that I spoke
to who believed in the idea that in an ideal world, there shouldn't be
mink - - Some sense of understanding of all the different issues.
EXAMINATION
BY MR ANDERSON:
Q This is beyond protests, what you guys were doing? This is what is
called direct action, right?
A Correct.
Q Direct action means affirmative, physical use of some sort of action
against an animal-producing or animal-using industry, right?

A You say against, but it might be - - Actually the terms "direct
action" might be taken as direct action for an animal. Not saying
against an industry.
Q Getting back to when you released the mink and weren't so concerned
about scooting them out, but getting out quickly, was it also, from
reading the materials you had also known to you, that once you released
the mink from those cages, there was a loss of value of any mink that
were breeding mink?
A I was aware of that, but - - but you said I was concerned about
scooting out quickly. That also came as a desire not to get caught. I
was aware that what I was doing was illegal and there was the concept
that if you - - if you get caught, you can't go to the next farm the
next day.
Q Not just illegal, but these farmers wouldn't be too happy with you?
A It's probably not the safest to be found either, so - Q Right. Right. You understood once you released the mink from their
cages, even that action, from what the material advocates, does some
harm to the mink farm in not being able to tell which breeding mink are
which?
A Yes. I was aware of that.
MS LAUTENSCHLAGER: Let me - MR ANDERSON: Okay.
EXAMINATION
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q: Let me get back to you guys hit the road. [name omitted by Peter
Young Support Committee] opts out of coming with you. Is that fair?
A I don't know about opts out. [name omitted by Peter Young Support
Committee] just wasn't interested from the start. I don't know exactly
what [her/his] feelings were. [omitted] just, when the idea was
presented to [omitted], the idea of driving to Florida, while on the
way stopping through various mink farming states in the Midwest and
releasing mink, just for [omitted] own reasons - - I don't know what
those were, if it was like legal or personal or beliefs - - [omitted]
just was not interested in coming.
Q [Question omitted by Peter Young Support Committee]
A I don't know exactly.

Q You don't know. But later when you ended up in, near Sheboygan,
Wisconsin and needed a bus ticket, you knew to call [name omitted by
Peter Young Support Committee] out there?
A Yeah, so [omitted] must have - - I don't know if I knew [omitted]
plans, but I guess I must have known [omitted] was going out there and
[omitted] given me a phone number, so in that case, I guess I probably
did know. I'm not sure if it struck me as that big of a deal at the
time, but - Q So the two of you go out. You've got the red Geo Metro and that red
Geo Metro is in [name omitted by Peter Young Support Committee] name?
A Correct.
Q And it is owned, though, by all three of you? You ante up a third of
the money, or approximately?
A Approximately a third. I'm not sure if it worked out exactly, but - Q [name omitted by Peter Young Support Committee] said, Go ahead, use
the car, but I'm not going with you?
A Yeah. Yeah. It was kind of from the standpoint, even though the title
was in [omitted] name, like [omitted] wasn't really the sole owner of
it. It was jointly owned. So the two of us wanted to use it. [omitted]
was - - We wanted to know if [omitted] wanted to come along at that
time. [omitted] didn't need it, use of it, so - Q So - MR ANDERSON: Did any - BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Well, during this time, though, you were not sure that you remembered
[omitted] was going out east at the time you left?
A See, I - - It was just a question I wasn't, like, thinking about, but
I guess I must have known because I remember I did have the phone
number, like how to contact [him/her].
Q So you had it when you left?
A Yes. Yes.
Q Okay.
EXAMINATION
BY MR ANDERSON:

Q How much did each of you kick in for the car?
A I don't know. I think around $700.
Q A piece?
A Yeah.
Q Tell me this. Before you bought the car, did you have a job?
A Yeah. I worked at different places. I had worked at a fast-food
restaurant before. I had worked at an engineering firm. I had worked at
a supermarket.
Q What about Peter?
A I'm not sure about him.
Q What about [name omitted by Peter Young Support Committee]?
A I believe [omitted] had a job at [omitted].
Q Okay. So the money that was used for the car, where did you get your
money from?
A My money?
Q Yeah?
A It came from previous savings, and also because I was a student I
wasn't always working, my money was also combined with money like I was
getting from my parents from just living off of, so it was a
combination of savings or money I had saved and not spent while my
parents were helping me live as a student. So, but the breakdown of,
like, what part of what, I don't know.
Q When the car was seized in Sheboygan and then held, why didn't you
try to get the car back after the police were done with it?
A Well, from my part, I wasn't interested exactly in showing up there
soon afterwards because I didn't know, like, my legal status. So I
wanted to get better legal information, and I think - - I don't know
for [name omitted by Peter Young Support Committee] part. I don't know
if [omitted] was very interested in going because maybe a cross between
not needing it and not being - - [omitted] not having that much money
invested in it and maybe not knowing the legal ramifications, too, and
if it was being held as, you know, evidence or something. But that's
just conjecture. I don't know.
MR ANDERSON: Okay
EXAMINATION

BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Lets go to the first mink farm that you went to. That was one you
remember fairly vividly?
A The name of that?
Q The one in South Dakota. There was a mink farm in South Dakota and
you indicated Watertown, South Dakota?
A Okay. Yeah, I believe that was mink and fox.
Q I believe it might of been, yeah. I think so. And it was one that
took a while for you, is that correct?
A Yeah, that's correct.
Q Okay. And this is the first one you hit and you had some memories of
it because it took a while, is that correct?
A Yes, that's right.
Q Okay. I think you reported to Agent Strong that it was about three
hours it took you guys to complete it?
A Yeah. At least, yeah.
Q And at that time it was you and Mr. Young?
A Correct.
Q Who went there? No one else?
A No one else?
Q Is that correct? Okay. And you cut the holes in the perimeter fence
and released mink and maybe fox? You're not sure?
A I believe there were fox there. If I told him I wasn't sure about
fox, it was because I couldn't remember if that was the farm that had
fox. But I think there was one farm with fox and so that was probably
it, yeah.
Q Okay. But, and these raids kind of blur together in your memory after
a while?
A Yeah. I visited like a week and a half or something like that. It was
just different farms, not knowing the area.
Q Do you know about how many you hit during that time?
A Somewhere around maybe six.

Q Okay.
A I was mostly relying on the Indictment to tell me the exact numbers.
I don't know if it was seven.
Q Okay. And by and large you ended up executing these raids on farms in
South Dakota, Iowa and Wisconsin, is that correct?
A Correct.
Q And you picked the Midwest because of concentration of mink farms?
A That's correct.
Q Indeed, I've discovered Wisconsin has an inordinately high number of
mink farms. Is that fair?
A Yeah. Yeah, I think so.
Q And some of these were actually on the western side of Wisconsin, is
that correct?
A Yeah. Yeah.
Q Then you went to the eastern part of Wisconsin geographically.
A That was probably the route we took. We were traveling that direction
so - Q Between South Dakota and Wisconsin, you also made a stop or two in
Iowa?
A Correct.
Q Okay. Now during these times you relied on an atlas, is that correct,
to find your way around?
A I don't know if it was an atlas or various maps. We had at least two,
but - Q Do you recall telling Agent Strong that you stopped off oftentimes at
the Barnes and Noble bookstore because then you could do some reading
while you were there before buying the maps?
A Yeah. Yeah, because we would have to get the maps in, like, detailed
outlets. If we had a big road atlas, I wouldn't have detail to go down
and finding individual places.
Q Do you remember stopping at the Barnes and Noble in Omaha, Nebraska?
A I don't remember that one individually, but probably did, so - -

Q And you purchased those bolt cutter tools, did you do that along the
way or did you use the same bolt cutters. or - A We had - - I know we at least probably changed the bolt cutters once,
but we did repeatedly use some of them.
Q But you did have a number of bolt cutters and not just the same set?
A Yeah. I think at least once maybe we had thrown them away.
Q Okay.
A But - - But I think we tended to, especially later on, like after the
first few days, just keep - Q They were getting a fair amount of use or were they just cheap bolt
cutters?
A Probably both. We were, you know, using them and they were probably
cheap too.
EXAMINATION
BY MR ANDERSON:
Q I'm sorry. Does one of the things that, the materials that you've
read from the animal version advocate that you not reuse things that
can tie you to event?
A Yeah. I think that's information that's probably in The Final Nail, I
would guess.
Q Did that factor in throwing away bolt cutters, getting new ones, too?
A I don't know if the idea came from there originally, but the general
idea was knowing that they could be linked to you like - - like
analysis of the prints and - Q Tool marks?
A - - the tool marks, yeah.
EXAMINATION
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Before you get to one of these or when you first get to one of these
farms, do you do a bit of surveillance, is that fair?
A Yes.

Q You checked out to make sure there weren't large fences or dogs or
things like that that might impede you in your mission. Is that fair?
A That's correct. We would look for, like, a place to park and just
like, just kind of get an idea of the layout of the place.
Q Okay. You were using a list from the Final Nail of mink farm
locations?
A That's correct.
Q And then you would make notations in your Final Nail copy of these
farms and information about the security, correct?
A Yeah.
EXAMINATION
BY MR ANDERSON:
Q Let me ask you, did you have, when you went and you were using this
list, these various places, did you have any prior reconnaissance
information from other people that had been involved?
A No. We just had a list of addresses and it was kind of hit or miss as
to whether we actually find them, like because not knowing the area and
not - - the addresses, I don't know if I had the impression at the time
that whoever made the list probably had never been there. They maybe
had just gotten the addresses from some, I don't know, list of
businesses or something, but - Q And the notes that were made on the list were made by?
A Those were made by Peter.
EXAMINATION
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Okay. Peter was the driver during that time, correct?
A He drove because I didn't know how to drive stick, so - Q Okay. Now despite your lack of memory of specific farm sites, as you
mention, they all sort of blur together, you do have some
recollections, however, of various incidents which took place during
this trip through the Midwest, is that fair?
A That's correct.

Q And among those recollections would be your recalling having your car
towed from a ditch that was near a fur farm in Iowa. Do you remember
that?
A That's correct.
Q What happened with the car, do you remember?
A How it got stuck or afterwards?
Q Yeah?
A How it got stuck. I think we were maybe a few miles from a fur farm
or looking for one and then we were kind of off a main road and, like,
a farming area and we were trying to turn around in an intersection,
and there was some, like, bushes and it looked like solid ground maybe
or something, but the back tire got stuck and we had to have it towed
out.
Q Okay. Did you call a tow truck?
A Yes, we did.
Q Okay. Did you communicate with anybody other than the tow truck
driver that day?
A Maybe just like a farmer nearby. Not a mink farmer but just a person
who owned a nearby farm asking them if they could help pull us out of
the ditch, but I don't think he wanted to just because maybe legal
things, not wanting, if he damaged our car, if we would be mad at him,
so he told us we'd be better off calling a tow truck.
Q You did that then?
A Yeah. Yes.
Q Again this entire time, it's you and Peter Young?
A Correct.
Q Okay. And then do you recall being in western Wisconsin and being
interviewed by a policeman at a minimart?
A Yes, I do.
Q Okay. What were you doing at the minimart, do you recall?
A I think we were just reading and maybe it was nighttime and there was
lights in there and so we were eating dinner, using, like, hot water
and the microwave to heat up some food.
Q Do you recall what part of the state you were in?

A No. No, I don't.
Q Okay. And you were - - Were you in that location as a result of
checking out some fur farms?
A Either we were crossing through from one of the previous places and
another, or there was a fur farm nearby. One of the two, but - Q Okay. Do you recall what the nature of the conversation of the
policeman was that night?
A I think he was mostly just wondering what we were doing there, like
two kids from Washington, you know, in his, like, town and asking us
where we were going and - Q You had Washington plates on the vehicle - A Yes, we did.
Q - - at the time, too, and this was a small town?
A Yes, it was.
Q Okay. And then do you recall as well running into an Amish farmer in
Wisconsin?
A Yes, I do.
Q And was that near the site of a fur farm?
A Yes. I believe it was somewhere near by. I think we were parking the
car to get out of the car to go maybe look around on foot, just kind of
walk down the main road.
MR ANDERSON: Do reconnaissance on the farm?
THE WITNESS: During the day, to see like what we thought of the place.
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Okay. Did you talk with the Amish farmer at all?
A Yes. I don't know if we were walking away from the farm, but at some
point we got his attention and he told us we were on private property.
We had to leave, and so we left.
Q Did you do a raid on the fur farm that was nearby?
A I don't believe so.
Q Do you also recall having contact with a state trooper for making an
illegal turn while you were in Wisconsin?

A Yes, I do.
Q And do you know what the circumstances were surrounding that?
A I don't know if it was just we made a U-turn and in some city we
didn't know and, like, just not knowing the streets or maybe turned,
like, the wrong way down a one-way street or something, but it was a
minor traffic violation and I don't think anything more than a citation
was, or, like a warning, not a citation. Just don't do it again kind of
thing.
Q Okay, And, now, when you had these circumstances where you run into
two members from law enforcement and these various farmers and
whatever, did that in any way dissuade you from continuing on with the
mink release or - A Maybe it played some part, but at the time, for myself, I just - - it
was kind of just there was a feeling of just wanting to go out and,
like, there is these mink in cages and I didn't want them to be there
and I knew they were going to be slaughtered for their fur soon and it
was kind of like this feeling of maybe making a sacrifice for them. And
so that was kind of what was driving me was just this feeling of, it
wasn't exactly by the safest, the way that I thought of doing things.
Q You knew the pelting season was coming up?
A That's correct.
Q Winter was soon to be there?
A That's correct.
Q Okay. I don't think we've ever asked you about time frame. Do you
recall the time frame, like when you left on this trip and when these
releases started?
A I left sometime in early October.
Q Okay.
A And to tell you the truth, the estimate here is made really from the
Indictment because I wouldn't remember dates, but, because I've been
looking at the materials I've had legally so long, I could tell you it
started like the 16th through the 23rd or something.
Q You could pretty much say with certainty it's the fall?
A Yeah. Yeah.
Q In what year?
A In 1997.

Q Okay. Now at some point, though, as you're going to all these fur
farms, you end up in Sheboygan County where you're looking at a fur
farm, is that correct?
A That's correct.
Q And during that time you ended up with contact with the police in
terms of a search of your vehicle, is that correct?
A They didn't search it immediately. They seized it, they said on the
grounds of getting a search warrant. That's correct, yeah.
Q Right. And they eventually obtained a search warrant?
A Yeah, I found out later.
Q Now, when they seized your vehicle, what did you do with the vehicle?
A Peter and I were given the option of, by a state trooper, we could
either stay there, he could drive us to the station or he could drive
us into the town, which I guess was Sheboygan, and just drop us off
there because we didn't have a car.
Q Okay. When you were stopped and the vehicle was seized, you were in
Oostburg, Wisconsin. Does that sound familiar?
A That sounds familiar.
Q Okay. That's near Sheboygan and, indeed, then they took you to
Sheboygan, is that correct?
A Yeah. It was either Sheboygan or Oostburg. I don't know the towns,
but it was a town that had a larger, like a gas station and, like, a
motel or something and some - - I don't know if it was Oostburg or
Sheboygan, but - Q And once you were taken to the town, what did you do?
A The first thing we did was I called [name omitted by Peter Young
Support Committee].
Q Okay.
A And I told [omitted], like, the car got taken away and I don't - - I
don't think anything more needed to be said than that, and [omitted]
must of inferred like what Peter and I had been doing.
Q Okay. Well, [omitted] knew when you left that you guys were going to
release mink, fair?
A I don't know if it was - - See, there was never, like, definite plans
made, but I would guess [omitted] was probably certain we were going to
go, you know, do something like that.

Q So when you called [omitted], it's your assumption that [omitted]
knows the car has been taken away? You need to get out of there?
A Yeah. That was my assumption. I remember that's kind of how the phone
call went.
Q Probably trouble ahead, so might as well get on the next bus to
wherever?
A That's correct. I didn't have money for the bus.
MR ANDERSON: [Omitted by the Peter Young Support Fund] didn't ask you a
lot of questions because [omitted] knew that, basically, what would
happen if you got caught?
THE WITNESS: Yeah. [Omitted by the Peter Young Support Fund] was
probably aware that we were doing something illegal related to
releasing mink and so [he/she] had no interest in knowing the details.
EXAMINATION
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Do you recall if you called collect or called on a calling card?
A I don't recall, but - - I don't know. Obviously didn't have enough,
like, change because, you know, money to the east coast, so it was
either collect or calling card or both. I don't know.
Q So you made the call to [omitted by the Peter Young Support
Committee] and what did [omitted] tell you?
A [Omitted] told us that we should - - [omitted] would get us a bus
ticket for us and that we should pick up the bus ticket.
EXAMINATION
BY MR ANDERSON:
Q Question omitted by Peter Young Support Committee
A That's what I've been told. I at the time - Q Didn't know that?
A That's what the FBI agents and the proffer told me, but at the time,
that was just the number I had for [him/her].
Q Lets make sure this is clear because there’s a couple places in the
statement that you're talking about [name omitted by Peter Young
Support Committee] and I'll tell you what the reports says here
initially. Samuel stated - - this is before you went on the trip - Samuel stated that he and Young had planned to take the car across

country to visit Florida, and along the way they would hit a few fur
farms to release mink. Samuel stated he'd visit Florida, relax on the
beaches. Samuel stated that this plan was discussed with [name omitted
by Peter Young Support Committee], but [omitted] stated [she] was not
interested in getting directly involved with the release of these
animals. Is that correct?
A That sounds correct.
Q Samuel stated that he, Young and [name omitted by PYSC] had general
discussions about their previous involvement in the animal rights
movement and [omitted] gave them consent to use the car titled in
[omitted] name to take this trip.
Is that right, you discussed your prior involvement in animal rights
and [he/she] said, Go ahead and use this car for this trip?
A See, as far as the way it worked, that's - - that's maybe one way to
put it, but I don't know if it is misleading because the way we saw the
car was just jointly owned it with - - It wasn't, This is my car and
you can use my car to do this. It was just kind of, look, you don't
need the car. We want to take this trip and it's our car, too. And
[omitted] is like, I don't need it and I don't have an interest in
coming. That was more to the point. You can - - You can phrase it like
that that from a title ownership
Q To the extent [omitted by the PYSC] had ownership interest in it,
[omitted] allowed you to use [omitted] ownership interest for this trip?
A Yeah. [omitted by the PYSC] had no - - no use for the car at the
time, so [omitted] was not concerned with us using it for whatever
purpose, whether it be to travel or releasing mink. It was just
[omitted] didn't have a need for it.
Q And in planning this, you got - - you got the fur farm list? Peter
went and got some other addresses of fur farms from the library or some
other source?
A I don't know where they came from, but probably the library I think,
yeah.
Q And so when you started out on this trip, although you say your
ultimate objective was Florida, it was intended to be part of the trip
that you hit these mink farms and release mink, right?
A Correct. That was part of the plan Peter and I had, was that it
wasn't just one or the other. It was this kind of - - It was a dualpurpose trip. It wasn't just a trip to Florida and it wasn't just a
trip to go release mink. That we also wanted to travel and so - Q And it's those plans you also discussed with [name omitted by PYSC]
and tried to encourage [omitted] to come along, right?
A I don't know about - - I don't know if it was, like, forcible
encouraging. I don't know, but - -

Q You asked [omitted]?
A We asked if [omitted] would be interested and I don't know how
indirectly because there is kind of a thing where, you know, you don't
know, like, what people really think about, you know, what people think
about these things happening. But you don't know what people think
about being more closely involved, this kind of thing, and so you're
kind of concerned about asking someone. I don't know how indirect the
asking was, or how indirectly.
EXAMINATION
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q The three of you are living together at the time, is that correct?
A No. No. No, not - Q You weren't in the house at the time?
A The house?
Q Mercer Island.
A That was shortly - - a short period thing so - Q [Omitted] knew you were going? And by and large knew the purpose of
your trip and - A Yeah. I would say [omitted] generally knew that we had plans of
releasing mink, but as to whether, like, you know, how - - how directly
we laid out for [omitted], like what we were going to do, I don't know.
Kind of concerned indirect conversations maybe Peter and I had with
[him/her].
Q Is it fair to characterize this as not that you all sat down and had
a single conversation saying this is what we are going to do and these
are the farms we hope to hit, et cetera, but, instead, during the
course of your regular contact with one another, things came up like,
well, we're going next week. You sure you don't want to come along?
Something like that, where things would come up incidentally within the
course of regular conversations? Is that a fair characterization?
A Well, see, it's been a couple of years, first of all, and I would
also assume - - I guess my point here is I don't know how direct the
conversation we ever had. Maybe they were - - Definitely it wasn't
never known, like, what farms, or, you know, what states or things. It
was just kind of this general plan, we think we want to do this and
we're pretty sure we want to do this and we want to go out and see how
it works. We don't know what it's going to be like, so - EXAMINATION

MR ANDERSON:
Q But you definitely had a plan to attack fur farms, although you
didn't discuss details? You didn't plan out details, this one we're
going to hit, that one we're going to hit, you didn't plan that, right?
A No, Peter and I had - - By the time we left, we were definitely sure
we were going to mink farms in the Midwest.
Q That's what you told [name omitted by the PYSC] you were going to be
doing on the trip?
A I don't know how directly we stated where we were going or these kind
of things, but I think it was made clear to [omitted] that our interest
was into, like, if [omitted] wanted to come, we would like [omitted] to
come and help us.
Q [Name omitted by PYSC] statement was to you, correct me if I'm wrong
in paraphrasing this, was [he/she] didn't want to be that directly
involved, right?
A I don't know - - I don't know if that's a proper paraphrase. I think
- Q How did [omitted] put it?
A I think it was like - - [omitted] really didn't want to be, like
involved in any way. I don't know if [omitted] was aware of any
complications with - - [omitted] knew the title was in [omitted] name.
I'm sure I couldn't - - [name omitted by PYSC] is not dumb. [Omitted]
probably was concerned about that, like not wanting to participate by
having the title of the car in [omitted] name, but it wasn't like, I
think, it wasn't an issue of a degree of close involvedness.
It was and issue of probably having some idea that - - of what we were
about to do and not wanting to be involved. But to say not directly
involved, my concern there is like saying [omitted] was somehow, like,
participating in some noncage-opening way. But the extent of the help
was just to, as a personal level, not on an animal liberation level.
But, for example, when I called [omitted] and I needed a bus ticket
because I didn't have any money - Q Right. So [omitted] had an idea, knew what you were going to do with
the discussions you had and chose not to come along to be that directly
involved in it.
A You say "that directly involved." I just don't know. It just depends
what you consider, like directly. You say - Q [Omitted] chose not to come along, but did, gave - - knew what you
guys were going to do and supported your ideas and your efforts in
doing that, right?
A When you say supported ideas and efforts, I think would, as part of,
like, these, for example. That's what everyone else in the animal

rights group on campus supports the ideas there, but that doesn't
necessarily mean that - - [omitted] aided us in, you know, doing things
like purchasing materials or researching.
But to say [omitted] had similar ideas, I think we talked about that
before, is that all of us in this group kind of had the same ideas
about animal suffering.
Q So when you were stopped and called, [omitted] didn't need to ask any
questions because [omitted] knew what you were up to?
A [Omitted] knew we were going to do something illegal and on the way
to Flordia, releasing mink.
Q [Omitted] arranged to get you the bus ticket in Milwaukee, right?
A Yeah. I don't know if it was Milwaukee or - Q Well, you get bus tickets from [omitted], correct?
A Correct.
Q And [omitted] got those tickets in a fake name, right? False name for?
A I believe they used different names, yeah.
EXAMINATION
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Okay. You told Special Agent Strong that you had used different names
so that - - Let's see. Where's the part here?
A I'm not sure - - I'm not sure if we had our I.D. Maybe we gave I.D.
and we didn't want to use our names because of maybe not knowing the
legal ramifications of being stopped and wanting to leave a trail of,
like, where Peter and I were going to go.
Q Do you recall telling Mr. Strong, We went to the bus station where
you'd be wired a pair of bus tickets that you could pick up utilizing a
code word because you could not use your real names?
A Yeah. Yeah.
Q Do you recall the code word?
A No.
Q Okay.
A No.
Q It was some other name, is that - -

A Yeah. Probably just John Smith. I don't know. Just something.
MR ANDERSON: That was [omitted] idea to do this, right?
THE WITNESS: I'm not necessarily sure that's true.
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER
Q Let me start with this. You call [omitted] and [omitted] says, Let me
get you some bus tickets?
A No. We call up and say, Can you help us? Can you get us some bus
tickets to get out of here? We did not have anything.
Q [Omitted] says yes?
A [Omitted] says yes.
Q Did you ask from where [omitted] is going to get the money none of
you guys had?
A You say none of us. [Omitted] had been working. [Omitted] had been
working before we left. I never knew [omitted] to be poor, have trouble
paying the rent, so some bus tickets I guess I wasn't concerned about.
Peter and I didn't have much money when we were stopped. And the car,
we spent money on gas and stuff. I'm not sure if we left money in the
car.
Q So you didn't ask [omitted] the source of funding for these bus
tickets?
A No, I didn't. I kind of assumed [omitted] was paying out of
[omitted]’s own pocket because I wouldn't see a need for [omitted] to
take a loan from [omitted]’s parents to buy some bus tickets or
anything.
Q So you get these bus tickets and you're in, is it Milwaukee, I
believe?
A I'm not sure exactly. Sheboygan or - Q Milwaukee, okay?
A Okay.
Q It was one of those cities. Did you go anywhere from the time the
trooper dropped you off till the time you picked up the bus?
A It might have been Chicago. I don't know. We took a bus from the
original place, whatever, Oostburg or Sheboygan or some Wisconsin town
- -

Q In eastern Wisconsin?
A Yeah, to, I think it might have been Chicago. Just a big city where
there's a Greyhound station and then from there.
Q Okay, Do you know how you got the tickets from the location in
Wisconsin to Chicago?
A From the location, I think - - I believe we used possibly our own
money to get to a large Greyhound station. Just a short ride, but we
needed more money for, like, a trip to get a ticket, for example, to
Washington DC, which is where we went.
Q Okay. You got the tickets in Chicago and you go to Washington DC, is
that correct?
A That's correct.
Q And when you get there, what do you do?
A When we get there, we decide what we want to do basically. For myself
I - - at the time we didn't know what was going to happen with the car.
We knew it had been seized and we knew they were going to try to get a
search warrant, but we didn't know what would happen if they'd get a
search warrant, if there would be charges against us.
Q You figure there might be a possibility of trouble, though, in terms
of some sort of legal ramifications for your actions?
A Yeah. Yeah. For myself, what I was really interested in was kind of
having some kind of watch what was going to happen and think about it.
Take - - You know, just kind of go my own pace and not have it dictated
for me in the sense that I wanted to have some distance. You could say
be hidden, but the idea was I'd just kind of be able to watch and find
out what was going to happen.
Q What did you do then when you got to Washington?
A When I got to Washington, I decided I wanted to actually start
traveling in Europe, so I asked [name omitted by PYSC] for help to get
a plane ticket to England.
Q And you got a plane ticket to England?
A Correct.
Q And who purchased that?
A [Name omitted by PYSC] did. I asked [omitted] to buy me a plane
ticket. I didn't have money. Peter didn't have anything either, so - Q Did [Name omitted by PYSC] have money to buy you a plane ticket to
England?

A [Omitted] got a plane ticket to London.
Q [Omitted] is starting to cough up a lot of cash for you guys, isn't
[omitted]?
A [Omitted] is a good friend. I don't know if it's really that
expensive if your best friend comes to you and says, Look, I need a
couple hundred dollars or even a thousand dollars or something and
they're in real need and they're a very good friend of yours. I don't
know that's exactly like, you know, cutting off a limb or breaking the
bank to help someone out with a plane ticket who's really in need or
perceives themselves in need, so - Q Okay. And then, so, [omitted] gets you a plane ticket to England?
A That's correct.
Q Did you stay in Washington for long before you left for England?
A This is an issue I would actually like to talk to my lawyer, if you
want to continue here with these questions.
Q We'll get your lawyer. Actually, while Bob is doing that, why don't I
ask you some questions along a different line? Do you recall what Peter
did when he got to Washington?
A He didn't want to travel outside the country, to leave the country.
But, beyond that, I wasn't sure what he was going to do.
Q Did you spend any time with him while in Washington?
A Well, we were discussing, like, a lot along the way what we were
going to do and I think it was - - I kind of remember deciding that
there was maybe no reason to really directly, like, know where, what
the other person is going to be doing.
Q Okay.
A And where they're going, just as long as we kind of knew we didn't
want the same thing, so - Q Okay.
(Recess at 10:36 a.m., until 10:45 a.m. for the witness to confer with
his counsel off the record.)
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Justin, just a couple more questions. First of all, getting back to
where we were, you got to Washington DC, is that correct?
A That's correct.

Q And at that time did you stay in Washington DC for a brief period of
time?
A No, not for very long. I had decided I wanted to take a plane out of
the country to go to England, or actually just to Europe anywhere. I
wasn't too concerned with where, but I had to wait somewhere until,
like, the plane ticket would be purchased and the date for the trip
would come on.
Q And [name omitted by PYSC] was the person who helped you purchase a
plane ticket?
A That's correct.
Q And [omitted] did indeed purchased the ticket?
A [Omitted] purchased it. I didn't have any money, so - Q And between the time you caught the plane to Europe and the time you
arrived, from the time you arrived in Washington DC until the time you
caught the plane to Europe, did you spend some time in the Washington
DC area?
A I spent - - [name omitted by PYSC] arranged for me to stay somewhere
in Maryland until the time where I would take my plane.
Q Do you recall the mane of the city in Maryland where you stayed?
A No, I do not.
Q Was it near Washington DC?
A I don't know East Coast geography. I think Maryland is next to
Washington DC.
Q You didn't stay with [name omitted by Peter Young Support Committee],
did you?
A No. [omitted] arranged for a place for me to stay.
Q Did you stay in a home?
A I stayed in a home.
Q Do you recall the people with whom you stayed?
A I would like to speak to my attorney.
Q Do you know anything about the way in which [name omitted by Peter
Young Support Committee] made arrangements for you to stay?
A No, I do not,

Q Okay.
MR ANDERSON: Whoever it was that you stayed with, did you talk with
them about what had happened, about your trip and - THE WITNESS: I would like to talk to my lawyer.
BY MS LAUTENSCHLAGER:
Q Okay. Did you then go from Maryland to New Jersey? Is that correct?
A That's correct.
Q And - A I left from - Q How did you get from Maryland to New Jersey?
A I was driven.
Q Okay. And when you were driven to New Jersey, you took a plane flight
to Europe, is that correct?
A That's correct.
EXAMINATION
BY MR ANDERSON:
Q Do you remember back in 1980 - - I'm sorry - - 1996, you and Peter
Young and [name omitted by PYSC] were talked to by a news
from
a newspaper when you were - A Yes. Yes, I do.
Q - - involved in some sort of protest?
A Various times, but I'm sure the one you're talking about is the one
in the discovery material.
Q Yeah, the one article in the discovery material?
A It wasn't weird to talk to
because that was a lot of the
point for Students for Animal Liberation is media and talking to

Q Right. So you remember having done that, right?
A Various times, yeah.

Q And is it correct that you stated, Economic damage is the ultimate
goal. As soon as it's not profitable, these businesses will stop doing
it, and you're referring to animal production businesses?
A Yeah. Specifically, actually, in the sense that's kind of a case of
sensational line-grabbing. It definitely, like, was a
statement I probably said. I'm guessing something along those lines,
but I think it related directly to something that occurred nearby, and
the
had come to ask the group, Student for Animal
Liberation, on campus, like, why is it that people do these thing, and
various people in the group, like chipped in.
That was my two cents worth was that's why people do these things,
because as soon as, like, the actions are not profitable, they don't do
these things because that's - - We were a group that would speak for
the actions that were done just based upon our knowledge of reading
these materials. And so, regardless of, like, you know, personal
beliefs, that question actually was answered in regard to an event that
happened nearby that was in the media.
Q Right. But that was your belief and your association with this animal
rights movement, right?
A I think it's more than - - I think it would be anyone's belief that
if something isn't profitable, that people don't do it. As far as
answering that's my belief, I think I just said that.
Q It's not your interest in market forces, but by the actions of the
animal rights group that you may be acting on, you're hoping that that
dissuades or causes the economic harm that could cause them to go out
of business, right?
A Well, at the time I was - - I was a believer in just the idea that,
like, animals should not be used that cause them to suffer, and so I
think I would have just about agreed with anything that wouldn't cause
injury to person or animal. So I would say that was probably true, that
you could say that statement. Even though it was meant for applying for
some action for someone else, probably could be applied to my beliefs,
too.
Q One more thing. In the material you had when you were stopped in
Sheboygan, in the address or phone number list was the phone number of
[name omitted by PYSC], right?
A That's what I've been told.
Q And you knew [name omitted by PYSC], correct?
A I may have met [omitted]. I did not know - - I do not and do did not
know [omitted] personally.
Q Were you at, maybe the year before this, at a protest at UC Berkeley
where you and [name omitted by PYSC] were both arrested?
A No.

Q You don't - A Not that I recall. I don't think I was ever at a protest at UC
Berkeley.
Q Okay. Why did you have [name omitted by PYSC] phone number in your
materials?
A I was not aware it was there until I was informed of this a week and
a half ago.
Q Who's phone number was that?
A The possibility of that was arrived at when I spoke with the FBI. I
probably had the number for maybe some other person, or someone had
given it to me as a contact number for them at some point where they
were living. But as far as I it being [name omitted by PYSC] number,
that was not the reason I had it, if I did. It might have also belonged
to someone else. I don't know. I could have it. I just don't know.
Q When you took any of the actions you did, the attacks on farms we
talked about, did you contact someone from the Animal Liberation Front,
from the press office, the Information Service and tell them that you
committed the action?
A No, I did not.
Q Okay. The Animal Liberation Front adopted as one of their actions the
attack that you made at the Turbak Mink Farm in South Dakota. Did you
know that?
A Not necessarily, no, I didn't.
Q They keep a diary of actions on the website, too, right?
A I think they tend to. It's kind of my belief that they list just
about everything that comes out in press articles.
Q They did that then? The fact the Wisconsin farms were attacked would
have been listed as an ALF activity, too, wouldn't it?
A I was assuming they were. Probably everything that happened was
listed because I think it was all in the media. It was, to my - - It
was kind of my assumption that everything - Q Had you ever seen the Diary of Actions, this kind of thing?
A I've seen it. I think it's in No Compromise even, and on the
internet, so I've see it before.
Q Did you see the Diary of Actions after the events took place you were
involved in?

A Sometime between now and then I probably had. I don't know what I
took not of.
Q My point is it lists October 17, 1997, Watertown, South Dakota and
what happened there, and it registers that as an ALF attack. But, in
contrast, the attacks in Independence, Tomahawk and Medford, Wisconsin,
the farm, the other farms in the Indictment that we talked about, those
are the ones, when you got caught in Wisconsin, and you were associated
for certain of those attacks when you were stopped, right?
A Could you repeat that?
Q You were, at the time you were stopped in Sheboygan, they were
associating you, connecting you with those raids, those attacks in
Wisconsin which is one of the reasons you were stopped, right?
A Yeah. I think they were associating it. I assume, like, with all the
raids in South Dakota and Iowa, too. I though that was kind of all
connected the area. Arbitrary state borders I assume.
Q You didn't know at the time they had connected you to the South
Dakota raid because you got away from that and weren't caught in South
Dakota, right?
A I don't know if I was looking at it like that specifically. I was
mostly concerned there was going to be some charges made against me. I
don't know if I was thinking about the ramifications of being in one
place and not in the other.
Q The point I want to get at here is did you communicate with anyone
from the Animal Liberation Front or press office or Craig Rosenbraugh,
David Barbarath, any of those people to let them know of these actions
that you had committed or that you had been stopped in Wisconsin and
they should not claim those actions in Wisconsin, to disassociate
themselves from those?
A No. I had no contact with these people.
Q So they knew this independently?
A They - - Yeah. They knew it independently.
Q And although I think you said earlier you didn't consider yourself a
member, or did you say you did?
A See, I don't know. I guess it was, from my understanding, that this
is my personal understanding that I had at the time of what the Animal
Liberation Front is, is it's just a name that someone puts on some
actions. It's not a real organization and it's just kind of, I don't
know, for media purposes or for putting on information. But I guess I
never really considered it an organization you could or couldn't be a
part of as far as, like, membership organization kind of things go and
so I never really concentrated, focused that much on it, whether I did
or didn't consider myself.

My interest was more in, like, actually like going out and releasing
mink. Not whether or not I would consider myself part of some
organization.
Q The Diary of Actions I referred to is Exhibit No. 5. And, but even
though you state what you state in regard to your consideration of
membership or non-membership, they adopted you as a member of the
Animal Liberation Front and used you as somewhat a poster boy for
prisoners of war, didn't they?
A See, I would - - I think - - It makes sense, I guess. The way I see
it is that if there's a group who believes in releasing, you know, mink
and liberating animals and someone gets arrested and charged with this,
that they're going to, you know, claim them as, like, you know, one of
theirs. If they did or whatever, that at least they're going to support
them.
It's like part of the same cause because they make assumptions, if the
person is charged with it, even though I at the time, if they did that,
I hadn't been found guilty. They - - It seems to make sense to me, I
guess, if that's what you're asking.
Q So they established a support group, a support fund for you, right?
A Yeah. I think there's support, like fund out there, just people who
never met me who, like, read in the paper that say, oh, such and such a
person, some person somewhere was arrested and is charged with such and
such, and they have maybe similar beliefs or whatever and so they want
to give money, whether or not they've ever met the person, whether or
not they - - maybe they - - I don't know. They would have no reason to
know what the evidence or the situation is, but just people who hear a
name. It could be any name. The just want to support the person. Yeah,
those exist.
Q Right. Exhibit No. 7 is a page, some pages from a website that - your support website?
A That would be the Justin Samuel Support Fund, yes.
Q That's a picture of you?
A That's a picture of me.
Q That's Belgium or something?
A It looks like it. I was probably younger.
Q The support fund, do you know who's in charge of that?
A No. I know - Q Are you in communication with them?

A I think my dad actually is running the Justin Samuel Support Fund in
the State of Washington. Just like of people want to send money,
because he's helping me with, like, the legal cost and so, like, really
it's, like, an attempt to get money. So there's a post office box that
he had set up in Seattle. That would be it.
Q Legal defense fund?
A Yeah. Keep in mind that this is an issue where it's been an expensive
legal thing and if there's people out there who want to give money,
they never met me and they just want to give money to help me for - whether they want to, they believe in the justice of the system and
they want to see justice, true justice served or they want to see me
get out, whatever their beliefs, they want to give money, and my family
and myself are more than happy to accept it.
Q Have you had any communication with anybody else that's running these
funds?
A I've received letters from people who consider themselves part of my,
like, support group when I was in Belgium. I had my - Q Beyond moral support? People - - I'm talking about people that may be
in control of the funds? Did you know there's a Justin Samuel Support
Campaign Fund in Europe? In London?
A I think there is, yeah. There's just different, in different
countries. There's people who set it up, like in that country, because
they have their own, like, magazines and stuff. Like, for example, like
this seems to probably be a U.S. thing, and I'm sure that there's,
like, these same groups in, like, England, and so someone sets it up in
England.
Q Okay, and in Canada, too?
A Probably, yeah. Yeah. From My previous - - Back when I was involved
with Students for Animal Liberation, I remember the office for one of
the support groups being in Canada, so, yeah.
Q So you know they categorized you as a prisoner of war, right?
A Yeah. They take that upon themselves to call me a prisoner of war.
Q And one last thing. One last topic. Since you were involved in this
and took off to Europe, have you had any communications with [name
omitted by PYSC] since then?
A I think I'd like to speak to my attorney.
Q Okay. How about contact?
A I don't know. I guess I'd like to speak to my attorney. This is
within the bounds of - -

Q I'll ask you another question. Have you had any contact or
communication with Peter Young?
A I think this is in the bounds of - Q Okay. All right. That will be all then. Any questions from the grand
jurors?
A GRAND JUROR: Mine is - - I'm just a little confused, I guess on this.
[Omitted] helped you out on the bus and on a plane ticket or whatever.
Why would you and [omitted] have a car together? I guess I'm confused.
A We had originally purchased the car back in Seattle because it was a
time where we all had thought we might want to travel. We were moving
out of our apartments. I had just left the University. I think
[omitted] had graduated and maybe was leaving the house or apartment,
so it was kind of a way to be able to transport things.
We probably used it for, like - - like setting up information stalls
and going to protests and these kind of things, too.
Q So both of you had to but, but didn't have enough funds - A Actually all three of us, Peter, [omitted] and myself contributed.
Q None of you owned your own vehicles?
A No. I'm not sure if [omitted] owned one and sold it. I don't know.
Q You didn't own one?
A I didn't own my own vehicle. I had been using my parents' vehicle
until then.
Q Why would you buy a vehicle you can't drive?
A Why would - - Because I knew we - - I wanted to travel. Like that was
one of the reasons we bought it, was to travel.
Q But you can drive it. It's a stick shift. Why would you buy a vehicle
you can't drive?
A Well because if you want to travel, you want to be able to, use your
- - use it for purposes, such as I wanted to help contribute, to use it
for things like settin gup information, like stalls and going to
demonstrations and things, and to me it wasn't that much money at the
time. And even if I can't use it, the two other people who purchased it
- - Well, I spend time with them and they know how to drive and we do a
lot of the same things together, so I wasn't that concerned with it.
Q But you don't know how to drive it. Who's name is on the title of the
vehicle?
A Who's name? [name omitted by PYSC]

Q [Omitted] let you guys take the car, though, and knowing that you're
going to be doing something that would - - say - - that's a - A [Omitted] name is on the title. I'm not sure if it was for insurance
reasons or what because [omitted] was older and I think I probably had
some effect on it. I'm not sure exactly how arbitrary their decision
was, but, yeah. I don't know how big [omitted] concerns were. I'm
assuming they must have been large I'm assuming, after calling that
day, that must have been one of [omitted] major thoughts. I don't know,
but - MS. LAUTENSCHLAGER: Let's start over there and work this was.
A GRAND JUROR: I've got a few of them. You worked at a - - Are you a
vegan?
A Yeah. Yes.
Q You worked in a fast food restaurant?
A Yes, I did.
Q Did you get squeamish when you handed someone a burger?
A At the time actually, when I started there, I was - - I still ate
some animal products. It was later on. That was before my time I was
going to the University. That was years ago, but I had saved up money
that, knowing I was going to the University. That was part of the
reason I was working there.
Q Okay. So your parents are paying for your lawyer right now? Legal
counsel?
MS. LAUTENSCHLAGER: We don't really want to get into some of that
unless it's directly related.
A GRAND JUROR: I think it directs to it. I do. Is a fund paying for it,
or - - Does the fund pay for it or is the parents supporting your whole
legal counseling?
A I guess I would have to help you be clear. The fund site is an appeal
to anyone who, for any reason, wants to send money to me to help my
dad. Actually my mom has told my dad she'll pay him back, but my dad is
bearing the burden of it and he's willing to take money from - - I am,
too - - for whoever wants to give it, for their personal reasons,
whether they know me or not, whether they think I've done the things
I've been charged with before or not. So it's - - I don't think it's
anything my dad would be, like, ashamed to tell you he's the person who
collects the checks from the Justin Samuel Support Fund. But that's the
point of it to just, you know, help pay for any legal costs, whatever
people's motivation for giving it is.
Q On your trip, who paid? Who paid? How did you get money for your
trip, though?

A We had - - We had saved up money beforehand. We were - - We had a car
that was gas efficient. We weren't like, really, like, throwing out
everything along the way, like we talked about before. We'd maybe done
that like once, but we actually ended up keeping most of the stuff and
just kind of traveling fairly cheap.
We, you know, didn't eat at expensive restaurants. We had sleeping bags
and so we would just, like sleep in the car along the way. So it wasn't
very expensive to be able to take this trip. The biggest expense was
maybe gas and that was fairly cheap.
Q Okay.
A GRAND JUROR: I think I missed it. From the time you arrived in DC,
until the time you left for England was how long? Was it a week? Two
weeks?
A About a week.
MS LAUTENSCHLAGER: Somebody up in the front, I think?
A GRAND JUROR: I have a question. Was that the first time you'd gone to
Europe?
A Yes, it was.
Q So you had to wait to get a passport?
A Actually I had a passport. I had traveled out of the country before,
like down to Mexico with my parents, so I did have a passport already.
MS LAUTENSCHLAGER: Do you remember when you obtained your passport?
A It was right after I had - - It was in the period of time where I was
waiting to get the plane. That was one of the reasons I had to wait was
I had to get my mom to send it to me. It was at [omitted] apartment at
the time.
Q Okay. Okay.
A GRAND JUROR: When you had the Geo Metro, what kind of car did [name
omitted] have at the time when Peter had the Geo Metro? What was
[omitted] driving back in Washington?
A It wasn't just - - What do you mean?
Q Did [omitted] have a separate car besides that trip?
A When we left on the trip? I'm not sure if [omitted] had a car.
Q Right. How much did the bus ticket cost?
A I don't recall. The cost was probably, from Chicago to DC, somewhere
between 70 and 200. I don't know.

Q How much was the airline ticket from New Jersey to Europe?
A That's a good question. Probably 400 to 700.
Q If the three of you didn't have resources, how could [name omitted by
PYSC] personally pay for that?
A To say we don't have resources - Q You would have bought a nicer car than a $2000 car probably if you
were planning on taking it across the country?
A I'm not sure. We were looking for gas economy.
Q My point is what is the likelihood [name omitted by PYSC] was
reimbursed by the ALF for the money put out for the bus and airline
tickets?
A I don't know. That would be pure speculation. All I know is I asked
[omitted] to help me out with the money. I had no reason to believe
[omitted] was in financial difficulties. I would say [omitted] was
financially the best off from, like, the three of us and - Q Did you and Peter discuss possibly [omitted] could go to the ALF and
be reimbursed for that?
A No, we didn't.
Q How did you get your spending money for Europe? Basically you had no
money.
A This would be, seeing that has become like a travel issue, it's out
of the bounds of this Indictment, these questions.
MS LAUTENSCHLAGER: We have a plea. The witness - - What you should know
is that pursuant to Mr. Samuel's plea agreement, he has agreed to
cooperate in terms of informing us what happened within the Indictment.
Right now, part of our discussion with his attorney goes to the issues
of how far past the actions indicated in the original Indictment may we
discuss with him. So that's part of the issue here.
So, do you want to put it on hold or call the attorney?
(Whereupon a discussion was had off the record between Attorney
Lautenschlager and Mr Anderson.)
Q Why don't you go get the attorney?
A GRAND JUROR: Have you paid [omitted] back for the plane to Europe?
A No, I haven't.
Q Do you have any intentions of paying [omitted] back half of the car
that got confiscated?

A I may have to work that one out in the future. I don't know. I'm not
in contact with [omitted] now. I don't know how, like, things are, so Q Did you partake in any actions prior to your swing through the
Midwest?
MS LAUTENSCHLAGER: That's outside the scope.
A GRAND JUROR: Do your parents share your views or are they supporting
you because you're their child?
A I don't know if that's outside the scope, but I'd be willing to
answer it. I don't know. I think, like, the largest portion is
definitely they love me and they want to - -They give me the best
opportunities possible, and so - Q I mean, are they vegetarians? Do you talk about this at home, or this
is strictly what?
A They eat animal products. I think they're maybe sympathetic to some
degree with, like, the idea of having of having strong beliefs in, you
know, maybe - - maybe my mom more to these specific beliefs, but I
wouldn't - - I guess they don't go to, like, protests and rallies and
stuff and this kind of thing, if that's what you want.
(Recess at 11:10 am, until 11:11 am for the witness to confer with his
counsel off the record.)
Q The question was how did you get your spending money in Europe?
Basically you didn't have money for a bus ticket, airline ticket. Where
were you going to finance yourself when you went to Europe? Work? Do
what you could to eat?
A I planned to work, work odd, various odd jobs I could find. I did
things like performing music with people. I lived cheaply, very
cheaply; like a sleeping bag, a backpack and tent, often with - staying with friends I would meet for periods of time. So I never,
like, was paying for, like, an apartment. I was either staying with
someone or traveling from one place to another, so I didn't need
outside funds to support myself, if that's your question.
MR ANDERSON: But the people that you stayed with in Europe were people
who were being helpful and supporting you because they had similar
ideas, right?
A Actually, not necessarily. I just did a lot of traveling actually the
two years I was gone and met by and large the people. Many of the
people I met probably didn't know my beliefs. The people I stayed with
and those that knew my beliefs didn't know nothing about these things
that happened before.
Q They weren't associated with the animal rights movement?

A Some probably were associated, but the majority were not.
Q Did you ever in your stay in Europe receive moneys from the Animal
Liberation Front?
A No. No, I did not.
Q And I asked you before, since leaving the United States and until
now, have you had contact with [omitted] about the events of this whole
case?
A Yes. About the events?
Q About the events? Have you talked with [omitted] in general?
A Yeah. I saw [omitted] once in Europe.
Q [omitted] came to see you?
A Yeah. Maybe, like, I don't know how long afterwards, but sometime in
1998. Maybe summer, and I met [omitted] in Belgium and we spent some
time together with friends.
A GRAND JUROR: When your car got confiscated and you go on this bus
ride, and then you go to Washington and then all of a sudden it's - Did it just pop in your mind, this is a great time to go to Europe?
A Actually I had interest in continuing traveling. I was going to
Florida, but I didn't - - I had left the University. I found I wasn't
interested in what I was studying and even though I was going to
Florida for that winter, I had some interest in traveling beyond
Florida. Maybe - - I don't know - - to Europe or maybe Mexico. I didn't
know where.
I was actually just really truly interested in traveling, and so it was
kind of maybe a dual opportunity here.
Q Right, but if you were traveling in a sleeping bag, and you were just
going to be going to Florida and you were in a car and you had very
limited money, now all of a sudden, hey, I'm going to jump on a plane
and I'm going to Europe, you know, this doesn't - - it jut doesn't
calculate, that all of a sudden, after you're - - after your car gets
confiscated, now all of a sudden it's a great idea to jump on a plane
to go to Europe. Only now I have enough money with good gas economy car
to go to Florida and sleep on a sleeping bag on a beach.
A I guess I wasn't that concerned with kind of the future cautions and
like, you know, worries about where the future money will come from,
this kind of thing, that a lot of people were. Maybe it's because of my
age at the time or my fascination with, like traveling or whatever, but
I wasn't too concerned about it.
I thought that, say this never happened, I did end up in Florida and I
maybe would get a job, you know, and live cheap and save up like that,
a few thousand dollars and go traveling, or I just wasn't concerned
about always having money for the future. If I wanted to travel

suddenly, then I would go get myself a job or find the resources and
travel.
Q Was your airline ticket to Europe one-way or two-way?
A I believe they only sell two-way because countries won't let you sell
a one-way ticket. They want to make sure you can leave too.
Q You're incarcerated for what now? For these actions that you did with
the mink?
A Yes.
MS LAUTENSCHLAGER: The nature of the plea agreement is he pled guilty
to several counts in an Indictment issued by a previous Grand Jury, and
part of the issue involving the plea agreement was that Justin would
come in front of you today
A So far I was waiting until trial, though.
Q Since you entered a no contest plea.
A Guilty plea.
Q Guilty plea on two counts of the Indictment.
A GRAND JUROR: You said you're 21 and [omitted] is as old as you? Older?
A [omitted] is older.
Q How old?
A A few years maybe. Seven or nine years.
MS LAUTENSCHLAGER: Yeah.
A GRAND JUROR: Did you have an association with a
Breakfield?

or

A I remember having met him back in Seattle, but I was not a good
friend of his at all.
MR ANDERSON: He was in the house in Mercer Island with you guys?
A To my knowledge it was probably other people staying off and on in
the house maybe. I don't know. That wasn't really a house I was living
in.
A GRAND JUROR: We couldn't call, like, the three of you were really a
grop? He was not part of that group then where you, you know, discussed
your actions?

A No, he was not.
EXAMINATION
BY MR ANDERSON:
Q The Straight Edge materials, the stickers, the shirts that were in
the car, those are Peter's?
A They weren't mine, so, yeah. I believe they'd be Peter's, yeah.
Q It was Peter's? Was Peter, did he consider himself, hold himself out
to be sort of Straight Edge?
A I guess you might. I guess these are issues you'd probably want to
ask him. It would be in a sense conjecture for me to speak for him, but
- Q Do you know what Straight Edge is?
A I'm aware of it. It's a group of people that don't use drugs.
Q Also vegans, too?
A I've met Straight Edge that aren't vegan.
Q They tend to be?
A Definitely. Vegan - - Straight Edge is a way of saying it, but, no, I
know a lot of Straight Edge people who eat animal products.
Q But Peter doesn't? Peter doesn't? Peter is vegan Straight Edge?
A Peter would consider himself vegan and Straight Edge, so - Q Do you think Straight Edge fueled his beliefs, too, in what he was
doing?
A I don't know. I don’t know how he came to believe the things he did.
His own experiences.
Q Did he ever discuss Straight Edge ideas with you?
A Yeah. I personally, I don't use drugs, but I don't consider myself
Straight Edge. I don't know what he thought about that, but, so we
would discuss the idea of drugs. We were both non-drug users.
Q Okay.
A GRAND JUROR: Where is Peter located right now?

A That's a good question. They probably would like to know if you knew,
too. I don't know.
MR ANDERSON: Was [name omitted] Straight Edge?
A No.
A GRAND JUROR: I just have sort of a general interest question. I'm
curious through all this thing, why did you turn on mink? Why not geese
or veal cattle or those cows being cooked up? Was it an economic reason?
A I think mink were chosen for various reasons, one being the fur
industry is one people tend to be more sympathetic to, so more people
hear about it, they can more understand.
Another being mink - - like, it was my, like, belief at the time, you
know, as far as I knew that they had an ability to survive in this type
of environment and so, like, whereas if you - - if you go and release a
cow, well, that cow has for thousands of years or whatever bred to
just, you know, basically be walking around fields. They don't have
many of the same kind of natural survival abilities, or at least not in
this type of environment. You don't have, like, countryside available
for, you know, cows maybe to be walking around if they were, like, let
out of the barn or something.
So I think it was just various social issues and various kind of just
practical issues, just especially the survival. They were released upon
the belief that they had at least like some opportunity to survive.
That they were - - Their bodies were adapted for this type of
environment and the type of living. It wasn't like releasing them into
the desert or anything, bit they were creatures who had, like,
sometimes often in the United States, like, lived in various areas
before becoming extinct. And so, yeah, it was done for them. It wasn't
solely an economic thing. It was - Q Did you realize after that all of them died and actually some of them
had bitten some people, too?
A Actually some people say that. I don't think - - Personally I don't
believe all of them died. There's no way to know. They say there's some
that weren't recovered. That they say some weren't recovered that got
hit by cars, but I don't know the actual death rate. It would have to
been something that they’d have to be tagged or monitored to know that.
I don't think anybody knows that.
People say that in newspaper articles, but I think there's propaganda
that goes on in the animal right groups, propaganda goes on in the
animal industry groups and I don't know if you can believe either one.
MR ANDERSON: If a child reports she was bitten by the mink, she doesn't
have any interest in propaganda, does she?
A I don't know. Maybe her parents or something. But I'm going to tell
you that, no, not all of them, like, got out away and survived, I'm
sure, and not all of them died and were eaten or hit by cars. And so
you can make your own guess, but you know, nature's course took, so - -

MS LAUTENSCHLAGER: Thank you. Thank you Justin. You're done.
(Whereupon, 11:24am, the proceeding were concluded.)
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** STARBUCKS COFFEE COMPANY **

ALAMEDA & JULIAN
#05527
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CA95126
8 CD RAY GENIUS
188109
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TAX 8.25
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CHANGE DUE

127.60
127.60
10.53
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Please retain this receipt in case
a refund is necessary.
05527 01C1 703225 001167996M
03/21/05
20:08
We’re known for our coffee.
But our people make us famous.
Discover a career with us.
www.starbucks.com/jobs
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COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA
SAN JOSE FACILITY
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA,

vs.
SIMON ZIMBAC (4/2/1976),
aka PETER DANIEL YOUNG,
UNKNOWN,,

|
Plaintiff, |
I
I
I
I

AMENDED TO ADD CT 5
FELONY COMPLAINT
DA NO: 050308444
CEN
05015987 SZ HELD 3/24/2005

I
I
I
Defendant(s)]
___________ I

The undersigned is informed and believes that:

COUNT
On or about March 21, 2005, in the County o

anta Clara, State of California, the crime of PETTY

THEFT OF PERSONAL PROPERTY, in violation of PENAL CODE SECTION 484-488, a
Misdemeanor, was committed by SIMON ZIMBAC who did unlawfully steal, take and carry away
personal property, music CDs, of a value not exceeding four hundred dollars ($400), the property of

Starbucks Coffee Shop.

& /Mfr ’

On or about March 21, 2005, in the County of Santa Ctaqj, State of California, the crime of FALSE
NAME TO PEACE OFFICER, in violation of PENAL CODE SECTION 148.9, a Misdemeanor, was

committed by SIMON ZIMBAC who did falsely represent and identify himselfTherself as another person

and as a fictitious person to a peace officer upon a lawful detention and arrest of the person, to evade the
process of the court and to evade the proper identification of the person by the investigating officer.

ATTACHMENT B

(Place to be Searched)
Personal Belongings of
Peter Daniel Young

1. All items found on the person of, or in the possession of, Peter Daniel Young, who is further
described as a white male, date of birth of June 26,1977, as having brown eyes and brown hair,
and as being six feet (or 72 inches) tall and approximately 150 pounds. Young is currently in the
custody of the Santa Clara County Department of Corrections.

2. On March 21, 2005, Young was arrested by Officers of the San Jose Police Department inside
the Starbucks coffee shop located at 1338 The Alameda, San Jose, California 95126. Young was
initially identified as Simon William Zimbal, given that he produced a false Virginia State
Identification Card.
3. On March 24, 2005, Young’s personal belongings were transferred from the custody of the San
Jose Police Department to the custody of the San Francisco office of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. Young currently awaits transfer into federal custody and potential extradition to
the Western District of Wisconsin.

4. The items to be seized are further specified in Attachment D.

- 11 -

ATTACHMENT D
(Items to be Seized)
Personal Belongings of
Peter Daniel Young

1. The terms "records," "documents," and "materials" include all of the items described in this
attachment in whatever form and by whatever means they may have been created and/or stored.
This includes any handmade, photographic, mechanical, electrical, electronic, and/or magnetic
forms. It also includes items in the form of computer hardware, software, documentation,
passwords, and/or data security devices.

2. All items, records, documents and materials listed below pertain to Peter Daniel Young for the
time period from September 18,1998 through the present, as might be related to Young’s status
as a federal fugitive which are evidence, fruits and instrumentalities of violations of Title 18
U.S.C. § 3 (Accessory After the Fact), Title 18 U.S.C. § 371 (Conspiracy to Conceal a Person
from Arrest), and Title 18 U.S.C. § 1071 (Concealing a Person from Arrest), as follows:
a. One Hewlett Packard 3.2 mega-pixel digital camera, model number M307, serial
number CN479145MK.

b. One gray and blue-colored, Motorola Nextel 195 CL cellular telephone, model number
H57UAN6RR7AN, serial number 919TCQ1088, SIM card number 890130/
0800705043736F. The telephone number for this phone is unknown.

c. One X-symbol key ring containing seven keys.
d. Fifteen U.S. Postal Service Delivery Confirmation Receipts, dated between January
13,2005 and February 8,2005. Eleven were stamped from the East Santa Cruz Post
Office, zip code 95062, and four were stamped from the Santa Cruz Post Office, zip
code 95060.

e. One address/telephone book, marked on the outside with “EMBRACE 10D” and an
“EARTH CRISIS FOREVER TRUE” sticker, dated 2001.

f.

One store receipt for Streetlight Records, dated January 26,2005 at 7:30 pm, located
at an address of 939 Pacific Avenue, Santa Cruz, California 95060, telephone number
(831)421-9200.

g. One FedEx-Kinko’s Office and Print Center Stored Value Card, number
VC42637ORO6, or possibly VC426370R06. The card has a small, white piece of
paper taped to the front with “3.16” written on the paper.
- 15 -

h.
.

i.

One Virginia Identification card number T63-44-1501, issued in the name of Simon
William Zimbal, date of birth April 2,1976, height 6’0”, address 1020 William Street
#512, Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401-5462. The card was issued on March 1,2003
and was due to expire on March 1, 2008.

j.

Computers and Electronic Storage Devices, relating to any and all electronic items
listed above, including:
~”
~~~

i. Computer Hardware: Computer hardware consists of all equipment which
can collect, analyze, create, display, convert, store, conceal, or transmit
electronic, magnetic, optical, or similar computer impulses or data. This
includes any data-processing devices (such as central processing units,
memory typewriters, and self-contained "laptop" or "notebook" computers);
internal and peripheral storage devices (such as fixed disks, external hard
disks, floppy disk drives and diskettes, tape drives and tapes, optical storage
devices, transistor-like binary devices, compact flash cards, smart media
cards and other memory storage devices); peripheral input/output devices
(such as keyboards, printers, scanners, plotters, video display monitors, and
optical readers); related communications devices (such as modems, cables
and connections, recording equipment, RAM or ROM units, acoustic
couplers, automatic dialers, speed dialers, programmable telephone dialing or
signaling devices, and electronic tone-generating devices); as well as any
devices, mechanisms, or parts that can be used to restrict access to computer
hardware (such as physical keys and locks).

>>
-.

interpreted by a computer and any of its related components to direct the way
it works. Software is stored in electronic, magnetic, optical, or other digital
form. It commonly includes programs to run operating systems, applications
(like word-processing, graphics, or spreadsheet programs, utilities, compilers,
interpreters, and communications programs).
iii. Computer-related Documentation: Computer related documentation consists
of written, recorded, printed, or electronically stored material which explains
or illustrates how to configure or use computer hardware, software, or other
related items.
iv. Computer Passwords and Other Data Security Devices: Computer passwords

- 16-

t

and other data security devices are designed to restrict access to or hide
computer software, documentation, or data. Data security devices may
consist of hardware, software, or other programming code. A password (a
string of alpha-numeric characters) usually operates as a sort of digital key to
"unlock" particular data security devices. Data security hardware may
include encryption devices, chips, and circuit boards. Data security software
or digital code may include programming code that creates "test" keys or
"hot" keys, which perform certain pre-set security functions when touched.
Data security software or code may also encrypt, compress, hide, or "booby
trap" protected data to make it inaccessible or unusable, as well as reverse the
process to restore it.
v. All computer hardware, software and other data security devices will be
returned within thirty (30) days. Original records and documents seized
pursuant to this attachment will be copied, and those copies will also be
returned within thirty (30) days.
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ATTACHMENT H

Place to be Searched:
703 3rd Street, #7
Santa Cruz, California

1.
The apartment located at 703 3rd Street, Apartment # 7, Santa Cruz, California 95060,
which is further identified as a single apartment unit within a privately owned apartment
building. On the north side of the building, metal letters depicting, "Beach Hill Apts." are
affixed to the side of the building above the numerals and letters, "703 3rd St." which are
attached to a wooden plank that is also affixed to the side of the building.

2.
The apartment building is further described as a three-story, pink-colored building, which
contains twelve apartment units. This building is bounded by 3rd Street on the north, Leibrant
Avenue on the east and an alley on the south. Each individual apartment is enumerated with a
dark-colored apartment number affixed to the mostly green-colored doors. Apartment # 7 is
specifically located on the second floor of the building in the northeast comer. A light-colored
banister runs the length of the building along the east side of the second floor.
Items to be Seized:
3.
The terms "records," "documents," and "materials" include all of the items described in
this attachment in whatever form and by whatever means they may have been created and/or
stored. This includes any handmade, photographic, mechanical, electrical, electronic, and/or
magnetic forms. It also includes items in the form of computer hardware, software,
documentation, passwords, and/or data security devices.
4.
All items, records, documents and materials listed below pertaining to Peter Daniel
Young, also known as Simon William
(last name
unknown) and other unknown aliases used by Young, and his communication and/or association
with other individuals but not limited to, the following:
, and other unidentified persons who supported, assisted, or might be related to Young's
status as a federal fugitive for the time period from September 18, 1998 through the present,
which are evidence, fruits and instrumentalities of violations of Title 18 U.S.C. § 3 (Accessory
After the Fact), Title 18 U.S.C. § 371 (Conspiracy to Conceal a Person from Arrest), and Title 18
U.S.C. § 1071 (Concealing a Person from Arrest), as follows:

a.

Young-

Any and all documents, photographs, digital and/or undeveloped film, papers, travel
documents/papers, written materials, telephone voice recordings and/or caller
identification ("ED") data; books, diagrams, schematic drawings, video/audio tapes,
computer generated or stored information or other materials which relate to Young's
physical location, travels, friends and associates, and communication with other

-
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individuals.
b.

Any and all documents or computer generated and/or stored information including
business records, unemployment/employment records, opened and/or unopened
mail, appointment books, diaries, journals, calendars, telephone toll records or bills,
receipts, bank statements, credit card, bank and other financial institution records;
cancelled checks; travel itineraries or other materials which relate to Young's life as
a fugitive and his contacts with other persons.

c.

Any and all documents, materials and correspondence relating to Young's
affiliation, association or communication with any and all animal rights or other
activist related organizations or entities which would indicate their knowledge of
Young's status as a fugitive.

d.

Any and all receipts, invoices, or other documents relating to the rental of or access
to or control over any vehicles, residences, garages, storage sheds, keys, access
cards, lockers or facilities, and other locations within which Young and others are
able to keep and/or store personal property or items as referenced in paragraphs a, b
and c above.

e.

Any and all identification and/or identity related documents, records, materials,
including but not limited to driver's licenses, Social Security Card information,
passports, identification cards, false identity instructions/techniques, and any other
information that contains specific identifying information, such as library cards
and/or library records, that may have been used to conceal his identity and maintain
his fugitive status.

f.

Clothing which could potentially be used in part to conceal one's identity or mislead
others into believing the wearer may be employed in a position which grants access
to a business, facility, or undergo less scrutiny than general members of the public
such as company uniforms, security guard uniforms, retail sales uniforms, or
clothing manufactured for the use of businesses to identify their employees to
members of the public, for example: Pizza Hut uniforms, Starbucks uniforms,
Jamba Juice uniforms, and security guard uniforms.

g.

Items that may possess DNA and/or blood or bodily fluids, including but not limited
to: razors, Q-Tips, tooth brushes, hair brushes, hair, tissues, clothing, feminine
hygiene products, bandages, and other toiletries.

h.

Any and all items of evidence which may contain physical, trace, and latent
evidence, or indicate assistance and/or support to Young's livelihood while in a
fugitive status, including but not limited to: Compact Disks ("CD's"), Digital Video
Disks ("DVD's"), books, magazines, T-Shirts bearing the , products in original

Young-
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packaging, coffee grinders, coffee makers, and, air filters.
i.

Unopened correspondence such as, media mailer packages, correspondence
addressed to, or with a return address of 703 3rd Street #7, Santa Cruz, CA, and/or
245-M Mount Herman Road, PMB #124, Scotts Valley, CA 95066, and/or bearing
the names Peter Daniel Young, Simon Zimbal, Simon William Zimbal,

j.

Computers and Electronic Storage Devices, including:
i. Computer Hardware: Computer hardware consists of all equipment which can
collect, analyze, create, display, convert, store, conceal, or transmit electronic,
magnetic, optical, or similar computer impulses or data. This includes any dataprocessing devices (such as central processing units, memory typewriters, and selfcontained "laptop" or "notebook" computers); internal and peripheral storage
devices (such as fixed disks, external hard disks, floppy disk drives and diskettes,
tape drives and tapes, optical storage devices, transistor-like binary devices,
compact flash cards, smart media cards and other memory storage devices);
peripheral input/output devices (such as keyboards, printers, scanners, plotters,
video display monitors, and optical readers); related communications devices (such
as modems, cables and connections, recording equipment, RAM or ROM units,
acoustic couplers, automatic dialers, speed dialers, programmable telephone dialing
or signaling devices, and electronic tone-generating devices); as well as any devices,
mechanisms, or parts that can be used to restrict access to computer hardware (such
as physical keys and locks).
ii. Computer Software: Computer software is digital information which can be
interpreted by a computer and any of its related components to direct the way it
works. Software is stored in electronic, magnetic, optical, or other digital form. It
commonly includes programs to run operating systems, applications (like word
processing, graphics, or spreadsheet programs, utilities, compilers, interpreters, and
communications programs).
iii. Computer-related Documentation: Computer related documentation consists of
written, recorded, printed, or electronically stored material which explains or
illustrates how to configure or use computer hardware, software, or other related
items.

iv. Computer Passwords and Other Data Security Devices: Computer passwords
and other data security devices are designed to restrict access to or hide computer
software, documentation, or data. Data security devices may consist of hardware,
software, or other programming code. A password (a string of alpha-numeric

Young-
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characters) usually operates as a sort of digital key to "unlock" particular data
security devices. Data security hardware may include encryption devices, chips, and
circuit boards. Data security software or digital code may include programming
code that creates "test" keys or "hot" keys, which perform certain pre-set security
functions when touched. Data security software or code may also encrypt,
compress, hide, or "booby trap" protected data to make it inaccessible or unusable,
as well as reverse the process to restore it.
v. All computer hardware, software and other data security devices will be seized,
imaged, and returned within thirty (30) days. Original records and documents
seized pursuant to this attachment will be copied, and those copies will also be
returned within thirty (30) days.

Young-
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On 03/31/2005, Special Agent Scott A. Merriam conducted the
following investigation at:

SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA
A team of nine Agents/Officers executed a federal search
warrant (under seal) at the location, and for the items, listed below.
The back of the Affidavit was signed by all Agents/Officers
participating in the search, signifying that each individual had read
the Search Warrant, the Affidavit, and all supporting documents prior
to beginning the search:
Place to be Searched Personal Belongings of Peter Daniel Young:

|

1.
All items found on the person of, or in the possession
of, Peter Daniel Young, who is further described as a white male, date
of birth of June 26, 1977, as having brown eyes and brown hair, and as
being six feet (or 72 inches) tall and approximately 150 pounds.
Young is currently in the custody of the Santa Clara County Department
of Corrections.

2.
On March 21, 2005, Young was arrested by Officers of
the San Jose Police Department inside the Starbucks coffee shop
located at 1338 The Alameda, San Jose, California 95126.
Young was
initially identified as Simon William Zimbal, given that he produced a
false Virginia State Identification Card.

3.
On March 24, 2005, Young's personal belongings were
transferred from the custody of the San Jose Police Department to the
custody of the San Francisco office of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
Young currently awaits transfer into federal custody
and potential extradition to the Western District of Wisconsin.
4.

The items to be seized are further specified below.

Items to be Seized:
a.
One Hewlett Packard 3.2 mega-pixel digital camera,
model number M307, serial number CN479145MK.

b.
One gray and blue-colored, Motorola Nextel I95CL
cellular telephone, model number H57UAN6RR7AN, serial number
919TCQ1088, SIM card number 890130/ 0800705043736F.
The telephone
number for this phone is unknown.
c.

One X-symbol key ring containing seven keys.

266A-SF-137767-LEGAL;

266A-MW-36601
2

d.
Fifteen U.S. Postal Service Delivery Confirmation
Receipts, dated between January 13, 2005 and February 8, 2005.
Eleven
were stamped from the East Santa Cruz Post Office, zip code 95062, and
four were stamped from the Santa Cruz Post Office, zip code 95060.
e.
One address/telephone book, marked on the outside
with "EMBRACE 10D" and an "EARTH CRISIS FOREVER TRUE" sticker, dated
2001.
f.
One store receipt for Streetlight Records, dated
January 26, 2005 at 7:30 pm, located at an address of 939 Pacific
Avenue, Santa Cruz, California 95060, telephone number (831) 421-9200.

g.
One FedEx-Kinko's Office and Print Center Stored
Value Card, number VC42637ORO6, or possibly VC426370R06.
The card has
a small, white piece of paper taped to the front with "3.16" written
on the paper.
h.

One unsigned

i.
One Virginia Identification card number
T63-44-1501, issued in the name of Simon William Zimbal, date of birth
April 2, 1976, height 6'0", address 1020 William Street # 512,
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401-5462.
The card was issued on March 1,
2003 and was due to expire on March 1, 2008.
j.
Computers and Electronic Storage Devices, relating
to any and all electronic items listed above.

Copies of the Sealing Order; the Search Warrant and
Attachments B and D;
and the Application and Affidavit for Search
Warrant, along with Exhibits A and B, are attached to and considered
part of this investigative report.
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450 Golden Gate Avenue, Box 36055
San Francisco, California 94102
Telephone: (415) 436-6878
Facsimile: (415) 436-7234

by c

°URT ORDER

Attorneys for Plaintiff

9

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
10
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

11

SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION

12
13
14
15
16

IN RE SEARCHES OF
PERSONAL BELONGINGS OF
PETER DANIEL YOUNG AND
703 3rd STREET, APARTMENT # 7,
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060.

17
18

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

No

? 05 70219

ORDER

[UNDER SEAL]

19

GOOD CAUSE APPEARING, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Search Warrants,
20

Applications and Affidavits in Support of the Search Warrants, as well as the Sealing Order itself
21

are to be sealed by the Clerk of the Court until further order of this Court.
22
23

24
Dated:

25
26

27

28

SEALING ORDER
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(Umirt
NORTHERN

CALIFORNIA

district of

By

r

In the Matter of the Search of
(Name, address or brief description of person or property to be searched)

Items recovered from Peter Daniel Young on March 21,2005, by the
San Jose Police Department, now in the custody of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, San Francisco Field Office.

FBI SA Scott Merriam

;

SEARCH WARRANT
CASE NUMBER:

i °5 70219

and any Authorized Officer of the United States

Affidavit(s) having been made before me by

SA Merriam________________ who has reason to
Affiant

believe that |~~1 on the person of or

On the premises known as

(name, description and/or location)

Items recovered from Peter Daniel Young on March 21,2005, by the San Jose Police Department, now in the custody of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, San Francisco Field Office, further described in Attachment B.

in the

District of

Northern

California

there is now

concealed a certain person or property, namely (describe the person or property)
See Attachment D

which constitutes

evidence, fruits and instrumentalities
(state one or more bases for search and seizure set forth under Rule 41(c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure)

of a criminal violation(s) of Title

18

3, 371 and 1071_____________

, United States Code, Section(s)

I am satisfied that the affidavit(s) and any record testimony establish probable cause to believe that the person or property
so described is now concealed on the person or premises above-described and establish grounds for the issuance of this
warrant.
,

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to search on or before

V/ 1
/

_____________________________
1

Date

(not to exceed 10 days) the person or place named above for the person or property specified, serving this warrant and
making the search (in the daytime -- 6:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.) (‘dt'Shy tifffg~irrthe-day or nighf^'tftrinTeasonaBIe'Ccrose ,
hee-beeiTestabIjsti&dyand if the person or property be found there to seize same, leaving a copy of this warrant and
receipt for the person or property taken, and prepare a written inventory of the person or property seized and promptly
return this warrant to
as required by law.
U.S. Judge or Magistrate Judge

T/aM"

Dare and Time Issued

_________

JOSEPH C. SPERO
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE
Name and Title of Judicial Officer
This form was electronically produced by Elite Federal Forms. Inc.

JUL-22-2005
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ATTACHMENT A
(Place to be Searched)

703 3 rd Street
Apat tineul # 7
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

1. The apartment located at 703 3rd Street, Apartment # 7, Santa Cruz, California 9.5060, which is
further identified as a single apartment unit within a privately owned apartment building. On the
north side of the building, metal letters depicting, "Beach Hill Apts." are affixed to (he side of
the building above the numerals and letters, “703 3rd St.” which are, attached to a wooden plank
that is also affixed to the side of the building.

a

2. The apartment building is further described as Llirtie-tfory, pink-colored building, which
contains twelve apartment units. This building is hnnnded by 3rd Street on the north, Leibrant
Avenue on the east and an alley on the south. Fhc.1i individual apartment is enumerated with 0
dark colored apartment number affixed to the musily green-colored doors. Apartment # 7 is
specifically located on the second floor of the building in the northeast comer. A light colored
banister runs the length of the building aloug the cast side of the second floor.

3.

The items io be seized are fiiifhw specified in Attachment C.

- 10-
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ATTACHMENT C

(Items to be Seized)

703 3rd Street
Apartment # 7
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

1. The terms "records," "doi'mnenls," and "materials" include all of the items described in this
attachment in whatever form and by whatever means they may have been created and/oi stored.
This includes any handmade, photographic, mechanical, electrical, electronic, and/or magnetic,
forms. U also includes items in the form of computer hardware, softwaie, documentation,
passwords, and/or data security devices.
2. All items, records, documents and materials listed below pertain to Petei Dtuiiel Young for the
time period from September 18,1998 through the present, as might he irlaled lo Young’s status
as a federal fugitive which are evidence, fruits and instrumentalities of violations of Title 18
U.S.C. § 3 (Accessory After the Fact), Title 18 U.S.C. § 371 (Conspiracy to Conceal a Person
from Arrest), and Title 18 U.S.C. § 1071 (Concealing a Person from Arrest), as follows:

a. Any and all documents, photographs, digital and/or undeveloped film, papers, travel
documents/papers, written materials, telephone voice recordings and/or caller
identification ("ID”) data; books, diagrams, scliKuralic drawings, video/audio tapes,
computer generated or stored information ru other materials which relate to Young’s
physical location, travels, friends and associates, and communication with other
individuals.
b. Any and all documents or computer generated and/or stored information including
business records, uncmploymcnt/employment records, opened and/or unopened mail,
appointment books, diaries, journals, calendars, telephone toll records or bills,
receipts, bank statements, credit card, bank and other financial institution records;
cancelled checks; travel itineraries m other materials which relate to Young’s life as a
fugitive and hi3 contacts with other persons.
c. Any and all documents, maiwials and correspondence relating to Young’s affiliation,
association or communication with any and all animal rights or other activist related
organizations or entities which would indicate their knowledge of Young’s status as a
fugitive.

d. Any and all receipts, invoiews, or uther documents relating to the rental of or access
to or control over any vehicles, residences, garages, storage sheds, keys, access cards,
lockers or facilities, and other locations within which Young is able to keep and/or
store personal properly or items as referenced in paragraphs a, b. and c above.

- 12-
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c. Any and all identification and/or identity related documents, records, materials,
including but not limited to driver’s licenses, Social Security Card information,
passports, identification cards, false identity msfrucliims/tecliiiiques, and any other
information that contains specific identifying information, such as library cards
and/or library records, that may have been used tu ixiuoeal his identity and maintain
his fugitive status.
f.

Computers and Electronic Storage Devices, including:
i. Computer Hardware: Computer hardware consists of all equipment which
can collect, analyze, create, dJSplay, convert, store, conceal, or transmit
electronic, magnetic, optical, or similar computer impulses or data. This
includes any data-proccssing devices (such as centra! processing units,
memory typewriters, and self-contained "laptop" or "notebook" computers);
internal and peripheral storage devices (such ns fixed disks, external hard
disks, floppy disk drives and diskettes, tape drives and tapes, optical storage
devices, transistor-like binary devices, compact flash cards, smart media
cauls and other memory storage devices); peripheral input/output devices
(such as keyboards, printers, scanners, plotters, video display monitors, and
optical readers); related communications devices (such os modems, cables
and curunxlions, recording equipment, RAM or RUM units, acoustic
couplers, aulutnaLic dialers, speed dialers, programmable telephone dialing or
signaling devices, and electronic tone-generating devices); as well as any
devices, mechanisms, ot paits that can be used to restrict access to computer
hardware (such as physical keys and locks).

ii. Compulta Suftware Computer software is digital information which can be
interpreted by a computfti and any of its related components to direct the way
it works Software is stored in electronic, magnetic, optical, or other digital
form. It commonly includes programs tu run operating systems, applications
(like, word-processing, graphics, or spreadsheet programs, utilities, compilers,
interpreters, and wuirnunicatioiis programs).
iii. Computer-related Docuinciitaiiun’ Crimpnrer related documentation consists
of written, recorded, printed, ui rhxtiwi.ii'ally stored material which explains
or illustrates how to configure 01 use computer hardware, software, or other
related items.
iv. Computer Passwords and Other Data Security Devines: Computer passwords
and other data security devices are designed Io re.$trict access to or hide
computer software, documentation, or data. Data security devices may
consist of hardware, software, or other programming cude. A pass woui (a

13 -
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string of alpha-numeric characters) usually operate? as a sort of digital key to
"unlock” particular data security devices. Data sccunty hardware may
include encryption devices, chips, and circuit boards. Data security software
or digital code may include programming code that creates "test" keys or
"hot” keys, which perform certain pre set security functions when touched.
Data security software or code may also encrypt, compress, hide, or "boohy
trap" protected data to make it inaccessible or unusable, as well as reverse the
process to restore it.

v. All computer hardware, software and other data security devices will he
returned within thirty (30) days. Original records and documents seized
pursuant to this attachment will be copied, and those copies will also be
returned within thirty (30) days.

14 -
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NORTHERN

CALIFORNIA

district of

In the Matter of the Search of
(Name, address or brief description of person or property to be searched)

SEARCH WARRANT

Items recovered from Peter Daniel Young on March 21,2005, by the
San Jose Police Department, now in the custody of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, San Francisco Field Office.

CASE NUMBER:

' u5 70219

FBI SA Scott Merriam

TO:

and any Authorized Officer of the United States

SA Merriam

Affidavit(s) having been made before me by

who has reason to

Affiant

believe that j 1 on the person of or

on the premises known as (name, description and/or location)

Items recovered from Peter Daniel Young on March 21,2005, by the San Jose Police Department, now in the custody of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, San Francisco Field Office, further described in Attachment B.

Northern_______________ District of

in the

there is now

California

concealed a certain person or property, namely (describe the person or property)

See Attachment D

which constitutes

evidence, fruits and instrumentalities
(state one or more bases for search and seizure set forth under Rule 41(c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure)

of a criminal violation(s) of Title

18

United States Code, Section(s)

3, 371 and 1071

I am satisfied that the affidavit(s) and any record testimony establish probable cause to believe that the person or property
so described is now concealed on the person or premises above-described and establish grounds for the issuance of this
warrant.
z
/
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to search on or before
V /;
g >____________________________
/

1

Date

(not to exceed 10 days) the person or place named above for the person dr property specified, serving this warrant and
making the search (in the daytime - 6:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.) (aT^yTiTOnm-the-day efMifght-as'TfinUTeasonab^cause...
hes-bedlTeslaBniBed^'and if the person or property be found there to seize same; leaving a copy of this warrant and
receipt for the person or property taken, and prepare a written inventory of the person or property seized and promptly
return this warrant to
pK 'p
S
as required by law.
U.S. Judge or Magistrate Judge

at

Date and Time Issued
JOSEPH C. SPERO
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE
Name and Title of Judicial Officer

City and Stdte

—?
Sicjnature of Judicial Officer

This form was electronically produced by Elite Federal Forms, Inc.
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ATTACHMENT B
(Place to be Searched)

Personal Belongings of
Peter Daniel Young

1. All items found on the person of, or in the possession of, Peter Daniel Young, who is further
described as a white male, date of birth of June 26,1977, as having brown eyes and brown hair,
and as being six feet (or 72 inches) tall and approximately 150 pounds. Young is currently in the
custody of the Santa Clara County Department of Corrections.
2. On March 21, 2005, Young was arrested by Officers of the San Jose Police Department inside
the Starbucks coffee shop located at 1338 The Alameda, San Jose, California 95126. Young was
initially identified as Simon William Zimbal, given that he produced a false Virginia State
Identification Card.

3. On March 24, 2005, Young’s personal belongings were transferred from the custody of the San
Jose Police Department to the custody of the San Francisco office of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. Young currently awaits transfer into federal custody and potential extradition to
the Western District of Wisconsin.
4. The items to be seized are further specified in Attachment D.

- 11 -
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ATTACHMENT D
(Items to be Seized)

Personal Belongings of
Peter Daniel Young

1. The terms "records," "documents," and "materials" include all of the items described in this
attachment in whatever form and by whatever means they may have been created and/or stored.
This includes any handmade, photographic, mechanical, electrical, electronic, and/or magnetic
forms. It also includes items in the form of computer hardware, software, documentation,
passwords, and/or data security devices.

2. All items, records, documents and materials listed below pertain to Peter Daniel Young for the
time period from September 18,1998 through the present, as might be related to Young’s status
as a federal fugitive which are evidence, fruits and instrumentalities of violations of Title 18
U.S.C. § 3 (Accessory After the Fact), Title 18 U.S.C. § 371 (Conspiracy to Conceal a Person
from Arrest), and Title 18 U.S.C. § 1071 (Concealing a Person from Arrest), as follows:
a. One Hewlett Packard 3.2 mega-pixel digital camera, model number M307, serial
number CN479145MK.

b. One gray and blue-colored, Motorola Nextel I95CL cellular telephone, model number
H57UAN6RR7AN, serial number 919TCQ1088, SIM card number 890130/
0800705043736F. The telephone number for this phone is unknown.
c. One X-symbol key ring containing seven keys.

d. Fifteen U.S. Postal Service Delivery Confirmation Receipts, dated between January
13,2005 and February 8,2005. Eleven were stamped from the East Santa Cruz Post
Office, zip code 95062, and four were stamped from the Santa Cruz Post Office, zip
code 95060.
e. One address/telephone book, marked on the outside with “EMBRACE 10D” and an
“EARTH CRISIS FOREVER TRUE” sticker, dated 2001.

f.

One store receipt for Streetlight Records, dated January 26,2005 at 7:30 pm, located
at an address of939 Pacific Avenue, Santa Cruz, California 95060, telephone number
(831) 421-9200.

g. One FedEx-Kinko’s Office and Print Center Stored Value Card, number
VC42637ORO6, or possibly VC426370R06. The card has a small, w'hite piece of
paper taped to the front w'ith “3.16” written on the paper.
- 15 -

h.

i.

One Virginia Identification card number T63-44-1501, issued in the name of Simon
William Zimbal, date of birth April 2,1976, height 6 ’0”, address 1020 William Street
#512, Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401 -5462. The card was issued on March 1,2003
and was due to expire on March 1, 2008.

j.

Computers and Electronic Storage Devices, relating to any and all electronic items
listed above, including:
i. Computer Hardware: Computer hardware consists of all equipment which
can collect, analyze, create, display, convert, store, conceal, or transmit
electronic, magnetic, optical, or similar computer impulses or data. This
includes any data-processing devices (such as central processing units,
memory typewriters, and self-contained "laptop" or "notebook" computers);
internal and peripheral storage devices (such as fixed disks, external hard
disks, floppy disk drives and diskettes, tape drives and tapes, optical storage
devices, transistor-like binary devices, compact flash cards, smart media
cards and other memory storage devices); peripheral input/output devices
(such as keyboards, printers, scanners, plotters, video display monitors, and
optical readers); related communications devices (such as modems, cables
and connections, recording equipment, RAM or ROM units, acoustic
couplers, automatic dialers, speed dialers, programmable telephone dialing or
signaling devices, and electronic tone-generating devices); as well as any
devices, mechanisms, or parts that can be used to restrict access to computer
hardware (such as physical keys and locks).
ii. Computer Software: Computer software is digital information which can be
interpreted by a computer and any of its related components to direct the way
it works. Software is stored in electronic, magnetic, optical, or other digital
form. It commonly includes programs to run operating systems, applications
(like word-processing, graphics, or spreadsheet programs, utilities, compilers,
interpreters, and communications programs).

iii. Computer-related Documentation: Computer related documentation consists
of written, recorded, printed, or electronically stored material which explains
or illustrates how to configure or use computer hardware, software, or other
related items.

iv. Computer Passwords and Other Data Security Devices: Computer passwords

- 16-
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and other data security devices are designed to restrict access to or hide
computer software, documentation, or data. Data security devices may
consist of hardware, software, or other programming code. A password (a
string of alpha-numeric characters) usually operates as a sort of digital key to
"unlock" particular data security devices. Data security hardware may
include encryption devices, chips, and circuit boards. Data security software
or digital code may include programming code that creates "test" keys or
"hot" keys, which perform certain pre-set security functions when touched.
Data security software or code may also encrypt, compress, hide, or "booby
trap" protected data to make it inaccessible or unusable, as well as reverse the
process to restore it.

v. All computer hardware, software and other data security devices will be
returned within thirty (30) days. Original records and documents seized
pursuant to this attachment will be copied, and those copies will also be
returned within thirty (30) days.

- 17 -
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Affidavit in Support of Application for
Search Warrant

1. I, Scott A. Merriam, being duly sworn, do hereby depose and state the following:
2. I am a Special Agent with the United States (“U.S.”) Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of
Investigation ("FBI"), assigned to the Oakland Resident Agency within the San Francisco Field
Office. I have been employed as a Special Agent with the FBI since July 1997, and I am
currently assigned to the FBI’s Joint Terrorism Task Force (“JTTF”). My duties are to
investigate violations of federal law, including criminal activity by animal rights activists and/or
groups.

3. This affidavit contains information necessary to support probable cause for this application. It is
not intended to include every fact or matter observed by me or known by the Government. I am
one of the Special Agents investigating the matters referenced in this Affidavit. The information
provided is based on my personal knowledge and observations during the course of this
investigation; information conveyed to me by other law enforcement and Government officials;
and my review of records, documents, interview reports, and other physical evidence obtained
during this investigation. Except where specifically indicated, I have personally reviewed all of
the evidence, records, interview reports, and other related materials referred to in this Affidavit.
4. In conjunction with an ongoing investigation, this Affidavit is submitted in support of an
Application for a Search Warrant to seize and search the following locations and/or items:

a. The apartment located at 703 3rd Street, Apartment # 7, Santa Cruz, California 95060.
The place to be searched is further described in Attachment A, which is attached
hereto and incorporated herein by reference.

b. Certain items found on the person of, or in the possession of, Peter Daniel Young
(“Young”), a white male, date of birth June 26, 1977, at the time of his arrest by
officers of the San Jose Police Department (“SJPD”) on March 21, 2005 inside the
Starbucks coffee shop located at 1338 The Alameda, San Jose, California 95126
(“Starbucks at The Alameda”). The items to be searched are further described in
Attachment B, which is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.
5. Based on evidence obtained during the course of this investigation, as set forth in the details
below, I have probable cause to believe that, beginning at some unknown date on or after
September 18,1998 until on or about the present, an unknown number of Young’s friends and/or
associates have been engaging in criminal activity in violation of federal law. I have further
probable cause to believe that evidence, fruits and instrumentalities of such violations of federal
law, including but not limited to, Title 18 U.S.C. § 3 (Accessory After the Fact), Title 18 U.S.C.
§ 371 (Conspiracy to Conceal a Person from Arrest), and Title 18 U.S.C. § 1071 (Concealing a
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In the Mutter of the Search of
(Name, eMrac: ar brief deicriplioc of Rersnn nr property to 00 searched)

SEARCH WARRANT

703 3rd Street
Apartment # 7
Santa Cruz. CA 9S0G0

CASE NUMDCR:

} °5 70220 ./(V,
TO:

FBI SA Senn Merriam

and any Authorized Officer ot the United States

Affidavit(s) having been made before me By

Sa

Merriam

who has reason io

Aflnnt

believe that I | cn tho person of or
703 3rd Street, Apartment

in the

£<] on tlw premises known es (iMHis.aewr.ptionsndfbriDKiiitm)

tf 7, Santa Cruz, CA 95060, further described in Attachment A

District of

Northern

California

_

_ there is now

concealed a certain person or property, namely (detente tn® parton «property;
See attactiuiHiit G

which constitutes evidence, fruits and instrumentalities
(slate one ormort besco for sea-eft and mure

of a criminal violalion(s) of Title
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term iinrtef Rille 4i(c) or the FeUo:<sl Rules of Criminal Procedure)

. United States Code, Section(s)

3,371 and 1U/1

I am satisfied that the affidavitfs) and any record testimony establish probable cause to believe that the person or prupwly
sn described is now concealed on the person or premises above-descrlhnd and establish grounds for the issuance ot this
warrant,
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to search on or IihFoih.
,
/
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(not to Rxc.p.Rd 10 days) the person or place nemed above for the person or properly Npecified. serving this warrant and
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h^beerrC3TaWeMd)-end if the person or prcpuriy be found there to seize same, leaving a copy of this wanant and
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return this warrant to
as reauired by law.
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___ S r’ c-A_________
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JOSEPH C.SPBKU
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE

_____ /-.. .
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ATTACHMENT A
(Place to be Searched)

70.13rt Street
Apartment# 7

Santa Cruz, CA 95060

1. The apartment located at 703 3rd Street, Apartment # 7, Santa Cruz. California 95060, which is

further identified as a single apartment unit within a pri vatcly owned apartment building. Ou the
north side of this building, metal letters depicting, “Bear.li Hill Apts.” arc affixed to the side of
the building above tlie numerals and letters, “703 3W St.” which arc attached to a wooden plank
that is also affixed Io the side of the building.
2. The apartment building is further described as a three-story, pink-colored building, which
contains twelve apartment units. This building is bounded by 3rtl Street on the north, Lcibront
Avenue on the east and an alley uu the south. Each individual apartment is enumerated with a
dark-colored apartment number affixed to the mostly green-colored doors. Apartment # 7 is
specifically located on the second floor of the building in the northeast comer. A light-colored
banister runs the length of the building along the east side of the second floor.
3. The items to be seized arc further specified in Attachment C.
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ATTACHMENT A
(Place to be Searched)

703 3rt Street
Apar tment # 7
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

1. The apartment located at 703 3rd Street, Apartment # 7, Santa Cruz, California 95060, which is
further identified as a single apartment unit within a privately owned apartment building. Ou ths
north side of the building, metal letters depicting, “Beach Hill Apts.” arc affixed to the side of
the building above the numerals and letters, "703 3"1 St.” which arc attached to a wooden plank
that is also affixed l<» the side of the building.

2. The apartment building is further described as a three-story, pink-colored building, which
contains twelve apartment units. This building is bounded by 3"1 Sheet on the north, Lcibrant
Avenue on the east and an alley uu the south. Each individual apartment is enumerated with a
dark-colored apartment number affixed to the mostly green-colored doors. Apartment # 7 is
specifically located on the second floor of the building in the northeast comer. A light-colored
banister runs the length of the building along the east side of the second floor.
3. The items to be seized arc further specified in Attachment C.
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ATTACHMENT C
(Items to be Seized)

703 3rd Street
Apartment # 7
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

1. The terms "records," "documents," and "materials" include all of the items described in this
attachment in whatever form and by whatever means they may have been created and/or stored.
This includes any handmade, photographic, mechanical, electrical, electronic, and/or magnetic
forms. It also includes items in the form of computer hardware, software, documentation,
passwords, and/or data security devices.

2. All items, records, documents and materials listed below pertain to Peter Daniel Young for the
time period from September 1 fi, 1998 through the present, as might be related to Young's status
as a federal fugitive which air. evidence, fruits and instrumentalities of violations of Title 18
U.S.C, § 3 (Accessory After llieFact). Title: tR IJ.S.C. § 371 (Conspiracy to Conceal a Person
from Arrest), and Title 18 U.S.C. § 1071 (Concealing a Person from Arrest), as follows:

a. Any and all documents, photographs, digital and/or undeveloped film, papers, travel
documents/papers, written materials, telephone: voice lecordings and/or caller
identification (“ID") data; books, diagrams, schematic drawings, video/audio tapes,
computer generated or stored information or other materials which relate to Young’s
physical location, travels, friends and associates, and communication with other
individuals.
b. Any and all documents or computer generated and/or stored information including
business records, unemploymcnt/cmployrncnt records, opened and/or unopened mail,
appointment banks, diaries, journals, calendars, telephone toll records or bills,
receipts, bank statements, credit card, bank and other financial institution records;
cancelled checks; travel itineraries or other materials which relate to Young’s life as a
fugitive and bis contacts with other persons.

c. Any and all documents, nialeridJs and correspondence relating to Young’s affiliation,
association or communication with any and all animal rights or other activist related
organizations or entities which would indicate their knowledge of Young’s status as a
fugitive.
d. Any and al! receipts, invoices, or nlliei documents relating to the rental of or access
to or control over any veliicles, residences, garages, storage sheds, keys, access cords,
lockers or facilities, and other locations within which Young is able to keep and/or
store personal property or items as referenced in paragraphs a, b, and c above.
- 12-
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CALIFORNIA

DISTRICT OF

.

•

In the Mattar of the Search of
(NoriVi. fidorofic or Brief SwrtpVsr it pinin, prapAny er ^re/mtet to to Ewctaty

703 3rd Street
Apartment # 7
Santa Cruz, CA 65060

APPLICATION AND AFFIDAVIT
FOR SEARCH WARRANT
CASE NUMHtR:

Scott Merriarn

-O^> - 70^9^

being duly sworn depose and say:

special Agent with the Federal Rtireau nf invnsiigHlitin
and have reason to believe
otr^ Tiite
.......
that | | on the person of or [><] on the property or premises known as (nom®, dMcrip(ionBnd/<xioeafion>
703 Ord Street, Apartment # 7, Santo Cruz, CA 05060, further described in Attachment A
I am a(n)

in the
Northern
Dretnct of
California
there is now concealed a certain person or property, namely Scribe thoron o< propony to twwaoti)
See Attachment C

which constitutes evidence, fruits and instrumentalities
(alelft otM >■ *r*O^o B63M

OCCkCf ordMizuro jo I forth under Rulo 41 (o) of kha FodOrai Ruloe

of a criminal violation(s) of title
is
, United states Code, sectlon(s)
I he facte to support a finding of Probable Cause are as follows:

CKmiASl Procedure)

3. 371 and 1071

Seo attached affidavit of FBI SA Scott Merriam

Continued on the attached sheet and made a part hereof.
Anpmvnrt
( J
x-**-

S

fAZ <W

AU5A: eissBsdtor

K Yes

I'.] No

Signature of Affiant

Sworn to before me, and subscribed In my presence

JOSEPH C. SPERO

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE
Name and Tide of Judicial Offleor

Th^

Signature of JudjaiopfiScor

*to«ir4Art«iiy> prtxJused ty ETto Fadsrai Forms, h«.
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Affidavit io Support of Application for
Search Warrant

1. I, Scott A. Merriam, being duly sworn, do hereby depose and state the following:

2. I am a Special Agent with the United States (“U.S") Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of
Investigation ("FRT"), assigned to the Oakland Resident Agency within the San Francisco Field
Office. I have been employed as a Special Agent with the .FRT since July 1997, and I am
currently assigned to (lie FBI's Joint Terrorism Task Force (“JTTF”). My duties are to
investigate violations of federal Jaw, including criminal activity by animal rights activists and/or
groups.
3. This affidavit contains information necessaiy to support probable cause for this application. It is
not intended to include every fact or mai ler observed by me or known by the Government T am
une of the Special Agents investigating (lie matters referenced in this Affidavit, The information
provided is based on my personal knowledge and observations during the course of this
investigation; information conveyed to me by other law enforcement and Government officials;
and my review of records, documents, interview reports, and other physical evidence obtained
during this investigation. Except where specifically indicated, I have personally reviewed all of
the evidence, i ecords, interview reports, and other related materials referred to in this Affidavit.

4. In conjunction with an ongoing investigation, this Affidavfr is submitted in support of on
Application fur a Search Warrant to seize and search the following locations and/or items:
a. The apartment located at 703 3rd Street, Apartment.# 7, Santa Cruz, California 95060.
The place to be searched is further described in Attaduuftirt A, which is attached
hereto and incutporated herein by reference.
b. Certain items found on the person of, or tn the possession of, Peter Daniel Young
(“Young"), a white male, date of birth June 26, 19 /7, at the time of hix arrest by
officers of the San Jose Police Department (“SJFD”) on March 21, 2005 inside the
Starbucks coffee shop k><-.ated at 1338 The Alameda, San Jose, California 95126
(“Starbucks at The Alameda”). The items to be searched are further described in
Attachment B, which is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.

5. Based on evidence obtained during the taiuise of this investigation, os set forth in the details
below, I have probable cause to believe that, beginning at some unknown date on or after
September 18,1998 until on or about the present, an unknown number of Young’s friends and/or
associates have been engaging in criminal activity in violation of federal law. 1 have further
piobablc cause to believe that evidence, fruits and ijisti mnentalities of such violations of federal
law, including but not limited to, Title 18 U.S.C. § 3 (Accessory After the Fact), Title 18 U.S.C.
§ 371 (Conspiracy to Conceal a Person from Arrest), and Title 18U.S.C. § 1071 (Concealinga
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Person from Arrest), will be found in the items lu be seized which are more particularly
described in Attachments C and D, which are attached hereto and incorporated herein by
reference-

Background
6. Ou March 21, 2005, a man initially identified as Simon William Zimbal (“Zimbal”), a white
male, dale afbirth April 2,1976, was detained by SJPD Officers for attempting to shoplift eight
of the same compact disks, titled “Ray Genius," from Starbucks at The Alameda. When asked
for proof uf his identification, the man verbally identified himself as Zimbal after providing a
Virginia Identification card in the name ofZimbal. Upon further review of the mail’s belongings
for additional stolen merchandise, SJPD Officers discovered, among other items an unsigned
The man, identifying himself
as Zimbal, was placed under aiiest, handcuffed, and scorched, whereupon a handcuff key was
found near the small of his back, taped to the inside of his belt.

7. During the SJPD booking process, the person originally identified as Zimbal was positively
identified as Peter Daniel Young through a fingerprint comparison. Youngwas further identified
with a date of birth of June 26,1977, as having brawn eyes and brown hair, and as being six feet
(or 72 inches) tall and approximately 150 pnumLs. SJPD inventoried Young’s belongings and
booked them for evidence and/or safekeeping. At the time of his arrest, Young was in
possession of numerous items including items described m Attachment D. These items were
transferred to the custody of the FBI on March 74, 2005.
8. On September 16, 1998, Young and co-conspiralut Justin Clayton Samuel ("Samuel”) were
indicted in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Wisconsin on four counts of
violating Title 18 U.S.U’. § 1951 (Interference with Cnmnicice by Threats or Violence) and three
counts of violating Title 18 U.S.C. § 43(a) (Animal Enterprise Teiioiistn). They were indicted in
vouiicction with direct actions as related to the release of mink from Wisconsin fur farms from
October 24 to 26.1997, A copy of the federal Indictment in the case of I Jnited States of Amerioa
v. Petei Daniel Young and Justin Clavton Samuel, docket number 9R-CR-91-S, is attached hereto
as Exhibit A and incorporated herein by reference. Prior to Their indictment, Young and Samuel
were stopped on October 28, 1997, by police in Wisconsin, and on October 29,1997, a search
warrant was executed for the contents of their vehicle. Among olhei tilings in the car, it was
discovered that Young kept a personal diary, various phone lists, receipts, literature and
documents. An analysis of these items showed that Young documented some of their travois and
Lhcir animal rights associates.
9. On September 18, 1998, valid federal warranto were issued by the U.S. District. Court for the
Western District of Wisconsin for the arrest of both Young and Samuel. A copy nf the fedeial
Ariest Warrant for Young, is attached hereto ae Exhibit B and incorporated herein by reference.

10. Nmwiilistanding ongoing attempts to locate and arrest Young and Samuel, lxith individuals
knowingly and willfully avoided capture, as federal fugitives, until such time as each was
-2-
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captured by law enfoicemcnt officials. Through continued investigation by the FBI, and other
law enforcement agencies, Samuel was arrested on September 4, 1999, in Hassell, Belgium by
the Belgian National Police. Samuel was subsequently extradited to the U.S. where on
November 3, 2U00, he pled guilty to two counts of Title 18 U.S C. § 43(a) (Animal Enterprise
Teitorism). Young still remained a federal fugitive during that time period.

11. Beginning upon Young’s indictmeut, the FBI and other law enforcement agencies attempted to
locate Young, by various means, including among other things, through contacts with his family
members, through providing information rn the media and over die Internet, and through
notification to domestic local, state and federal law enforcement agencies and to foreign law
enforcement organizations associated through Tntcipol.

Facts and Circumstances Supporting Probable Cause
12. Based on my training, education and experience, I know that some individuals involved in the
animal rights movement commit various octs of criminal activity. Some of these individuals act
alone and some act in collaboration with other persons. A number of animal rights groups
encourage and/or solicit their members and other associates (r> commit activities which they
consider to be “direct actions” Direct actions normally encompass some clement of criminal
activity and do not typically include legal protest activities or demonstrations. For example, the
Animal Liberation Front (“A1.F”) has claimed responsibility for many direct actions that have
caused several million dollars in damages.
13. Anuiia.1 rights groups generally do not have an organized membership for the purpose of
conducting their criminal activities. AI.F actions, for instance, are typically conducted by '‘cellc”
or small groups of people operating independently and without formal direction from any
centralized leadership. These decentralized “cells” commit direct actions against known animal
rights targets, such as medical laboratories That conduct animal testing. Most direct actions arc
then reported anonymously to the public, tlixongh the Internet and other means, c»r i behalf of an
animal rights group itself, such as in the case of ALT.

14. The investigation into Young’s activities since the warrant waa issued for his arrest indicate that
he has maintained his affiliation with animal rights activists, at least since 2004. In or about.Tuly
or August 2004, an officer with the Santa Cruz police department making a welfare check for a
woman living at 703 3rd Street in Santa Cruz, the same building in which Young has resided
since May 2003, identified Young,
,»known animal rights activist, and several
suspected anima! tights activists at that location. On or about July 12, 2004, an individual
identifying himsel T as Simon Zimbal, date of birth April 2,1976, was stopped in Indiana along
with Rodney Coronado, a nationally recognized animal rights activist. The Total Liberation
Tour, an anarchist and animal rights presentation, was being held in Indiana at the same rime that
Coronado and Zimbal were identified.
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15, Young is also suspected of having more recent contact with other animal rights activists. As
stated above, Young had a v isa card in the name of
in his possession at the time
of arresi.
a known animal rights activist who lives in San Francisco. Among other
activities,
had a restraining order placed against her
for her involvement in
an animal rights direct action. The postal carrier who rle.liveis mail to 703 3rd Street in Santa
Cruz states that
receives mail at that location.
16, Several items in Young’s possession at the time ofhis arrest as a federal fiigitive, including a bus
map, a Kinlto’s card and a music, store receipt, place him within several blocks of
house.
is a known animal rights activist who resides in Santa Cruz.
Beginning on or before April 20, 1997,
had some association with, knowledge of, ot
affiliation with Young, since both
recently
attended Young’s court appearance un March 21, 2005, and hie contact information, arming
others, was placed on a piece of paper lo b« given to Young in jail.

17. Since the time of Young’s arrest, the investigation has revealed that Young has been living in
Santa Cruz under the assumed identity of Zimbal SanlaCmz Property Management Company
advised that. Young, using the Zimbal alias, rented the 703 3rd Street, Apartment # 7 address
beginning on or about May 5, 2003 until the present. Based on my training and experience, I am
aware that fugitives will often keep records of the people who have assisted them, the places
where they have been while evading law enforcement, an well as potential places to go to in the
event of detection. Often this may occur at a location that the fugitive considers safe.
FurthenTKire, safe locations can include the place where the fugitive is currently hiding. In fact,
Young has previously demonstrated his routine of recording his contacts and travels, as was
discovered during the search of Young and Samuel's vehicle in 1997 as discussed above.

18. I also believe the following specific items, which are listed in Attachxnenl D as being in Young’s
possession when hr whs arrested, provide probable cause to believe (hat Young was living in
Santa Cruz in order lo itureivc some form of assistance from local animal ights
and
that evidence of their support will be found m these items,

i

a. A Hewlett Packard 3.2 mcga-pixcl digital camera, model number M307, serial
numbei CN479145MK. Young’s possession of the camera suggests the possibility
that photographs of some of his recent friends and/or associates may be in memory
on the camcia

b. One gray and blue-colored MotorolaNextcl 195CL cellular telephone, model number
H57UAN6RR7A.N, serial number 919TCQJOSS, SIM card number 890130/
0800705043736F Young’s possession of a cellular phone suggests that he is in
contact with people, possibly friends and/or associates. A Nextel representative whs
contacted by Agents and provided with the serial number and SIM card number of
-4 -
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the phone found in Young’s possession. The N ex tel employee was unable to identify
any cellular telephone for which Nextel provided service and advised that the SIM
number printed on the SIM card may not he accurate and that Nextel did not have a
record ofthe sena) number provided. The Nextel representative further advised that
an accurate SIM number for this Nextel telephone could be identified after turning
the phuue on and accessing several menu functions. The actual SIM card number
and the telephone number for this phone are, as of yet, unknown or unable to be
verified without turning on the phone and accessing its internal memory. The
telephone number for this phone is unknown, however this Affidavit is seeking to
allow Agents to Liuu the phone on and access the iuemoiy of the phone and any
voicemail messages that may have been recorded.

c. One X-symbol key ring, containing seven keys. Young’s possession of these keya,
which do not seem to contain any vehicle keys from a visual inspection of the keys,
suggests that he had a residence, as the keys fit a general description of house or
apartment keys. These keys have yet to be copied, however, this Affidavit, seeks to
allow Agents to copy the keys for comparison at a number of possible addresses
visited by Young.
d. 15 U.S. Postal Delivery Confirmation receipts, dated between January 13,2005 and
February 8, 2005. Eleven were stamped from the East Santa Cruz Poet Office, zip
code 9 5062, and four were stamped from the Santa Cruz Post Office, zip code 95060.
Young’s possession of these suggests that lie was mailing out several packages in at
least the January and February 2005 time frame., and therefore that he was making
contact with people in some capacity and he was not merely in hiding. One of these
two Post Offices was where

esidence, and one employee identified aphoto of
Young as someone who brought between 20 to 50 small “media mailer" packages
containing CDs, digital video disks ("DVDs’*), or books to mail out to customers of
his unspecified business, which he said he operated through his computer. This
provides probable cause to believe that a computer, and possibly business-related
records and contacts, will be located at Young’s residence.
c. One address/telephone hook marked on the outside with “EMBRACE 10D” and an
"EARTH CRISIS FOREVER TRUE” sticker, dated 2001. Given the nature of an
address/telephone book, there is probable cause to believe that the addruss/telephone
book found in Young's possession at the time of arrest will contain information
relating to means of contacting individuals. Based on my training and experience
working on animal rights movement and fugitive cases, I believe thai Young would
maintain records of means by which he could contact those willing to assist, him.
f. One store receipt for Streetlight Records in Santa Cruz dated January 26,2005 at 7:30
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pm, located at an address uT 939 Pacific Avenue, Santa Cniz, California 95060,
telephone number (831) 421-9200. Agents interviewed several employees of this
store, one of whom recognhed a photograph of Young and staled that Young hod
been frequenting the store over approximately the past year, Young was last scon in
the store about one week before his arrest. This 3tore is approximately three blocks
from
residence.

g. One FedEvKinko’s Office and Prim Center Card, number VC42637ORO6, or
possibly VC426370R06. The card has a small, white piece ofpaper taped to the front
with "3.16" writ ten on the paper. Agents visited the store and determined that such
cards, with similar serial numbers, are sold from a vending-style kiosk within the
store. This card records all customer transaction*, such as sending a facsimile or
making copies, on (lie memory chip. That specific information has yet to be
accessed, but this Affidavit seeks to allow Agents to access the memory of the chip to
determine its activity and the exact location of that activity. This Fedex/Kinko’s
store is approximately one block from
residence.
h One unsigned Wells Fargo Visa crcdiVcheck card, issued iu the name of
account number
an activation sticker affixed
to the front ofthe card. There is additional probable cause to believe that individuals,
possibly including
may have provided assistance in concealing Young
from arrest because of Young's possession
.
At die l ime of Young’s arrest, the back of
card was nor signed, and the
activation sticker was still affixed to the front of the card. Initial investigation into
this Visa, as conducted by the arresting SJPD officers on or about March 21,2005,
revealed that the credit card had been activated, but the card had neither been
reported stolen nor cancelled and the card expires in January 2007. Since Young has
been in the Santa Clara County Jail, severe! outgoing calls made by him ha ve been
recorded and reviewed by Agents. One such call on or about March 26, 2005 is a
recording rif Young speaking with an unknown female. A part of their conversation
revolves around the fact that Young is being charged with felony possession uf a
stolen credit card. Regarding this assertion, Young comments something to the effect
of “I definitely didn’t have any stolen credit cards on me” at the time of his arresl.
This comment by Young bolsters probable cause that
or an unknown
individual, may have provided the Visa card to Young as a means of aiding him in
avoiding capture. Additional details about the activity on
visa account
have not yet hecn made available to investigators from Wells Fargo.
i. One Virginia Identification card number T63-44-15O1, issued in the name of Simon
WilliamZimbal, date ofbirth April 2,1976, height 6'0”, address 1020 William Street
#512,Fredericksbuig, Virginia 22401-5462. Thecardwas issued on Marah 1,2003
and was due to expire an March 1,2008, in the name of Zirnbal. Some significance
for this item has been discussed; however, additional investigation by Agents has
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revealed that Young used this identity tr» rent the apartment at 703 3T<1 Street,
Apartment # 7 in Santa Cruz from on or about May 5, 2003 to the present.

Description of Computer Systems and Electronic Storage Devices and Media
19.1 have consulted with FBI Computer Forensic Examiner (“CFE”) Donald C. See, who has been
employed with the FBI for approximately 22 years. CFE See is specially trained in computer
search and seizure and is certified by the FBI as a member of the FBI Computer Analysis
Response Team (CART). CFE See has been a member of CART for approximately .seven years
and has conducted numerous searches and .seizures involving computers and compuLci data.
CFE See has also told me what is summarized in paragraphs below.

20. Computer hardware, software, documentation, passwords, and data security devices may be
important to a criniinal investigation in two distinct respects: (1) the items themselves maybe
instrumentalities, fruits, and/or evidence of crime; and/or (2) items may have been used to collect
and store information about crimes (in the form of electronic data). Thus, Rule 41 of the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure permits the government to search and seize computer hardware,
software, documentation, passwords, and data security devices which me; (1) instrumentalities,
fruits and/or evidence of crime; and/or (2) storage devices for information about crimes.

21. Based on his knowledge, training, and experience, CFE See knows that searching and seizing
information from computers often requires agents to seize most of all electronic storage devices
(along with related peripherals) to be searched later by a qualified computer expert in a
laboratory or other controlled envinnuncut. This is true because of the following:
22. Computer storage devices can store the equivalent of thousands of pages of information.
Additionally, a suspect may try to conceal evidence; he or she might also store it in random order
with decretive file names. This may require searching authorities to examine all the stored data
to determine which particular files are evidence or instrumentalities of crime. This wining
process can take weeks or months, depending on the volume of data stored, and often it would he
impractical to attempt this kind of search on siie

23. Searching computer systems for criminal evidence is a highly technical process requiring expert
skill and a pnijastly controlled environment. For example, on site and laboratory analysis by a
qualified computet specialist ts often required in uiiler to properly retrieve and analyze
electronically stored (computer) data, document and authenticate the data, and prevent the loss of
the data either from accidental or deliberate programmed destruction. In many cases, the
evidentiary data can be. backed up to government owned computer data storage devices at the site
of the search. Howevn, there are circumstances that may necessitate the seizure and removal of
the entire computer system and peripheral devices to a secure laboratory setting in order to
analyze and extract Llie evidence. To cilcct accurate and complete analysis may require seizure
of all computer equipment and peripherals which maybe interdependent, the software to operate
the computer system, data security devices (including passwords) and related instruction manuals
-7■
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which contain directions concerning the operation of the computer system anil sufhvare
programs. 1'his is true because the peripheral devices which allow users to enter or retrieve daia
from the storage devices vary widely in their compatibility with other hardware and soflwaie.
Many system storage devices require particular input/output devices in order to read the data on
tbc system. It is important that the computer expert be able to properly re-configure the system as
it now operates in order to accurately retrieve the evidence. In addition, the computer expen
needs die relevant system software (operating systems, interfaces, and hardware drivers) and any
application software which may have been used to create the data (whether stored on hard drives
or on ex.tei nal media), as well as all related instruction manuals or other documentation and data
security devices

24. Based on the above facts and circumstances and infotmatinn, permission is requested to seize all
computer systems and peripherals if necessary even though there may be unrelated information
stored on the computer system(s). This unrelated data will not be used and will be separated (to
the extent possible) from the evidentiary data and preserved.

25 The terms "records," "documents." and "materials” include all of the items described in
Allaclunents C and D in whatever form and by whatever means they may have been created
and/or stored. This includes any handmade, photographic, mechanical, eleotrical, electronic,
aud/ui magnetic forms. It also includes items in the form of computer hardware, software,
documentation, passwords, and/or data security devices.

Conclusion
26. From on or about September 18,1998 through the present, Young has knowingly and willfully
avoided capture as a federal fugitive given his lifestyle over al least the last two years by his
possessing and utilizing a false Virginia Identification card to live and work undetected by law
enforcement. Based on the facts as described in iJiis Affidavit, I have probable cause to believe
that one or more individuals, possibly including Haydeuaud/or Solomon, have in some manner
assisted Young in remaining concealed from arrest.
27. Young remains in the custody of the Santa Clara County Department of Collections, awaiting
transfer into federal custody and potential extradition to the Western District of Wisconsin.
Young 's personal belongings currently remain in the lawfhl- custody of the United States.
28. Bused on the foregoing facts, along with my knowledge of the case, my education, training, and
experience as a federal law enforcement officer, and consultation with others involved in this
investigation, 1 have probable cause to believe that at some unknown date on or after September
18,1998 until on or about the present, an unknown number of Young’s friends and/or associates
have engaged in being an Accessory After the Fact in violation of Title 18 US-C- § 3,
Conspiracy to Conceal a Person from Arrest in violation of Title 18 U.S.C. § 371, and
Concealing a Person from Arrest in violation of Title 18 § 1071; and that evidence, fruits, and
instrumentalities of such violations, further described in Attachments C and D, will be found at
the following location and among the following items and will provide additional evidence of
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violations of these federal criminal statutes.
29. The. apar bnent located at 703 3'd Street, Apartment # 7, Santa Cruz, California 95060. The place
to be searched is further described in Attachment A
30. Certain items found on the person of, or in the possession uf, Peter Daniel Young, a white male,
date of birth June 26,1977, at the time of his arrest on March 21,2005 by SJPD. The items to be
searched are further described in Attachment D.

31. This is a continuing investigation into who. if anybody, assisted Young during his years as a
fugitive. Although he is currently in custody and some of his suspected associates arc aware that
he has been arrested, these anil oilier individuals may attempt to conceal the efforts they made to
assist him. Ac such, disclosure oT the search warrant, the application, this affidavit and
attachments, and the exhibits hereto, will jeopardize the successful progress of this investigation.
Therefore I request that this search wan ant, the application, thiE affidavit and attachments, and
il ie exhibits hereto, be sealed until furiher order of the Court.

Swum to this

3/ ^dav of March, 2005 at

, California.

SCOTT A. MERRIAM
Special Agent
United Stales Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Sworn to and subscribed before me on this

JOSEPH

( yhlay of March, 2005.

)

United State&ftjagfsLralr. Tnrlge
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On 03/22/2005, San Francisco JTTF member NCIS SA Robert
S. Colvin conducted the following investigation at:

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

Oakland RA IA Sharon Coburn searched the National Law
Enforcement Telecommunication System (NLETS) for Virginia
identification number T63441501 and discovered the following:
Name:
Address:

Sex:
Date of birth:
Height:
Weight:
Hair color:
Eye color:

SIMON WILLIAM ZIMBAL
1020 William Street #512
Fredericksburg, Virginia
Male
April 2, 1976
72 inches
150 pounds
Brown
Blue

22401

IA Coburn searched the California Department of Motor
Vehicles (DMV) for PETER DANIEL YOUNG and produced a picture of
YOUNG dated August 9, 1996, which is attached to and considered
part of this investigative report.
This search also discovered
the following:

California identification number: B747187
Sex:
Male
Hair color:
Brown
Eye color:
Brown
Height:
72 inches
Weight:
155 pounds
Date of birth:
June 26, 1977
Address:
1527 Blackhawk Drive
Sunnyvale, California
94087
IA Coburn searched the National Crime Information
Center (NCIC) for SIMON W ZIMBAL and discovered the following:
FBI number:
Sex:
Race:
Date of birth:
Height:
Weight:
Eye color:
Hair color:

471631EB3
Male
White
June 26, 1977
72 inches
150 pounds
Brown
Brown

Place of birth:
Alias names:

Associated date of birth:
Associated social security number:
Criminal records:

California
PETER DANIEL YOUNG
PETER YOUNG
SIMON ZIMBAC
April 2, 1976
537-21-7716
California
Washington

IA Coburn searched NCIC for FBI number 471631EB3 and
discovered the following:

Name:
PETER DANIEL YOUNG
California criminal record:
April 20, 1997
University of California - Davis Police Department
PC-Trespass: Posted land: Refuse leave
PC-Obstructs/Resists public officer
Washington criminal record:
October 8, 1992
King County Department of Youth Services
Forgery
October 29, 1992
Mercer Island Police Department
Burglary
November 13, 1992
Mercer Island Police Department
Theft
Forgery
October 16, 1996
Mercer Island Police Department
Theft
March 4, 1997
Mercer Island Police Department
Theft
August 30, 1997
Mercer Island Police Department
Trespass
IA Coburn searched Choicepoint for PETER D YOUNG in
California producing 599 results.
There were no date of birth
matches for June 26, 1977 or April 2, 1976.
There were no social
security number matches.
There were no addresses listed in
Sunnyvale.
#512,

IA Coburn searched Choicepoint for 1020 William Street
Fredericksburg, Virginia and discovered the following:

r
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On March 31, 2005, pursuant to a federal search warrant
signed and authorized on March 31 2005 by U.S. Magistrate Judge
Joseph C. Spero, for the Northern District of California in San
Francisco, the following investigation was conducted at 703 3rd
Street #7, Santa Cruz, California by Special Agents (SAs) of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and other federal law enforcement
officers:
At approximately 3:55 p.m., SA Merriam obtained the keys
to apartment #7 from Kristin McCormick, Santa Cruz Property
Management.
At approximately 4:15 p.m., SA Merriam notified
property owner, Leslie Andrews of the execution of the search
warrant. At approximately 4:30 p.m., SA Pascua knocked and
announced the execution of a federal search warrant.
SA Pascua
used the keys provided by the management company to unlock the
lower lock.
Utilizing keys seized from YOUNG'S person by San Jose ,
Police Department on March 21, 2005, (see separate search warrant /y /
for the personal belongings of Young 3-05-70219), SA Pascua
unlocked the upper lock on the door.
A security sweep of the
premises was conducted in order to secure premises.
( J

The following is a list of the FBI SAs and other federal
law enforcement SAs who participated in the search and their
designated assignments:
SA Suzanne G. Solomon, Team Leader, Finder, Evidence
control log
SA Scott A. Merriam, Finder, Searcher
SA Holly Erickson, Finder, Searcher
SA Arvinder K. Ginda, Sketch, Searcher
SA Emmanuel V. Pascua, Searcher
SA Spiro J. Stamos, Searcher
SA T. M. Ito, Photographer
Naval Criminal Investigative Service SA Robert S. Colvin,
photograph log
Coast Guard SA Scott E. Rutz, Searcher

Utilizing a Nikon camera, SA Ito took color photographs
upon entry, during and at the conclusion of the above search. When
appropriate, individual photographs were taken of specific evidence

investigation on

File #
by

4/1/2005

at

Santa Cruz, CA

266A-SF-137767 ; .2 66A-MW-3 6 601-- TUK-QX
SA Suzanne G. Solomo

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI

Date dictated

n/a

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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On 04/06/2005, SA Joseph P. DeVuono, Chicago
Division, provided SA Jennifer C. Burnett with the following
information obtained by United Airlines regarding upcoming
travel by SIMON ZIMBAL:

04/08/05 UAL flight 134 SF to O'Hare
04/08/05 UAL flight 5620 O'Hare to Milwaukee
04/11/05 UAL flight 5625 Milwaukee to O'Hare
04/11/05 UAL flight 153 O'Hare to SF

The ticket was purchased with cash and no additional
information to include credit card information was obtained.
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The following investigation was conducted at
Oakland, California on March 25, 2005 by Special Agent Suzanne
G. Solomon:
A review of the www.directaction.com website was
conducted.
Listed under news was a posting dated March 24,
2005 on BITEBACK magazine reporting the arrest of PETER YOUNG
on March 21, 2005.
The posting also listed YOUNG'S booking
number and the address of the jail.
A copy of the posting is
attached to this insert.

Booking #05015987,
PFN #DVF828
c/o Santa C ara Main Jail
885 North San Pedro Street
San Jose, CA 95110
Peter Young was arrested March 21 and is being held on a
federal fugitive warrant. Peter has been on the run since 1998
after being indicted under the Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act,
following a series of mink liberations.
More information about Peter will be posted soon.

BITE MAGAZNE
BACK

Please write a letter of support to Peter today!

Lakevew Ave
Sle. 15D231

WulI

Pelrr Eeac'-

rL 33431

» EMAIL BITE BACK
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On 03/30/2005, SA Corey Ford, United States
Department of State, on the FBI's JTTF, provided SA Jennifer
C. Burnett with the following passport information associated
with SIMON WILLIAM ZIMBAL, born April 2, 1976, the alias of
PETER DANIEL YOUNG, born June 26, 1977.
No United States Passport application was found in
the name SIMON ZIMBAL.
There is a United States Passport,
number 045021916, in the name PETER DANIEL YOUNG which was
issued in February 1998.
The application was accepted
on January 30, 1998 by a Postal Employee in Gainesville
Florida 32601.
Following are the details obtained from that
passport:

NAME:
ADDRESS:
DOB:
SSAN:
POB:
HOME PHONE:
OCCUPATION:
TRAVEL PLANS:
FATHERS NAME/DOB:
MOTHERS NAME/DOB:
EMERGENCY CONTACT:

Peter Daniel Young
, Washington DC 20009
June 26, 1977
537217716
Los Gatos, CA
(206) 235-3536
Host
France - 2 weeks

192 D Rockville Pike,
Maryland 20852, (206) 235-3536

APPLICANTS IDENTIFYING DOCUMENTS:
Drivers License issued on
December 8, 1995 in Washington State.
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On March 31, 2005, Dave Nixen was interviewed at his
place of business, UPS Store, 245 Mount Herman Road, Suite M,
Scotts Valley, California, telephone (831) 438-7038. After being
advised of the identities of the interviewing agents and the
purpose of the interview, Nixen provided the following:

The UPS store provides various services to include mail
delivery and mail box addresses.
The user of box #124 has the
following information on file:

1019 Maple Court #109
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(831) 425-1093
@

Address:

Home:
Email:

.com

Nixen advised that Proctor paid cash on May 7, 2004, for
a one year rental of box #124.
The advanced payment for one year
gave Proctor three months free.
Therefore, the box is paid for
until August 7, 2005.
Nixen advised that all users of mail box services must
show a valid identification at the time of rental agreement, and an
employee is required to make a copy of the identification.
He
reported that it appeared Proctor showed a California drivers
license, but for an unknown reason the copy of the drivers license
was not located in the file for Proctor nor was the number written
on the rental agreement.

investigation on

File#
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at

Scotts Valley, California

266A-MW-36601; 266A-SF-137767” / /
SA HOLLY ERICKSON
SA ARVINDER K. GINDA
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EXHIBIT B
(Septen'.oer; S. !v98 fcdcnsl Aiiusi Warrant for Peier Daniel Young;

WARRANT FOR ARREST________________ ;____________

district Court

^nlteU

United States of America

CLFU0C7

W=oTfeflN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN
1
t
.
COZKE^SO.
i VAHSTftATE jwlXetAiSEMg,

W-tf-

1

91-5 I

V.
kUi{iS.C A3MS3 CP .MI-vnuuTO 8BAfWSSTEO:
Petar Daniel Young,

Peter DaHe! Young
760 76th Avenue $.c.
Mercer ’siand, WA

Defendant.

■

-

Wan ant issued on the Basis cl:
p(] Indictment

0 Ordnr of Court

Ulnfnimation

[) Comniant

TO: Arty Authorized Law Enforcement Officer.

City:

District of Arrest;

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED la errest Ins abcve-namsd person and brlrg that parson before
The United Ststaa Dlatrlbt Court to answer tc tr.a cbergais/ Fstsd baow,

DESCRIPTION OF CHARGES

Interference with commerce by threats or violence (1 ij USC $1351)
Anima) Enterprise Terrorism (’8 USC 5^-3}

IN VIOLATION OF Title 1S U.S.C. Sections 135; 2. and 43(a)

/

Saul: DETENTION REQUESTED SY THE UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS CrHCs

I

Other Oonditians of Reteasa:

Federal Judge/Mogistrats Judge

Ordered BY:

a»l!8i&IW. SKUPNIEWTT2
1

I

1 Date Order:

Dais issued;

c£p 1 g 1993

RETURN
This Warrant was received ano executed w;:n tne a.'tes a! the ahove-namoa person.

. ------ c--------------

Date Received;
Ni/ra IMo cl

Olfcrv

1

Date Executed:

I

3 gAa't.r«

I

v«i'Fy

______________ _

r
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,

vs.

Case No. 98-CR-91-S-01

PETER D. YOUNG,
Defendant.
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE

For the purpose of this motion, Young does not take issue with the

court’s conclusion that Deputy Fuller had a reasonable suspicion that

justified a brief investigatory detention of Young and the car he was
driving.1 The facts presented at the evidentiary hearing regarding
Young’s motion, however, do not permit the conclusion that Fuller had

probable cause to seize the car.

The court’s Report and Recommendation concerning Samuel’s

suppression motion recites the standard the government must meet to
establish probable cause. As applied to this fact situation, the law

regarding probable cause hasn’t changed significantly since that opinion

was written in 2000. This brief will not retread that ground.

1 Dkt. 68: 10.

Nothing that Fuller personally observed established probable cause

to seize the car. Fuller admitted that he observed no traffic violations

and that he did not see the occupants of the car violate any law. The
question is therefore whether the information Fuller obtained from others

gave him probable cause to seize the car.
What Linda Zimbal actually knew (and what she apparently
conveyed to Fuller) is ambiguous.2 Zimbal testified that she was “told

that there were some raids in central Wisconsin and that day we were
also - our calling tree was enacted because there were several farms in
the Mishicot area that had seen the suspicious vehicle that was involved

in the raids in central Wisconsin.” (Tr. 8/4/00 at 6) We don’t know who

saw the Geo or whether that person is reliable. More importantly, the

statement that the vehicle “was involved in the raids” is conclusory.
Zimbal did not explain how the vehicle was involved or why it was

believed to be involved.3 Conclusory statements do not suffice to
establish probable cause. United States v. Mykytiuk, 402 F.3d 773, 776

(7th Cir. 2005).

2 Zimbal didn’t recall “exactly what [she] communicated” to Fuller. (Tr. 8/4/00
at 19)

3 Zimbal was uncertain about what she had actually been told. She testified
that the Geo had been “seen at one of the - one or more of the break-ins, I
guess.” (Tr. 8/4/00 at 8) Zimbal’s “guess” about what was seen cannot
support probable cause. Zimbal later admitted that she wasn’t sure the Geo
was seen at the time any raid occurred. (Tr. 8/4/00 at 18)
2

The government’s exhibit 2 establishes a basis for Deputy Fuller’s
belief that the Geo had been seen on October 27 “in the vicinity of a fur
farm at Mishicot ... and earlier at 1:00 PM ... was seen at a fur farm in

Kewaunee.” But October 27, 1997 was a Monday, and according to

Linda Zimbal, there had been raids at mink farms in central Wisconsin
“just that weekend before” October 28. (Tr. 8/4/00 at 7) Mishicot and
Kewaunee are on the eastern border of Wisconsin. The fact that a Geo

was seen near some mink farms at least a day after raids in a different

part of the state doesn’t make it probable that the Geo was connected to

the raids.
Zimbal did not testify that there were any raids in Mishicot. Mink
farmers near Mishicot may have seen the Geo - and it would be difficult

to drive through rural Wisconsin without traveling near a mink farm4 but since there were no reported raids in Manitowoc County, the

presence of the Geo there could not have established probable cause to

believe that the Geo had been involved in crimes committed in another

part of the state.
Fuller claims he relied on the “teletype of attempt to locate that

vehicle concerning activity involving mink ranching in Trempealeau
4 According to the March 31, 2005 edition of the Marshfield News-Herald,
Wisconsin is “one of the largest mink-producing states in the country.” See
http://www.wisinfo.com/newsherald/mnhlocal/283232610505856.shtml.
Wisconsin’s Department of Agriculture boasts that Wisconsin “leads the nation
in the production of mink pelts.” See http:// www.wisagclassroom.org/
Wisconsin's%20Agricultural%20Commodities.pdf
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County.” Exh. 3 at 2; Tr. 8/4/00 at 36. Fuller admitted that
Trempealeau County is at the Wisconsin/Minnesota border, while

Oostburg, where Fuller encountered the Geo, is near Lake Michigan, at
the opposite end of the state. Notably, the teletype does not say that the

Geo had been seen in Trempealeau County. It says the vehicle was seen
in Manitowoc and Kewaunee Counties, and then it says there had been
mink releases in Tomahawk, Medford, and Independence over the
weekend.5 (Exh. 2) That non sequiter does not create probable cause to

suspect the vehicle’s involvement in those raids, because the teletype
doesn’t claim that the Geo was seen in those cities.6

The other information that Zimbal conveyed to Fuller added little to
the probable cause equation. As Fuller testified, Zimbal saw the Geo

drive north on County Highway A, turn into a dead-end road, and then
drive south on County A to Oostburg. Fuller acknowledged that he

doesn’t know whether the dead-end road, Abraham Court, was identified

by a street sign. It is therefore disingenuous of Fuller to read an intent
5 Independence is in Trempealeau County. Tomahawk and Medford are in
northern Wisconsin. Neither Zimbal nor Fuller suggested that the Geo was
seen near Tomahawk or Medford, and “central Wisconsin” is too vague to
support the inference that the Geo was seen as far north as Tomahawk.

6 Nor does close analysis of the facts support the finding that “according to the
FBI’s transmission, over the weekend of October 25-26, while the Geo was
meandering across Central Wisconsin’s back roads, three illegal mink releases
occurred in the vicinity.” (Dkt. 68: 11-12) A “vicinity” that includes both
Tomahawk and Independence encompasses almost all of Wisconsin, and in any
event, the teletype does not claim that the Geo was seen in central, northern, or
western Wisconsin. It states that the Geo was seen, at least a day after the
raids, in far eastern Wisconsin.
4

to deceive into Young’s denial that he had been on Abraham Court. How
would Young have known the name of an unsigned dead-end road?

Turning onto a dead-end road, driving a short distance, and
stopping to consult a map before returning to County A to drive in the

opposite direction is evidence only of a driver who is trying to get his
bearings. While Zimbal may have believed that the Geo was situated to

have a good view of her farm, Fuller acknowledged that he has no
evidence that any sign identified the property as a mink farm. Nor did
Zimbal suggest that she ever saw the occupants of the vehicle gaze in the

direction of her farm. There is no evidence that the view of farm sheds
from Abraham Court would have permitted the conclusion that her

property was a mink farm. While it may be suspicious that a driver
would stop near her farm briefly to consult a map (and this behavior is

really too commonplace to raise much of a suspicion), it fails to create a

probability that the car would contain evidence of a crime.
It cannot be suspicious that the map Fuller later saw in the glove
box was a “detailed” map of Wisconsin. Drivers who prefer “blue

highways”7 to interstates need maps that show the locations of those

highways. The backpacks and clothing in the car were consistent with
two young men on a camping trip, and campers need detailed maps to

7 William Least Heat’s Blue Highways: A Journey Into America (1982) celebrates
unhurried travel on two lane roads, often designated on maps in blue.
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locate isolated campgrounds. Again, nothing in Fuller’s observations

objectively permitted suspicion to ripen into probable cause.

Probable cause is “a fluid concept,” but it is nonetheless “clear that
only the probability, and not a prima facie showing, of criminal activity is

the standard of probable cause.” Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213, 232, 235
(1983). The information available to Fuller prior to the seizure of the

vehicle barely made a prima facie showing that the car might contain
evidence of a crime. Only speculation would permit Fuller to conclude

that a car observed near mink farms a day or two after they were raided
was probably involved in those raids. The investigatory detention of the
car’s occupants added no information that elevated suspicion to a

reasonable, objective conclusion that the car probably held evidence of
criminality. In light of the new evidence taken in support of this motion,
the court should suppress the evidence seized as a result of the search.

Dated: August _j_, 2005.

KELLY & HABERMEHL, S.C.
Attorneys for defendant

T. Christopher Kelly
State Bar No. 1012740
Kelly & Habermehl, S.C.
145 W. Wilson St.
Madison, WI 53703
Tel. (608) 255-9491
FAX (608) 255-6137
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

BRIEF OF UNITED STATES IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE

1.

Introduction

The defendant, Peter Young, has moved to suppress evidence obtained as a
result of the stop, detention, and search of the red Geo Metro which he was operating

on October 28,1997. While conceding that the police had reasonable suspicion
sufficient for a valid Terry stop, Young contends that there was insufficient probable

cause to seize the vehicle for the purpose of obtaining a search warrant. For the reasons
set forth below, the United States respectfully urges the Court to deny the motion to
suppress because the seizure and search of the vehicle were founded upon probable

cause to believe that the vehicle contained evidence of their involvement in the attacks
upon the Wisconsin fur farms.

2.

Facts
Linda Zimbal (Zimbal) and her husband were mink farmers in the Sheboygan

County community of Oostburg, Wisconsin. (Tr pg. 3)1. Prior to October 28,1997,

Zimbal was alerted by a fur farmer telephone network of raids at fur farms in central
Wisconsin within recent days. (Tr pg. 6). Zimbal was also aware that her fur farm was

1 References to the original evidentiary hearing transcript on the suppression
motion will be referred to as it" with a referenced to the page number.

listed in a publication by the "Animal Liberation Front" known as "The Final Nail."
This publication was used by animal rights activists for locating and targeting fur farms.
(Tr pgs. 4, 5). Through the telephone network, Zimbal was given a specific description

of a vehicle sighted near numerous fur farms in recent days and that was believed to be
connected to the fur farm raids. The vehicle was described as a red Geo Metro with
State of Washington plates bearing the license number 560GDO. She had been

informed that the vehicle was seen near fur farms prior to the break-ins. (Tr pg. 7). She
had also been informed that five or six other farmers had seen the same vehicle near
their fur farms. (Tr pg. 30).

From what Zimbal knew of the method of raiding the fur farms, it was believed
that the animal rights activists would "case" the farm and check out its location before

attacking the farm and releasing its stock. (Tr pg. 10). Zimbal further learned that the
red Geo Metro had been seen driving very slowly by mink farms and sitting in
driveways belonging to mink farms. If anyone approached the vehicle, Zimbal learned,

the car would immediately leave the area. (Tr pg. 8). Zimbal indicated that the address
for her farm in "The Final Nail" is actually the address to their home which is different

than the farm. The farm is approximately a quarter-mile from their home on another
road. (Tr pgs. 4,11).

On October 28,1997, Zimbal was washing windows in the front of her home.
From her position, she could see the road running past her home. (Tr pg. 9). There is

little traffic on the road. (Id.). While washing the windows, she saw a small red car

driving very slowly down the road. This drew her attention as it was unusual. (Id.).
Zimbal took her cell phone, got in her van and followed the small red car as it
proceeded down Wilson-Lima Road. As she drew close to the Metro, she observed that

the vehicle had Washington State license plates with numbers matching the description

she had been given by the information in the alerts about the mink farm raids. (Tr pgs.
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n 13) She watched the car as it turned onto County Trunk A and then took another

right onto Abraham Court, a dead-end road leading to her mink farm. She observe

the vehicle go haffway down the road and stop. The small red car remamed there or

approximately two minutes, then turned around and returned to County Trunk A^ (Tr
pgs. 11,12). Zimbal could see that while the car was stopped on Abraham our,

were two individuals in the vehicle who were looking toward the fur farm. (Tr pg. 12 .

Earlier that day, before Zimbal had seen the red vehicle near her mink farm, s e

had gone to the Sheboygan County Sheriff's Department and conveyed the irformahon
she had received in the mink farm alerts. She informed the sheriffs department about
the red Geo Metro with the Washington license plates and its possible connection to the

recent mink farm raids. She was advised by a captain at the sheriff's department that
she should call 911 if she saw the vehicle described in the alerts. (Tr pgS. 13,14).
After seeing the vehicle near her mink farm and observing what the two

individuals in the Geo Metro were doing, she used her cell phone to contact the sheriff's
department. She was eventually placed in contact with Deputy Seth Fuller. When

Zimbal spoke to Deputy Fuller by cell phone, she conveyed all of the information she

had received about the vehicle and its possible involvement in mink farm raids,

sightings at mink farms, and its activity near her mink farm. (Tr pgs. 14,32). Zimbal
remained in constant communication with Deputy Fuller as she followed the Geo Metro

into Oostburg where it pulled behind a grocery store and the occupants rummaged

through a dumpster. The vehicle then moved to a location between a hardware store
and a small restaurant. Zimbal estimated that she spent approximately twenty-five

minutes on the phone with the deputy before he arrived and made contact with the Geo
Metro and its occupants. (Tr pgs. 15,31).
Deputy Fuller, at the time, had been a Sheboygan County Sheriff's Department

Patrol Officer for over ten years. On October 28,1997, he was working a 1:00 p.m. to
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12,13). She watched the car as it turned onto County Trunk A and then took another
right onto Abraham Court, a dead-end road leading to her mink farm. She observed

the vehicle go halfway down the road and stop. The small red car remained there for
approximately two minutes, then turned around and returned to County Trunk A. (Tr
pgs. 11,12). Zimbal could see that while the car was stopped on Abraham Court, there

were two individuals in the vehicle who were looking toward the fur farm. (Tr pg. 12).
Earlier that day, before Zimbal had seen the red vehicle near her mink farm, she

had gone to the Sheboygan County Sheriff's Department and conveyed the information
she had received in the mink farm alerts. She informed the sheriff's department about
the red Geo Metro with the Washington license plates and its possible connection to the

recent mink farm raids. She was advised by a captain at the sheriff's department that
she should call 911 if she saw the vehicle described in the alerts. (Tr pgs. 13,14).

After seeing the vehicle near her mink farm and observing what the two

individuals in the Geo Metro were doing, she used her cell phone to contact the sheriff's
department. She was eventually placed in contact with Deputy Seth Fuller. When

Zimbal spoke to Deputy Fuller by cell phone, she conveyed all of the information she

had received about the vehicle and its possible involvement in mink farm raids,
sightings at mink farms, and its activity near her mink farm. (Tr pgs. 14,32). Zimbal
remained in constant communication with Deputy Fuller as she followed the Geo Metro

into Oostburg where it pulled behind a grocery store and the occupants rummaged

through a dumpster. The vehicle then moved to a location between a hardware store
and a small restaurant. Zimbal estimated that she spent approximately twenty-five

minutes on the phone with the deputy before he arrived and made contact with the Geo
Metro and its occupants. (Tr pgs. 15, 31).

Deputy Fuller, at the time, had been a Sheboygan County Sheriff's Department
Patrol Officer for over ten years. On October 28,1997, he was working a 1:00 p.m. to
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9:00 p.m. shift. (Tr pg. 35). Before beginning his shift, the sheriff's department

conducted a roll call, at which time he received information to be on the watch for a
vehicle associated with mink farm raids in Wisconsin. The information he was

provided was the substance of an "Attempt to Locate" which had been issued by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) concerning the Geo Metro with Washington

plates, 560GDO. The teletype from the FBI was received by the sheriff's department on
October 27,1997. (Tr pg. 36; Government Exhibit 1).
When Deputy Fuller arrived where the Geo Metro was parked between the

hardware store and restaurant, he observed that the vehicle matched the description
issued in the "Attempt to Locate." (Tr pg. 38). Further, the individuals in the vehicle
matched the description of the persons in the Attempt to Locate. (Id.). As Deputy

Fuller approached the front of the vehicle, he saw the driver of the vehicle look up at
him and the passenger quickly shove a piece of paper into the glove box area. (Tr pgs.
38,39). Peter Young was identified as the driver of the vehicle and Justin Samuel was

identified as the passenger. When Deputy Fuller spoke to each of them separately, they
indicated that they were on their way to Florida from the State of Washington. From

the information Deputy Fuller had from Zimbal and their present location in Oostburg,
it was apparent that the suspects were not using a common route to travel from
Washington to Florida. (Tr pg. 40). Deputy Fuller also asked them why they had been
on Abraham Court near the mink farm. Both Young and Samuel denied being on
Abraham Court contrary to Zimbal's observations. (Tr pgs. 40,41). Deputy Fuller

found it unusual that if they were unfamiliar with the area, when he questioned them
about Abraham Court, they did not ask where Abraham Court was located. Deputy

Fuller mentioned the connection of Abraham Court to the mink farm, but neither of the
suspects acknowledged seeing or being in the vicinity of a mink farm. (Tr pg. 41).
Deputy Fuller also observed of the visible contents in the vehicle from outside of
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the vehicle. He noticed a very detailed map of smaller, less important roads for the

Southwest area of Wisconsin. This raised suspicion in Fuller's mind because such a
detailed map was inconsistent with their explanation that they were simply passing
through the state en route to Florida. (Tr pg. 46) Deputy Fuller also noticed dark
clothing which he believed could be used at night when the raids generally took place.
(Tr pg. 47)

Deputy Fuller also received information from other law enforcement agencies
concerning the possible connection of the Geo Metro to the raids that had occurred in

Central Wisconsin. Deputy Fuller was informed that the vehicle had been seen by an
off-duty officer at a mini-mart in Trempealeau County. The vehicle also had been seen
around other mink farms in Wisconsin, some of which had experienced mink releases.
(Tr pg. 52). Furthermore, the sighting in Trempealeau County was approximately four

days before October 28, indicating that the Geo Metro was not simply passing through

Wisconsin. (Id.).

Based upon all of the information which Deputy Fuller had at that point, the
vehicle was seized and impounded for the purpose of obtaining a search warrant.
When that decision was made, Samuel and Young were offered the option of being

transported to the Sheboygan Sheriff's Department to wait for the search warrant to be

completed and the search conducted, or they could be given a ride to any other
location. They chose to be taken to a convenience store. (Tr pg. 69). Deputy Fuller

provided Samuel and Young with a business card and phone number in order to

contact Deputy Fuller to check on the status of the application for the search warrant.
He told them, if the request for the search warrant was denied, the keys would be

returned and they could take the car. (Id.).
3.

Analysis

As this Court noted at the pretrial conference and evidentiary hearing in this
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case, the Court has already weighed the facts and legal arguments concerning the
existence of probable cause justifying the seizure of the Geo Metro until the state search
warrant was obtained. In response to an identical challenge to the seizure of the car

raised by the co-defendant, Justin Samuel, this Court found that probable cause existed

to justify seizure of the car until the search warrant was issued. (R. 68).
While the Court indicated at Young's evidentiary hearing that it would consider

the impact of any newly developed facts as they impacted upon the Court's prior
probable cause finding, Young has done little to argue the impact of any new facts upon

the probable cause. Rather he has largely revisited the previously established facts, and

merely offered supplemental arguments and innocent explanations for isolated events
or facts in the record.

Young seemingly contends that there was no certain or definitive evidence — no
reliable eyewitnesses, for example — that he, Samuel or the Geo Metro were responsible

for the Wisconsin mink farm break-ins. Granted, this is the case, otherwise their

immediate arrests would have been warranted at the time of the stop. But certainty of
criminal conduct is not the probable cause standard.
In Chambers v. Mahoney, 399 U.S. 42,51 (1970), the Court held that it was

reasonable to seize and impound an automobile, on the basis of probable cause, for

"whatever period is necessary to obtain a warrant for the search." The Court declared:
For constitutional purposes, we see no difference between
on the one hand seizing and holding the car before
presenting the probable cause issue to a magistrate and on
the other hand carrying out an immediate search without a
warrant. Given probable cause to search, either course is
reasonable under the Fourth Amendment. Id. at 52.

The probable cause standard is satisfied if, "under the totality of the
circumstances,... there is a fair probability that contraband or evidence of a crime will

be found in [the car]." United States v. Navarro, 90 F.3d 1245,1253 (7th Cir. 1996).
Probable cause requires only a probability or substantial chance of criminal activity, not
6
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an actual showing of such activity. Id. (citing Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213, 243-44 n.13).

A review of the totality of circumstances surrounding the stop of the Geo Metro
demonstrate that there was probable cause to search the vehicle because the fair
probability of evidence within the vehicle existed.2
Specifically, before having contact with Young and Samuel, Deputy Fuller had

information that: (1) a car matching the specific description of the Geo Metro was seen
in and around a number of fur farms from central Wisconsin to the Sheboygan area; (2)

the car was not simply seen passing the farms, but had stopped at, or drove slowly
around the fur farms; (3) the car had Washington State license plates and, therefore, was
not a local vehicle traveling on rural roads; (4) attacks on the central Wisconsin farms

coincided with the sightings of this car; (5) the fact they had driven slowly past the

Zimbal home address searching for the fur farm was a possible indication that they
were using the "Final Nail" farm target list which carried the Zimbal's home address

for the Zimbal fur farm; (6) in addition to information from Zimbal, Deputy Fuller was

aware of an "Attempt to Locate" issued by the FBI for the very same vehicle in
connection with the fur farm raids. Once Deputy Fuller approached the vehicle, his
observations, the answers Young and Samuel provided to his questions, and the further

information he received from investigative agencies connected to the "Attempt to
Locate," led to probable cause to believe that the Geo Metro may contain evidence of
the attacks on the fur farms.

Specifically, Deputy Fuller's observation of Samuel's furtive and rapid attempt to
conceal the detailed southeast Wisconsin map in the glove compartment raised

2 In the final paragraph of Young's brief in support of his motion he concedes
that "information available to Fuller prior to the seizure of the vehicle barely made a
prima facia showing that the car might contain evidence of a crime." This statement
immediately followed the citation to Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213,232,235 (1983), "it is
nonetheless clear that only the probability, and not a prima facia showing, of criminal
activity is the standard of probable cause."
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suspicion about their presence and activity in the Oostburg area. If they had been lost
or were seeking some innocent landmark nearby they would have no reason to appear

nervous or hesitate to seek the deputy's aid with directions. Further, when they
informed the deputy that they were merely traveling from the State of Washington to

Florida, suspicion was compounded, since Sheboygan County, Wisconsin is not a
normal route between those two locations.
Moreover, if they were lost or had taken a wrong turn, there would have been no
reason for each of them to flatly deny having been on Abraham Court, near the Zimbal
fur farm. Zimbal clearly witnessed them at that location. Yet, when Deputy Fuller

asked them if they had been there, neither of them asked where the road was located, if
they were indeed unfamiliar with that road. Neither of them offered an explanation

suggesting they had stopped on any roads with which they were unfamiliar. Their flat
denial of stopping on that road when coupled with the reports of their vehicle possibly
"casing" fur farms prior to an attack, factored prominently in the determination of

probable cause to search the vehicle. This suspicion was further bolstered by the
deputy's observation of unusually detailed local maps in the car, not typically used by
someone just passing through the area. In addition, the sightings of the Geo Metro

dated back four to five days, during the same span as the reported farm raids in
Wisconsin, again indicating that Young and Samuel were not simply passing through as

they claimed to Deputy Fuller.

Finally, Deputy Fuller also observed dark clothing in the vehicle that could have
been used to conceal their presence at night when the attacks on the farms usually
occurred.

Although the defendant acknowledges the probable cause standards set out
above, his argument focuses on the lack of an "actual" showing that he was involved in

the farm raids rather than the existence of the probability that he was involved and that
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evidence of his involvement could be contained in the car. His arguments concerning

the existence of probable cause cast aside the "fair probability" standard, in favor of a

"certainty" standard that is inconsistent with the controlling precedent concerning
probable cause.

Young suggests a number of innocent explanations for isolated aspects of their
activity, but those do not negate the fact that, considering the totality of circumstances,

the most probable set of facts connected Young, Samuel and the red Geo Metro to the
mink releases and justifies the search of their vehicle. In order to have sufficient
probable cause to justify seizure and detention of the vehicle, the police do not need to

explain away all other possible innocent explanations for their behavior. See United

States v. Malin, 908 F.2d 163,166 (7th Cir. 1990).
The one new aspect of information developed at Young's evidentiary hearing

was the uncertainty of the identifiable posting of "Abraham Court" or any sign

identifying the Zimbal mink farm. Young asks, "How would Young have known the
name of an unsigned dead-end road?" This very question, however, bolsters the reason

that the deputy was suspicious. There is no dispute that Zimbal saw them on that road.
But it is suspicious and peculiar that Young, unfamiliar with the roads and not having
seen a sign, would have immediately denied being on Abraham Court. A person

unfamiliar with the area, not possessing a detailed local map, or lost would have

professed ignorance of the roads they had been on and inquired about it's location.

Furthermore, the fact that the mink farm was not identified with a sign would not
detract from probable cause, but add to it. Only persons targeting the mink farms
utilizing the address list of the unposted farms would know what they were observing

or scouting. The only persons interested in scouting unposted mink farms would be
those interested in conducting or aiding in raids against the farms.

Given that the farms were being raided at night, it was reasonable to assume that
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the vehicle may contain evidence of clothing, flashlights or burglary-type tools which
would aid them in the raids. Since the sightings of the Geo Metro were at numerous fur

farms that were targeted by the Animal Liberation Front in out-of-the-way rural areas,
it was reasonable to believe that there was a probability that they possessed evidence of
lists or addresses of the farms which they were using to locate the farms. This was

especially true since they passed the Zimbal home which was used as the fur farm
address and was published in the "Final Nail," before they located the farm itself.

There also was the probability that they possessed tools for cutting or opening the
fences in order to free the mink. These are just a few of the types of possible evidence
that the car could contain. Deputy Fuller listed in greater detail the type of items
sought by the search in the application for the search warrant.

Based upon, (1) the information gathered by Deputy Fuller in the Terry stop, (2)
the information known to the sheriff's department before the stop, and (3) the further
details obtained from other investigating agencies, the Sheboygan County Sheriff's

Department developed probable cause to believe that the Geo Metro may contain

evidence that the occupants had been involved in the recent fur farm raids in
Wisconsin, and that they were currently planning further farm attacks when intercepted

by Deputy Fuller. Although, under the automobile exception to the warrant
requirement, law enforcement could have searched the vehicle immediately, they chose

to temporarily detain the vehicle while they sought a judicially issued search warrant.
Deputy Fuller offered reasonable accommodation to Samuel and Young, so they could
wait at the sheriff's department while the application for the search warrant was

processed. However, Samuel and Young chose not to wait for their car, but accepted a
ride to the local convenience store. Fuller provided them with a telephone number to

contact him at the sheriff's department regarding the car. The search warrant was

obtained the next day, October 29,1997.
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4.

Conclusion
Based upon the forgoing, there was a fair probability that evidence of a crime

would be found in the vehicle. Seizing the vehicle was reasonable and minimally
intrusive, until such time as a search warrant could be obtained. The United States,
therefore, respectfully requests that the court deny the defendant's motion to suppress

evidence.

Respectfully submitted this / 2-^dav of August, 2005.
STEPHEN P. SINNOTT

Assistant U. S. Attorney
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
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Case No. 98-CR-91-S-01

vs.

PETER D. YOUNG,
Defendant.

REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE

The government argues that “certainty of criminal conduct is not
the probable cause standard.” Gov’t brief at 6. True, but neither is

suspicion. Brinegar v. United States, 338 U.S. 160, 175 (1949).

“Probable cause exists where the facts and circumstances within [the
officers’] knowledge and of which they had reasonably trustworthy

information [are] sufficient in themselves to warrant a man of reasonable
caution in the belief that an offense has been or is being committed.” Id.
Moreover, it is clear that only the probability, and not a prima facie
showing, of criminal activity is the standard of probable cause.” Illinois
v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213, 235 (1983).

The government argues that six bits of information add up to

probable cause. The first is that
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Wisconsin, negating the evidentiary value of observations of a car that
happened to drive near a few of them.
Second, the Geo allegedly “drove slowly around the fur farms.”
(Gov’t brief at 7) Actually, the Geo drove slowly past Linda Zimbal on

Wilson-Lima road, and Zimbal was the only person who told Deputy
Fuller that she’d seen the Geo drive slowly. There is no evidence of any

fur farm on Wilson-Lima. Zimbal testified that the car drove past her

home, and that she then called her “husband at the mink farm” (tr.
8/4/00 at 9). The fact that the Geo drove slowly past her home doesn’t

make it probable that the Geo’s occupants were casing a fur farm.

Third, the Geo had Washington plates. Wisconsin prides itself on

tourism. It is hardly suspicious that people from other states travel
through Wisconsin.
Fourth, “attacks on the central Wisconsin farms coincided with the
sightings of this car.” Gov’t brief at 7. Fuller had no evidence that the

Geo was seen at the same time any fur farm was raided. Zimbal knew

only that one unidentified farmer “saw this vehicle prior to the break-in

at one point or another before that weekend.” (Tr. 8/4/00 at 7) That
vague assertion hardly supports the statement that fur farm raids

“coincided with the sightings of the car.” The only other information
Zimbal could impart was that “our calling tree was enacted because

there were several farms in the Mishicot area that had seen the
suspicious vehicle that was involved in the raids in central Wisconsin.”
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(Tr. 8/4/00 at 6) Zimbal gave Fuller no facts to support her conclusion
that the Geo had been “involved” in the raids.1
Fifth, the government asserts that “they had driven slowly past the

Zimbal home address searching for the fur farm.” Gov’t brief at 7. The

government assumes that the Geo occupants were “searching for the fur
farm,” but there’s no evidence that the occupants were searching for
anything other than the town of Oostberg where they finally stopped.

Finally, the government relies on the ‘Attempt to Locate’ issued by
the FBI. As Young’s initial brief makes clear (and the government doesn’t

dispute), the “attempt to locate” doesn’t claim that the Geo was seen near

any mink releases.
The government places additional reliance on “Samuel’s furtive and
rapid attempt to conceal the detailed southeast Wisconsin map in the
glove compartment.” (Gov’t brief at 7) In fact, Fuller did not say that

Samuel’s actions were “furtive” or that the map was “concealed.” The
map obviously wasn’t concealed given Fuller’s ability to see it. In any
event, there’s nothing suspicious about a driver having a map, or about

1 At one point, Zimbal testified that she believed “one of the farmers did indeed
see that vehicle at his farm.” (Tr. 8/4/00 at 18) She quickly amended that
statement, making clear that she thought the farmer saw the car “prior to the
raid. Then she admitted that, without looking at her notes, she didn’t know
whether the farmer saw the car before or after the raid. (Tr. 8/4/00 at 19)
p °„e imz?°rt^tl7XnShe couldn,t sa7 that she gave any of that information to
Fuller. (Tr. 8/4/00 at 19) In the absence of evidence that Fuller had any
reason to believe that the Geo had been seen at a farm while it was being
rat?eJ ther5 1S n° ®uPP°rt for the government’s assertion that raids “coincided
with the sightings of this car.”
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1 At one point, Zimbal testified that she believed “one of the farmers did indeed
see that vehicle at his farm.” (Tr. 8/4/00 at 18) She quickly amended that
statement, making clear that she thought the farmer saw the car “prior to the
raid.” Then she admitted that, without looking at her notes, she didn’t know
whether the farmer saw the car before or after the raid. (Tr. 8/4/00 at 19)
More importantly, she couldn’t say that she gave any of that information to
Fuller. (Tr. 8/4/00 at 19) In the absence of evidence that Fuller had any
reason to believe that the Geo had been seen at a farm while it was being
raided, there is no support for the government’s assertion that raids “coincided
with the sightings of this car.”
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putting the map away in the glove compartment, where maps are

customarily stored.

The government finds it suspicious that the occupants denied
being on Abraham Court, but Fuller was unaware of any street sign that
would have alerted the occupants to their presence on Abraham Court.

Finally, the government finds it suspicious that dark clothing could be

seen in the car. All clothing is either light or dark, and an aesthetic
preference for one or the other is hardly evidence of wrongdoing.

Nothing added to nothing adds up to nothing. At best, the
information available to Fuller might have made him suspicious, but it
did not make it probable that the car contained evidence of criminal

behavior. Since probable cause did not exist to support the seizure of
the vehicle, the evidence derived from that seizure must be suppressed.

Dated:

, 2005.

KELLY & HABERMEHL, S.C.
Attorneys for defendant

Kelly & Habermehl, S.C.
145 West Wilson Street
Madison, WI 53703
Tel. (608) 255-9491
FAX (608) 255-6137
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Man who freed Iowa mirth
says’hewou1d do it again
By TODD RICHMOND
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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IINEL Saturday, July 30, 200 biggest issues facing negotiators,
though neither side would discuss
the sticking points. SEIU employ
ees last received a raise in 2003,
when salaries went up 4.25 per
cent.
Both sides said Friday’s session
didn’t go as planned.
“I’m disappointed. I thought
that we were within reach of am
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‘Mink man’
hid out in
Santa Cruz
Activist now on
trial in Wisconsin
By CAThY SMITH
SENTINEL STAFF WRITER
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An animal rights activist indict
ed eight years ago for allegedly
breaking into farms in the Mid
west and “liber
thou
ating”
sands of minks
spent some of
his time as a
fugitive in San
ta Cruz, recent
unsealed
ly
docu
court
ments show.
Peter Daniel
Young, 27, of
Mercer Island, YOUNG
Wash.,
was Spent time on
indicted by fed the lam living
eral officials in in Santa Cruz
1998 after he
and Justin Samuel, now of San
Diego, allegedly freed 7,000 mink
on behalf of the Animal Libera
tion Front, an umbrella group of
activists working against indus
tries they believe injure animals.
Prosecutors say the pair broke
into farms in South Dakota, Wis
consin and Iowa in 1997. Young
eluded authorities for years but
was arrested in San Jose in
March, after an officer caught him
stealing CDs from a Starbucks,
police say.
Santa Clara County prosecutor
David Tomkins said Young had a
handcuff key taped to the inside
of his belt “where his hands would
be” when arrested in March.
See flJGmVE on BACH PAGE

Fugitive

Continued from Page Al

“This guy is a pro,” Tomkins
said.
On May 5, Young pleaded guilty
to petty theft and was sentenced to
time served. He was turned over
to federal authorities and is now
jailed in Madison, Wisc., where he
faces trial Sept. 6 on two misde
meanor counts of animal enter
prise terrorism, and a maximum
two-year sentence, if convicted,
said Madison-based Assistant U.S.
Attorney Bob Anderson.

Two Web sites seek
donations tot Young and
urge letters and phone
calls. They say he was
recently moved to a

higher-security area
because someone mailed
him “escape plans.” One
section urges
to call the jail and
‘politely’ discuss vegan
cuisine on his behalf.

friendly territory

Anderson said the ruling,
In Santa Cruz, Young allegedly involving an abortion case, deterrented an apartment under a false mined that extortion had to
name, using a Virginia identifica- involve a more direct forcing of
tion card. He sought help from api- surrender from business owners.
mal rights activists here, accord- He said Young and Samuel caused
ing to search warrant applications some $500,000 in damage to the
recently unsealed in the U.S. Dis- farms and that one has gone out of
frict Court of Northern California. business, though it is unclear if
He appears to have run a mail- that is related to the mink mci
order CD business using his corn- dent.
puter while on the lam, federal
“We’re obviously disappointed
agents say.
that the state of the law changed
Santa Cruz police said they were the lay of the land,” he said.
aware federal agents were in the
city surveffling a residence, but
the lam
said they do not know where the
apartment was. Federal court doeAnderson said San Francisco
uments state it was near the home based federal prosecutors were
of an unnamed fellow animal looking into possible charges stemrights activist who was arrested ming from his years as a fugitive,
with Young during a protest at UC but San Francisco-based federal
Davis in 1997. San Jose police say prosecutors, as well as the FBI,
he was also associating with a San declined to comment. Anderson
Francisco animal rights activist, said his office would not file evad
Samuel, his co-defendant in the ing charges, as they do not have
mink case, was caught in 1999 in evidence to prove beyond a teaBelgium and struck a deal with sonable doubt that he knew the
prosecutors and was sentenced to charges were pending and fled.
two years in prison.
“We have inferences we can
According to the support- draw, but they are probably not
peter.com Web site, Samuel has sufficient,” he said.
attempted to re-enter the animal
However, in the applications for
rights movement, but “most the warrant, an Oakland-based
activists and organizations have FBI officer, Scott Merriam, said he
shunned him as an untrustworthy had “probable cause to believe that
individual and a snitch.”
one or more individuals ... have in
That Web site and another
some manner assisted Young in
anhnalliberationfront.com seek remaining concealed from arrest.”
donations for Young and urge letYoung’s attorney in Madison,
ters and phone calls. They say he Chris Kelly, downplayed the doewas recently moved to a higher- urnents.
security area because someone
“I’m not sure most of it has any
mailed him “escape plans.” One real significance to the charges
section urges
to call the Peter is facing (in Wisconsin). The
jail and “politely” discuss vegan information in the Warrant is just
cuisine on his behalf
a bunch of allegations. They
The Animal Liberation Front haven’t been proved,” he said.
site says he has reached “cult-hero
He declined to comment on
status among some annual rights Young’s activities before be was
activists” It also posts a..Julicaptursd.
entry stating that ao,ooq. uM
flcnow,hewasjnstfiv’.
were liberated” from a1fárzn lng)ns life,” Kelly said.
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Man who freed mink no savior
00:00 am 10117105
sA1

Peter Daniel Young seems to think he’s a regular Abraham Lincoln.
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In reality, he’s a criminal who deserves to be punished for his crimes.
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Young, 28, of Mercer Island, Wash., told the Associated Press in
Madison last week that he saved thousands of mink from slavery by
letting them loose from their cages on farms in Wisconsin, Iowa and
South Dakota.
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All of that seems lost on the naive and self- righteous Young, as well
as the animal rights activists who consider him an idol and send him
fawning, jailhouse letters.
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Young was caught in March after eluding federal authorities for
seven years. He has pleaded guilty to two counts of animal
enterprise terrorism and is scheduled to be sentenced Nov. 8 to as
long as two years in federal prison.
His arrest earlier this year was a telling moment. He was caught
shoplifting a compact disc from a coffee shop in San Jose, Calif.
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Far from being set free to happily scamper and play on hillsides,
most of the mink were no doubt squashed by cars, mauled by other
animals as easy prey or starved to death.
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Alex Ott feeds some mink in a shed
at his mink farm earlier this yaer in
Heafford Junction, Wis.
(File photo)
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Was he freeing that compact disc from slavery, too?
What do you think? Add your comment to the forum

http:/ /www.madison.com/wsj/opinionledits/index.php?ntjd=57227
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UW case

Man not entitled to
full jury, rules court
A Fitchburg man will lose
his driver’s license for 15
days after thestate Supreme
Court ruled Tuesday that he
Gias not entitled to a 12member jury for his trial on a
peeding ticket two years
ago.
a The courtsaidtha6-ldepision that KennethR.
McGrew, 35, who has fiercely
pontested a speeding ticket
be received in 2002, was
properly tried by a jury of six
people.
MADISON

Activist moved
to more secure cell
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The attorney general says
her office has no
authority, Ethics Board
would be more
appropriate,
By Karen Rivedal
Wisconsin State Journal

Attorney General Peg Lautenschlager on Tuesday dedined to investigate the
controversy over UW-Madison
administrator Paul Barrows,
who was allowed to take a
seven-month paid leave after
being demoted for dating a
graduate student.
Lautenschlager, the state’s top
law enforcement officer, said
her office has no authority to
conduct an investigation of
‘specific personnel matters” at
the University of Wisconsin Systern or at any state agency
unless that agency requests it.
And the System, together with
UW-Madison, already is doing
its own investigation of the matter, with a report due by September.
“Reluctantly, I must decline
your request,” she said in a letter to the 11 Republican lawmakers who asked for the
independent probe on July 8.
Lautenschlager did tell the
lawmakers they could pursue a
complaint at the state EthiCs
Board about matters raised by
the Barrows controversy. Those
issues include concerns over the
MADISON
possible abuse of leave time
because Banows used sick days
to apply for jobs at other universines during the leave and
“back-up” jobs, which have
Attorney General Peg Lau
been granted to some university
tenschlager filed a civil corn
officials after resignations,
plaint Tuesday -accusing the
cuuding Barrows. Lautenschlager
)epartment of Transporta
said her office would be “wining
tion and its secretary of yb
and prepared”.to look into those
lating Wisconsin’s open
questiors at the request of the
records law by failing to turn
Ethics Board.
vera report on contiacting,
But at least two of the letter
coStS ma timely manner.4j signers said Tuesday they don
Sheriffs deputies have
novèian animal rights ac
ivist who dodged federal au
thorities for years to a more
secure cell after he received
what might be an escape
plan in the mail.
Dane County deputies said
hey intercepted a drawing of
courtroom marked “escape
route” in Peter Daniel
Young’s mail July 6. They
moved Young from a
medium-security dormitory
at the county’s Public Safety
Building to the Dane County
Jail the same day, sheriffs
spokeswoman Fuse Schaffer
said.
The drawing was vague
and didn’t seem to represent
any specific courtroom,
Schaffer said, but “he was
moved because of this mail.
was seen as a possible Se
urity issue.”
Young is scheduled to ap
sear in federal court next
wednesday for a pretrial
onference.
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“It’s the policies that are al
lowing this to happen Systemwide that need to be
addressed,” he added. “We’ll
give (the Regents) an opportu
nity to finish their review and
forward some recommenda
tions. if they’re not interested in
reforming some of the current
practices, then we’ll be prepared
to move forward.”
Another signatory, Rep. Samantha Kerlcman, R-Burlington,
said she would prefer the state’s
Legislative Audit Bureau examthe the university policies. Kerk
man said she and Kreibich sent
a letter on Tuesday requesting
the audit to the legislative cornmittee that officially makes such
requests.
“(The bureau) has been very
proactive on other controversial
issues, Kerkman said. “State
Auditor Ian Mueller does a fantastic job and does it very
quickly.”
Kreibich said if reforms are
not proposed by the Regents, he
would introduce a measure to
limit guaranteed backup jobs
and to eliminate paid leave for
administrators after they resign.
System officials have argued
such policies are common at
universities across the country
as a means to recruit and retain
talented administrators, who
often serve at the pleasure of
chancellors who come and go.
UW-Madison Chancellor John
Wiley on Tuesday defended the
policies, noting he was “very
comfortable” with providing
back-up jobs for certain admin
istrators.
“(They) are absolutely essen
fial for at-will appointees who
are subject to being fired at a
moment’s notice,” Wiley said
during an unrelated news con
ference with Gov. Jim Doyle at
UW-Madison. “Those people
need something to return to if
they are suddenly terminated.”
-Doyle urged patience until the
required reviews were done.
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task force to look into how to
ecided it reinstate the cap after health
bility to care groups complained the
er. It was court’s decision would drive up
come up costs and force doctors to leave
Gielow the state.
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He said he would let commit
tee members digest the draft
over the weekend. Barring any
last minute disputes, he plans to
forward the package to Gard on
Monday.
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Prosecution to proceed for 1997 raid on mink farm
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Prosecution to proceed for 1997 raid on mink farm
Associated Press
WATERTOWN, S.D. A prosecutor faces a deadline to try a man accused of releasing hundreds of mink from a farm near
Kranzburg nine years ago.
-

The defendant, Peter Daniel Young, 28, is serving a two-year sentence in a federal prison in California after pleading guilty in U.S.
District Court in Madison, Wis., to animal enterprise terrorism for releasing mink at farms in Iowa, South Dakota and Wisconsin.
Codington County States Attorney Vince Foley said in December that the federal penalty did not fit the crime committed at the
Turbak Mink Ranch near Kranzburg when hundreds of the animals were released from pens. Many died before they could be
recaptured a loss that played a part in the eventual closure of the business, the former owners said.
-

Federal investigators said they believe Young is connected with the Animal Liberation Front, a radical group that has attempted to
destroy animal-related industries it considers inhumane.
Prosecutor Foley filed state charges against Young of third-degree burglary, intentional damage to property and animal enterprise
trespass. The first two charges carry a maximum sentence of 10 years in prison. The third charge has a maximum penalty of two
years in prison.
On Tuesday, Foley said Young has demanded a speedy trial or dismissal of the charges.
By filing the request for a speedy trial, Foley said Young eliminated any extradition Issues and started the clock on a 180-day
window for prosecution.
That means we have to try his case within that time period,” Foley said Tuesday. “We are making arrangements to have him
transported here to face trial.”
Foley said Young could be brought to Watertown within a month.
Young, of Mercer Island, Wash., was arrested in San Jose, Calif., a year ago when he was caught shoplifting. He had been on the
run since being indicted by a federal grand jury in Wisconsin in 1998 on four extortion charges and two animal enterprise
terrorism counts.
Authorities later dismissed the four extortion counts after deciding a U.S. Supreme Court ruling in 2003 invalidated the legal
theory behind them. He then pleaded guilty to animal enterprise terrorism in a deal with prosecutors.

Information from: Watertown Public Opinion, http://www.thepubftcopinion.com

Information from: Watertown Public Opinion, http://www. thepublicopinion. corn
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Assistant U.S. Attorney John Vaudreuil said a Supreme Court decision in
2003 found the definition of extortion under federal law means someone
must actually take something from another person, not just deprive that
person of something.
After consulting with the U.S. Department of Justice and FBI attorneys,
Vaudreuil said his office decided the charges no longer fit the
allegations in the indictment. Young wasn’t accused of actually taking
anything from the farms. Vaudreuil filed the order for dismissal Thursday.
“There’s no goal to obtain things from the targeted mink farms in this
case. The goal is to shut them down. We all agree that charge,
extorting something from these people, no longer fit,” Vaudreuil said.
Prosecutors said they believe Young is part of the Animal Liberation
Front, a radical group that aims to destroy animal—related industries it
considers inhumane.
Young, 27, of Mercer Island, Wash., has become a folk hero in the
animal rights movement. Someone has set up a Web site to solicit funds for
his legal defense, and someone sent him an escape plan while he was
being held in the Dane County Public Safety Building earlier in July.
Vaudreuil said his office doesn’t plan to bring charges against Young
for being a fugitive. He said flight charges usually are filed against
people who flee after appearing in court at least once; Young never
appeared before he disappeared.
He insisted that decision and dismissing the charges doesn’t mean the
government takes ALF actions any less seriously. For example, the charge
of animal enterprise terrorism has been upgraded from a misdemeanor to
a felony since Young was on the run, Vaudreuil said.
But that won’t affect Young’s case.
“This criminal is going to slide under the wire. It’s a shame,’ said
Teresa Platt, executive director of the mink farmer association Fur
Commission USA. “The law is an imperfect beast.”
Young’s legal troubles aren’t over, Vaudreuil said. He’s still due in
court Wednesday for a pretrial conference.
“Mr. Young still faces two years in prison,
guilty,” Vaudreuil said.
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The Pacific Northwest remains a hotbed of volatile, illegal action in
the name of the ELF and ALF. The FBI is investigating arsonists here
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who have burned local research labs, a slaughterhouse and
expensive homes near sensitive habitat. Black-hooded vandals also
continue to release captive animals by the thousands.
It’s that subculture which launched Seattle-area native Peter Daniel
Young to cult-hero status. A “Support-Peter Web site, T-shirts, even
all for a man currently in federal prison for violations of
a fan club
the Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act.
--

Haisne: “Any regrets?”
Young: “The only thing I can say I regret is that I got caught. I don’t
regret anything else.”
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KIRO Team 7 Investigators spoke with Young from inside the
Victorville Medium Security prison in California. The Justice
Department wouldn’t allow us to videotape. His voice alone, however,
carries plenty of passion for his cause.
Young: “You have to understand that what happens to animals in this
country is so egregious and so violent, so gory, so horrific, that it
warrants extreme action. It is a tremendous risk to take. Prison is a
extreme risk to take. Possibly getting shot is a tremendous risk to
take. But, the severity of what happens to animals is so extreme,
that I believe a lot of people are willing to take that risk.”
Young grew up on Bainbridge and Mercer islands. As a teenager, he
stopped eating meat and progressed from peacefully protesting
animal rights to criminal actions.
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Federal prosecutors just handed him two years in prison for freeing
millions of dollars worth of mink from fur ranches. Additional charges
could keep him behind bars eight more years. Still, he is
unrepentant.
Young: “So long as an animal has the capacity to feel pain, I’m going
to be there to protect it.”
Doug Kelly is executive director of the American Mink Council. He
says activists like Young are dangerous and ‘in danger” every time
they take action.
He warns, “Somebody comes into your million-dollar house and
you’re watching them pour gasoline all over and starting to throw a
match on it, you’re going to do something about it. Youre going to
stop them however you can stop them.”
Animal Liberation Front raids on Washington fur farms, like one in
Snohomish County, have financially devastated some local farming
families. However, overall, Kelly says eco-terrorists have failed to
hurt the market. Pelt prices this season are at an all-time high.
“Fur. Not only is it nice, it’s exquisite. Its warm. Nothing is warmer.
That’s why God put the animals on the earth, is for us to use.”
You might not agree with Kelly’s views or with the shouts of animal
rights protesters, but both are legal expressions. Arson and burglary
break-in actions committed in the name of ALF and ELF are not.
To find out more about how and why they conduct their illegal terror
campaigns, KIRO Team 7 Investigators spoke with admitted criminals
within both organizations.
Members showed me how they slip through unnoticed onto farms,
how they scare animal researchers, even handed us the
firebomb-building blueprints they use.
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KIRO Team 7 Investigators constructed and tested the simple
time-delayed device.
Arson experts supervised the process, wanting you to see what just
$4 worth of fire building materials can be do to a building.
U.S. Attorney General for Oregon Karin Immergut is leading way in
an attempt to dismantle ALF and ELF.
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“If you follow the advice, and create incendiary devices and commit
arsons, well hunt you down a prosecute you.”
Immergut says the two eco-groups are intertwined. Just this year,
secret grand juries in the Pacific Northwest have indicted 14 alleged
eco-terrorists, the most serious round-up of suspects ever.
“The risk to other persons is enormous. In addition, we’ve seen
arsons set next to propane tanks, next to gas meters. Again, that
clearly poses a danger to human life.”
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Charges of arson and conspiracy could put some activists, who call
themselves ‘The Family, in prison for up to 35 years. Several
members are accused of burning down the University of Washington
Horticultural Center in 2003 because they didn’t like the way tree
research might alter Mother Nature.
Peter Young says he was not part of that cell. However, he
understands when he gets out of prison, the FBI still has a file that
labels him a domestic terrorist.
“I’m marked for life. There’s no question about that. I imagine I’ll
probably be a suspect in just about anything that ever happens

illegally for animals for the rest of my life. I’m very well aware of
that.”
The FBI says Peter Young is definitely a member of ALE, but it was
interesting, when we asked him about it from federal prison, he
denied it.
There may be a legal reason for that. The Justice Department has
some new “conspiracy” rules. If they can prove you’re a member of
ALE or ELF, you might get an extra 10 years behind bars.

Copyright 2006 by KIROTV. corn. All rights reserved. This material
may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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New Charges filed for mink release
WATERTOWN (AP)- A man convicted in federal court in Wisconsin for releasing
mink from fur farms in three states now faces state charges in Wtertown.
Peter Daniel Young is charged in the release of hundreds of mink from the
Turbak Mink Ranch neat Kranzburg in 1997, Codington County State’s Attorney
Vince Foley said.
Young was indicted in 1998 on federal charges for releasing mink at farms in
South Dakota, Iowa and Wisconsin. After being a fugitive for sëvëral years. he
pleaded guilly in a plea bargain to federal charges of animal enterprise terrorism
and was sentenced to two years in prison.
Federal investigators said they believe Young is connected with the Animal
Liberation Front, a radical group that has attempted to destroy animal-related
industries that it considers inhumane.
Foley said the state charges of third degree burglary, intentional damage to
property and animal enterprise trespass were filed against Young after
discussions with the state attorney general’s office and the owners of the nowdefunct mink ranch.
‘We feel that the federal charges don’t fit the severity of what happened in South
Dakota,” Foley said. “The charges in South Dakota apply only to the incident in
South Dakota. In South Dakota, we take this type of interference, seriously.”
Foley said there are still a few roadblocks before Young would answer to the
charges in South Dakota, chief among those is extradition
‘We will be in discussion with federal authorities on extraU1ton,” Foley said,
adding he isn’t sure how long that process will take.
Foley said a six-year statute of limitations for the 1997 crimes did not apply
during the time Young was considered a fugitive.
As to the possibility of the new charges being considered “double jeopardy”
Foley said that could be a concern.

_—oG
South Dakota files charges against activist raid on mink farm
Associated Press WATERTOWN, S.D.
A man convicted in federal court in Wisconsin for releasing mink from farms in three states now
faces state charges in South Dakota. Peter Daniel Young, 28, of Mercer Island, Wash., is
charged in the release of hundreds of mink from the Turbak Mink Ranch near Kranzburg in 1997,
said Codington County State’s Attorney Vince Foley.
Young was indicted in 1998 on federal charges for releasing mink at farms in South Dakota, Iowa
and Wisconsin. After being a fugitive for several years, he pleaded guilty in a plea bargain to
charges of animal enterprise terrorism and was sentenced last month to two years in prison in
federal court in Madison, Wis. Young wasn’t remorseful for his crime at the time. He read a
statement to the court, calling his mink farm raids an “act of conscience.” He told fur farmers in
the audience “it was an absolute pleasure to raid your farms” and urged everyone in the
courtroom to go out and attack more farms. Federal investigators said they believe Young is
connected with the Animal Liberation Front, a radical group that has attempted to destroy animalrelated industries it considers inhumane.
Foley said the state charges of third degree burglary, intentional damage to property and animal
enterprise trespass were filed against Young after discussions with the state attorney general’s
office and the owners of the now-defunct mink ranch. ‘We feel that the federal charges don’t fit
the severity of what happened in South Dakota,” Foley said. “The charges in South Dakota apply
only to the incident in South Dakota. In South Dakota, we take this type of interference seriously.”
Foley said there are still a few roadblocks before Young would answer to the charges in South
Dakota, chief among those is extradition. ‘We will be in discussion with federal authorities on
extradition,” Foley said, adding he isn’t sure how long that process will take. Foley said a six-year
statute of limitations for the 1997 crimes did not apply during the time Young was considered a
fugitive. As to the possibility of the new charges being considered “double jeopardy,” Foley said
that could be a concern. “That will, perhaps, be an issue,” he said. “But we feel the federal
charges were not on point with this incident.”
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
for the
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN
Declaration of Victim Losses
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, residing at

Sr1-- Jose^H S~f. Nd ,

in the city (or county) of
Kranzkura
in the state of Sdudrh Qc\.Ko~i:<a_ ,
am a victim in the above referenced case ancrl believe that I am entitled to restitution in the total
amount of $
,5oo
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I have been compensated by insurance of another source with respect to all or a portion
of my losses in the amount of $ <2 /,
The name and address of my insurance company
and the claims number are as follows:
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"Leslie Andrews" <lesliea@cruziocom>
MEDIA INQUIRY:
Thu, April 14.2005 6:42 pm
info@supportpeter.com

This is actually not a media inquiry.
I happen to be the owner of a building that Peter was renting an apartment
in when he got arrested. The FBI has taken all the things that they wanted
but now Peter‘s personal belongings are left. Rather than sell them which
we are going to have to do I thought I’d contact you guys and tell you that
if his parents (or other interested party with written permission from him)
want to come and get his personal belongings that they should contact Chris
McCormick at Santa Cruz Property management,, 831-462-6424. This should be
done right away as we need to get the apartment re-rented and can*t with his
stuff in it. I’d hate to see him lose his stuff if he still wants it.

Download this as a file

*1*20057.31 PM

LOSS CALCULATIONS
COUNT 1

Conspiracy in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1951 and overt acts in furtherance of
the conspiracy.
On or about October 16, 17,1997 trespassed onto
Turbak Mink Ranch in Watertown, South Dakota and
released approximately 2400 mink.

Overt Act (a)

September 29, 1999 declaration of AUSA
Robert Anderson in support of extradition the
value potential loss could have been
$50,000.00.

Total:

$50,000.00

On or about October 16, 17, 1997 trespassed onto
Circle K Fur Farm, Sioux City, Iowa and released
approximately 2000 mink and numerous foxes.

Overt Act (e)

September 29, 1999 declaration of AUSA Robert
Anderson in support of extradition states that
approximately 3000 mink and numerous foxes released

and potential loss could have exceeded $310,00.00.

Total:

$310,000.00

Over Act (f) On or about October 21, 1997 trespassed onto property of
Fassett Fur Farm in Webster City, Iowa and destroyed tags
and identification and breeding information and
unsuccessfully attempted to release mink from the cages.

September 29, 1999 declaration of AUSA Robert
Anderson in support of extradition states that
destruction of information caused economic loss to
Fassett Farm of approximately $500.00.
Total:

$500.00

16

[Same as Count 2] On or about October 25, 1997,
trespassed onto Smieja Fur Farm in Independence,
Wisconsin, cut fence and released approximately 800
breeding stock mink, where indictment states loss is
approximately $200,000.00.

Overt Act (h)

September 29, 1999 declaration of AUSA Robert
Anderson in support of extradition states that caused
economic loss to Smieja Fur Farm of approximately
$171,900.00.
Total:

$200,000.00

[Same as Count 3,4] with respect to Dittrich Minkery
in Medford, Wisconsn were 2500 mink released plus
350 mink released from the Ott Mink Farm in
Tomahawk, Wisconsin

Over Act (I)

September 29, 1999 declaration of AUSA Robert Anderson in
support of extradition states potential loss for 2500 mink from
Dittrich Minker to exceed $25,000.00.

Total:

$25,000.00.

September 29, 1999 declaration of AUS A Robert Anderson in
support of extradition states potential loss for Ott Mink Farm
could have exceeded $99,588.00
Total;
COUNT2

$99,588.00

October 25, 1997, Smieja Farm, Independence, Wisconsin cut and knocked
down 30 feet of fencing and released 800 Blue Iris mink valued at
$200,000.00 [$171,900.00]
Note: In September 29, 1999 declaration of AUSA Robert Anderson
in support of extradition the value is placed at $171,900.00

COUNT 3

October 26, 1997, Dittrich Minkery Farm, Medford, Wisconsin cut outer
perimeter fence and released 2500 mink with potential value in excess of
$25,000.00
17

COUNT4

October 26, 1997, Ott Mink Ranch, Tomahawk, Wisconsin opened fence
and released approximately 350 mink whose total potential loss could have
exceeded $99,588.00.

COUNT 5

Conspiracy between October 17, 1997-October 29, 1997, to travel in
interstate commerce to cause more than $10,000.00 damage to animal
enterprises.

COUNT 6

October 26, 1997 travel in interstate commerce for purpose of causing more
than $10,00.00 damage to enterprises.

LOSS CALCULATIONS
Turbak Mink Ranch in Watertown, South Dakota

$50,000.00 -

Circle K Fur Farm, Sioux City, Iowa

$310,000.00-

Fassett Fur Farm in Webster City, Iowa

$500.00 -

Smieja Fur Farm in Independence, Wisconsin

$200,000.00 -

Dittrich Minkery in Medford, Wisconsn

$25,000.00 -

Ott Mink Farm in Tomahawk, Wisconsin

$99,588.00 -

Total Loss

$868,088.

Note: Thea above loss calculations exclude uncharged “Relevant Conduct” losses that
government could attempt to introduce at sentencing)
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f

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE COUNTY OF SPOTSYLVANIA
AT ITS CRIMINAL TERM COMMENCING
March 20, 2006

Direct Indictment
Commonwealth of Virginia,

Unlawful Obtaining of DMV Documents

v.
PETER DANIEL YOUNG
Race: White Sex: Male DOB: 06/26/1977
Hgt: 6'0" VVGT: 150 lbs. Eyes: Brown Hair: Brown
SSN: 537-21-7716

Defendant

VCC Number: DMV-6840-M2

The Grand Jurors of the Commonwealth of Virginia and of the County of Spotsylvania, attending
the Court aforesaid, upon their oaths present that, in the County of Spotsylvania,
PETER DANIEL YOUNG On or about the 1st day of March, 2003 did unlawfully and
feloniously obtain a Virginia driver's license, special identification card, vehicle registration, certificate
of title, or other document issued by the Department without having satisfied all legal and procedural
requirements for the issuance thereof, or when otherwise not legally entitled thereto, including obtaining
any document issued by the Department through the use of counterfeit, forged or altered documents, in
violation of Section 46.2-105.2 of the Code of Virginia, 1950, as amended.

Punishment: (Class 6 Felony) A term of imprisonment of not less than 1 year nor more than 5 years; or
confinement in jail for not more than 12 months and a fine of not more than $2,500.00, either or both.

Grand Jury Witness: Special Agent R. C. Knick
Department of Motor Vehicles

A True Bill

Not A True Bill

Grand Jury

Instrument# 200600003009 Page 1

2 ooct

VIRGINIA:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY
HEARING DATE; MAY 30, 2006
JUDGE: THE HONORABLE GEORGE MASON, III

! COMMONWEALTH

HV
i

i j PETER DANIEL YOUNG

ALIAS: none
DOB: 6-26-77
SSN: 537-21-7716
CASE
NUMBER
,, CR06-412
;I

SSI No.:-------RACE: W
SEX: M

OFFENSE DESCRIPTION AND OFFENSE
VA. CODE
INDICATOR (F/M)
DATE
SECTION
Unlawful Obtaining of DMV
3-1-03
46.2-105.2
Documents (F)
VCC NO: DMV-6840-M2

CONVICTION AND SENTENCING ORDER

i
.

On May 30,2006, came Matthew Lowery, the Assistant Attorney for the
t

.; Commonwealth and Peter Daniel Young, who stands indicted for felonies to-wit:

1 One Count of Unlawful Obtaining of DMV Records and Two Counts of Forgery of a

'Public Record as charged in the Indictments, appeared in the custody of the sheriff
I
, .and came also his attorney, Timothy Wall, heretofore retained.
iI

Pursuant to an agreement reached between the Commonwealth and the

.I
i 'defendant, the Assistant Attorney for the Commonwealth moved the Court to Nolle

i
i
I
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Prosse the Indictments charging Two Counts of Forgery of a Public Record.
Without objection from the defendant or his counsel of record, the Court granted
the motion and the Indictments charging Two Counts of Forgery of a Public Record

are hereby Nolle Prosse. (CR06-411 & CR06-414).

Today, May 30, 2006, pursuant to the Plea Agreement reached between the

I
JI

i .^Assistant Attorney for the Commonwealth, the defendant and his counsel of record,

11 the defendant moved the Court to change his plea to the Indictment charging One
I Count of Unlawful Obtaining of DMV Documents from "Not Guilty” to "Guilty"
and the defendant was again arraigned and after private consultation with and

being advised by his said counsel, pled Guilty to One Count of Unlawful Obtaining
of DMV Documents and the Court having made inquiry and being of the opinion
I

1 that the accused fully understood the nature and effect of his plea and of the
,) penalties that may be imposed upon his conviction and of the waiver of trial by jury
and of appeal and finding that the plea was knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently

j

; jmade, and the Court having been advised by the defendant, his counsel and the
i

i! Assistant Attorney for the Commonwealth that there has been a plea agreement in

. j this case, and such agreement presented to the Court and the stipulation of the

iCommonwealth's evidence, and none being offered on behalf of the defendant, the
i iCourt does hereby accept the agreement and the plea of guilty of the defendant.
‘|

The court hereby asks the defendant whether he desired to address the Court

; lor to advance any reason why he should not be sentenced today. The defendant did
i i

jjnot make a statement.
'i
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The defendant through his attorney and the Commonwealth both waived a

Pre-Sentence report being prepared prior to sentencing.
After considering the evidence in this case, it is accordingly the judgment of

this Court that the Court hereby finds the defendant guilty of One Count of

i

• i Unlawful Obtaining of DMV Documents (Virginia Code Section 46.2-105.2) and
!i
' i hereby sentences the defendant to incarceration with the Virginia Department of
! | Corrections for a term of Five (5) years, with Four (4) years suspended. The

1 suspended sentences are conditioned upon the defendant’s good behavior for 10
years.

The one (1) year active portion of the sentence is to run concurrently with the
defendant’s federal sentence arising from his 1997 offenses.

It is further understood and agreed that the defendant, as a condition of his

! suspended sentence and plea agreement, hereby waives his Fourth Amendment
ij
, i rights against unreasonable searches and seizures at any time and by any law
j*
i!
i I enforcement officer during the period of 10 years.

i
As a condition of the defendant’s sentence, the defendant shall forthwith

■I
i have a sample of blood taken for DNA analysis, pursuant to Virginia Code Section

119.2-310.2, et seq, and shall fully cooperate in such procedure under the direction of

H
I his probation officer.

r
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SENTENCING SUMMARY:

TOTAL SENTENCE IMPOSED: 5 YEARS
TOTAL SENTENCE SUSPENDED: 4 YEARS
!, EFFECTIVE SENTENCE TO SERVE: 1 YEAR

,JUDGE

ENTER:

GEORGE MASON, III

DATE:

VIRGINIA:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
v.

PETER DANIEL YOUNG,

Defendant

PLEA AGREEMENT
1.

My name is PETER DANIEL YOUNG and my age is 28 years.

2.

I am represented by counsel whose name is Timothy J. Wall,

Esquire, and I am satisfied with his services as an attorney.
3.

I have received a copy of the warrant(s) or indictment(s) before

being called upon to plea, and I have read and discussed it with my attorney, and
I fully understand the charges against me in this case. I am the person named in

the indictment. I have told my attorney all the facts and circumstances, as known
to me, concerning the case against me. My attorney has discussed with me the

nature of the charge, has explained to me the elements of the offense, and has

advised me as to any possible defense I might have in this case.

I have had

ample time to discuss the case and all possible defenses with my attorney.
4.

STIPULATION OF FACTS: I agree to the following summary of the

Commonwealth's evidence against me (which I stipulate can all be proven by the
Commonwealth) in the foregoing case, and I request that the Court accept this
summary in lieu of presentation of any evidence by the Commonwealth. I further

stipulate that the Commonwealth's evidence constitutes a
instance of the crime with which I am charged.

prima facie case

in the

SUMMARY:
Senior Special Agent R. C. Knick, III of the Department of Motor Vehicles
would testify that, on March 5, 2005, he was contacted by Special Agent Brad
Gregor with the F.B.I. in Fredericksburg, Virginia regarding the defendant, Peter
Daniel Young. The defendant had been arrested in Wisconsin in 1998 by the
F.B.I. on federal charges for unlawfully releasing 3,600 minks from a mink farm in
October, 1997. The defendant had jumped bail, and had been a fugitive until he
was arrested for shoplifting on March 21, 2005 in San Jose, California. At the
time of his arrest, the defendant presented a Virginia DMV identification card
number T63-44-1501 issued under the false name “Simon William Zimbal” as his
identity to the San Jose, California police officers. When the California officers
then ran the defendant’s fingerprints through their data base, it was revealed that
he was, in fact, Peter Daniel Young. Copies of the identification card and the
Virginia DMV records printout are attached hereto as Commonwealth’s Exhibits
“1”and “2”.

Carolyn Wilson, a clerk with the Department of Motor Vehicles located at 5700
Southpoint Centre Boulevard in Spotsylvania County, Virginia, would testify that,
on March 21, 2005, the defendant came to her DMV location representing
himself as “Simon William Zimbal”.
The defendant presented a signed
application for a DMV identification card under that false name, copies of which
are attached hereto as Commonwealth’s Exhibits “1” and “2”.

5.

My attorney has advised me that the offense charges, as follows:
•

•

2 Counts of FORGERY OF PUBLIC RECORD, in violation of
Virginia Code Section 18.2-168
Date of offense:
March 1,2003
Punishment:
(Class 4 Felony) Imprisonment for not
less than 2 years nor more than 10 years and a fine of not
more than $100,000..
OBTAINING
FORGED
OR
COUNTERFEIT
DMV
DOCUMENTS, in violation of Virginia Code Section 46.2105.2
Date of offense:
March 1,2003
Punishment:
(Class 6 Felony) Imprisonment for not
less than 1 year nor more than 5 years; or confinement in jail
for not more than 12 months and a fine of not more than
$2,500.00, either or both.

2

6.

I understand that I may, if I so choose, plead "not guilty" to any

charge against me, and that if I do plead "not guilty" the Constitution guarantees
me (a) the right to a speedy and public trial by jury; (b) the process of the Court
to compel the production of any evidence and attendance of witnesses in my

behalf; (c) the right to have the assistance of a lawyer at all stages of the
proceedings; (d) the right against self-incrimination; and (e) the right to be

confronted by my accuser.
7.

I understand that by pleading guilty I waive my right to an appeal

and that I am admitting that I committed the offense(s) as charged and that the
only issue to be decided by the Court is punishment.

8.

I understand that the Commonwealth's Attorney has agreed to

recommend to the Court the following specific punishment as the appropriate
disposition in this case, as follows:

A. Upon the defendant’s guilty plea to Felony Obtaining
Forged or Counterfeit DMV Documents, a Class 6 Felony,
the Commonwealth will move to nolle prosequi the
remaining two indictments.
The Commonwealth further agrees to recommend a
sentence of ^f^years in the penitentiary, with
years (£5)
suspended conditioned upon:

(i)

the defendant remaining of good behavior for a
period of 10 years.

The i^yeaHactive portion of the sentence is to run concurrently
with the defendants federal sentence arising from his 1997
offenses,
& A X

B.
It is further understood and agreed that the defendant,
as a condition of this suspended sentence and plea
agreement, waives his Fourth Amendment rights against

3

unreasonable searches and seizures at any time and by any
law enforcement officer during the period of 10 years

C.
As a condition of the defendant's sentence, the
defendant shall forthwith give a biological sample for DNA
analysis, pursuant to Virginia Code Section 19.2-10.2, et. seq.,
and shall cooperate fully in such procedure.

9.

I

understand

that the

Court

may

or

may

not follow the

Commonwealth's Attorney's recommendation and may accept or reject this plea

agreement.

I understand that if the Court rejects this agreement, I will be

permitted to withdraw my plea of guilty if I so desire, and if I do not withdraw my
guilty plea neither side is bound by this agreement and the Court may impose

any sentence within the limits set forth in Paragraph 4, which disposition may be

less favorable to me than is contained in this agreement.
10.

I declare no officer or employee of the State or County or

Commonwealth's Attorney's office, or anyone else, has made any promise to me

except as contained in this agreement.
11.

After having discussed the matter with my attorney, I do freely and

voluntarily plead guilty to the offense of FELONY OBTAINING FORGED OR

COUNTERFEIT DMV DOCUMENTS, and waive my right to a trial by jury and
request the Court to hear all matters of law and fact.

By his signature below, PETER DANIEL YOUNG, acknowledges that he is
WAIVING his FOURTH AMENDMENT RIGHT against unreasonable searches

and seizures during the 10 year period specified hereinabove.

4

Signed by me in the presence of my attorney on this 30th day of May,
2006.

PE
Defenaani

YOUNG

CERTIFICATE OF DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL
The undersigned attorney for the above-named defendant, after having

made a thorough investigation of the facts relating to this case, do certify that I
have explained to the defendant the elements of the charges in this case; and

that the defendant's plea of guilty is voluntarily and understandingly made.

TIMOTHY J. WALL
Counsel for the defendant

CERTIFICATE OF COMMONWEALTH'S ATTORNEY

The above accords with my understanding of the facts in this case, and I
further certify that, when applicable upon the written request of the victim, I have

consulted with such victim(s) and I have notified him/her of the right to be present

at this hearing (unless an exception is marked below), pursuant to Section 19.211.01 of the Code of Virginia.

5

Exceptions:
1. Victim unavailable due to incarceration:
2. Victim unavailable due to hospitalization:
3. Victim unavailable due to failure to
appear when subpoenaed:
4. Victim unavailable due to change of
address without notice:
5. Victim unavailable due to other reason
as set forth here:

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA

WILLIAM F. NEELY
Commonwealth's Attorney

The Court, being of the opinion that the plea of guilty and waiver of jury

trial are voluntarily made, and that the defendant understands the nature of the
charges and the consequences of said plea of guilty, doth accept the same and
concur therewith.

Filed and made a part of record this 30th day of May, 2006.
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STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

IN CIRCUIT COURT
:SS

COUNTY OF CODINGTON

THIRD JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

# OS-OS'S^

STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA,
Plaintiff

COMPLAINT

vs.
1.

2.

3.

Animal Facility Trespass
(SDCL 40-38-2 (1,2,3,4,5, and 6), 4038-3, & 22-6-1(8))
Burglary, 3rd Degree
(SDCL 22-32-8 &22-6-l(6))
Intentional Damage to Property -1 st
Degree (Over $500.00)
(SDCL 22-34-1 &22-6-l(6))

PETER DANIEL YOUNG
Date of Birth: June 26,1977
Defendant.

The undersigned being first duly sworn upon oath charges:

COUNT I
That on or about October 16,1997, in the County of Codington, State of South Dakota, Peter
Daniel Young, did commit the public offense of ANIMAL ENTERPRISE TRESPASS (SDCL 4038-2(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6), 40-38-3, & 22-6-1(8)) in that he did without consent of tire owners
intentionally damaged an animal or property in or on the animal facility or obstruct any enterprise
conducted at the animal facility, or did acquire or otherwise exercise control over an animal facility
or an animal or other property from an animal facility with the intent to deprive the owner or to
obstruct the enterprise conducted at the facility; or did enter an animal facility, not then open to the
public, with intent to commit any act prohibited; or did enter an animal facility remain concealed
with intent to commit any act prohibited; or did enter an animal facility and commit or attempt to
commit any act prohibited; or did intentionally turn out or release any animal in or on an animal
facility; to-wit, Turbak Mink Ranch, rural Codington County, South Dakota in an amount of damage
exceeding Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00).

COUNTn
That on or about October 16,1997, in the County of Codington, State of South Dakota, Peter
Daniel Young, did commit the public offense of BURGLARY - THIRD DEGREE (SDCL 22-32-8
& 22-6-1(6)) in that said individual did enter or remain in an unoccupied structure with intent to
commit a crime therein; to-wit: Turbak Mink Ranch, rural Codington County South Dakota, to
commit intentional damage to property and release of the animals housed therein;

COUNT III
That on or about October 16,1997, in the County of Codington, State of South Dakota, Peter
Daniel Young, did commit the public offense of INTENTIONAL DAMAGE TO PROPERTY FIRST DEGREE (SDCL 22-34-1 & 22-6-1(6)) in that said individual did intentionally cause
damage in an amount of more than $500.00, to property owned by another, without the owner's
consent: to-wit: an animal housing facility owned by Eric M. Turbak and Kathleen A. Turbak, dba:
Turbak Mink Ranch, Kranzburg, South Dakota;

contrary to the statute in such case made and provided against the peace and dignity of the State of
South Dakota.

Based upon the Officer’s report.

Dated this date, December

Subscribed and sworn to before me this date, December

, 2005.

(SEAL)
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: 04/12/08

STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
Third Judicial Circuit Court
I hereby certify that the foregoing instrument
is a true and correct copy of the original as the
same appears on file in my office on this date.

SEP 2 9 2006
Connie Hartley
Codington County Clerk of Courts
By'

JAILED
DEC 2 2 2005

PLEA PROFFER

US v. Young

F'/t

1. Elements

COUNT FIVE

That On or about Oct 17-29, 1997,
1. D knowingly and intentionally
Conspired and agreed with Justin Clayton Samuel
And other persons unknown

2 To travel in interstate commerce for the purpose of causing physical
disruption and damage to the functioning of animal enterprises
3. Resulting in losses to the enterprises of more than $10,000.

COUNT SIX

That on or about Oct 26, 1997,
1.

D, having traveled in interstate commerce for the purpose of disrupting
an animal enterprise

2 Did intentionally cause physical disruption and economic harm to the
Dittrich Minkery of Medford,Wl
3

resulting in economic loss of more than $10,000

As to proof of their interstate travel - for the purpose of causing disruption
The gov. would present testimony of
Kathy Turbak of the Turbak Mink Ranch in Watertown SD.

She would testify that on or about October 16, 1997 their mink farm in South
Dakota was attacked, resulting in the release of 2,400 mink. She would testify that
fences surrounding the farm wer cut, using some form of tool; cages were opened,
releasing the mink, and about 1/4 of the mink released were not recovered, resulting in
a losses in excess of $10,000.

Special Agent Mike Grahm of the FBI in SD would testify that in investigating the
attack, he took wire samples from the fence in the areas where they were cut by the
tools that were suspected and sent those wire samples to the FBI Crime Lab.

Det Ron Corcoran of the Trempealeau Co SD - Would testify that on Oct. 23,
1997, he observed Young and Samuel and their Geo Metro with Washington license
plates in Galesville, Wl. Two days later he took wire samples from the site of a farm
attack in Independence Wise which were turned over to the FBI Lab.

Tom Olson of the Smieia Fur Farm - Would testify that On or about Oct 25 in the
early morning hours, the Smieja farm in Independence Wisconsin was attacked. The
fence was cut along the west side of the mink barn and nearly 800 Blue Iris Mink were
released from four cages, of which 104 mink were never recovered. He would testify
that the attack resulted in more than $10,000 in loss to the Smieja farm.
Ron Dittrich of the Dittrich Minkerv in Medford, Wl (WD) would testify (as to
counts 5 and 6) that in the early morning hours of October 26,1997, the Dittrich Minery
was attacked, when perpetrators trespassed onto the Dittrich Farm, cut and knocked
down 400 feet of fence and released 2,500 mink from the farm owned by his family.
Three hundred mink went unrecovered for a losses well beyond $10,000.

Retired Special Agent Ed Bruner of the formerly of the FBI office in Wausau Wl,
would testify that he collected wire samples from the site of the Dittrich farm attack and
sent them to the FBI lab

Alex Ott of the Ott Mink Farm near Tomahawk, Wl would also testify that on Oct
26, 1997, his farm was attacked when perpetrators trespassed on his farm property,
opened a gate to a perimeter fence on his farm and then released over 350 mink from
350 mink pens, some of which had more than one mink. He would testify that about 70
of his mink were unrecovered, causing more than $10,000 in loss to his farm

Deputy Seth Fuller of the Sheboygan County SD - would testify that on October
28, 1997 a red Geo Metro with State of Washington plates that had been sighted by
multiple fur farmers in and around farms in the Sheboygan area , and had also by
information from the furfamer’s calling network, been sighted in areas of the state
where earlier mink releases had taken place, was stopped by him in Oostburg
Wisconsin. The two occupants were identified as Peter Daniel Young, the D, and
Justin Clayton Samuel.

This evidence would prove that:
Young and Samuel conspired to and did

Travel in interstate commerce
The purpose of their travel was to disrupt animal enterprises
(Specifically the fur farm involved)

That they did, in fact, disrupt and cause damage to the farms
AS to Count 6 they specifically disrupted and damaged the Dittrich Mink
farm causing more than $10,000 in damage

This would prove the elements of the charges BRD

BP-S394.058 DETAINER ACTION LETTER
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

CDFH$j£EP 03
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS

October 27, 2006

ATTN: RECORDS/WARRANTS
CODINGTON COUNTY STATE'S ATTORNEY
P.O. BOX 1384
WATERTOWN, SD 57201-184

605-882-6276
REGNO:

605-882-5233 FAX
FUNCTION: DIS DOB/AGE.:

10269-111

NAME.: YOUNG,

R/S/ETH.: W/M/0

PETER DANIEL

RSP.. : WM-VICTORVILLE MED II FCI
PHONE: 760-530-5700

MILEAGE.:

927 MILES

FBI NO..:

471631EB3

FAX: 760-560-5706

PROJ REL METHOD: GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE

PROJ REL DATE..:

06-26-1977

02-01 -2007

INS NO..: N/A

OFFN/CHG RMKS: TRAVEL IN I/S COMMERCE TO COMMIT ANIMAL ENTERPRISES TERRORISM
OFFN/CHG RMKS: 24 MONTHS,

1 YEAR SUPERVISED RELEASE;

DOCKET #98-CR-91-X-01

The below checked paragraph relates to the above named inmate:

yl
/

I

»

A detainer has been filed against this subject in your favor charging CL 40-38-2 (12345&6),
40-38-3 & 22-6-1(8) ANIML FAC TRESPASS CL 22-32-8 & 22-6-1(6) BURG 3RD DEG. CL 22-34-1 &22-6-1
INET DAMAGE PROP. 1ST DEG.
Release is tentatively scheduled for (SEE PROJ REL DATE ABOVE) ,
however, we will notify you no later than 60 days prior to actual release.
To check on an
inmate's location, you may call our National Locator Center at: 202-307-3126 or check our BOP
Inmate Locator Website at www.bop.gov.

□

Your detainer warrant has been removed on the basis of the attached
Notify this office immediately if you do not concur with this action.

□

Other:

________________________ .

Please feel free to address any questions or concerns you may have regarding this matter to:
UNITED SATES PENITENTIARY
ISM RECORDS

(760) 530-5700 EXT 1050

P.O. BOX 5600

(760) 246-2621 FAX

ADELANTO, CA 92301-5600

)

MAR *2003

BP-S235.051

IAD - NOTICE OF UNTRIED INDICTMENT

FEDERAL BUREAU OF

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Register,

CDFRM FEB 94 vix araullo

Inmate Name, Institution

10269-111

YOUNG, PETER DANIEL
WM-VICTORVILLE MED II FC I

Pursuant to the Interstate Agreement on Detainers Act, you are hereby informed that the following are the
untried indictments, informations, or complaints against you concerning which the undersigned has knowledge, and
the source and contents of each.

CL 40-38-2

(12345&6)

40-38-3 & 22-6-1(8) ANIML FAC TRESPASS

CL 22-32-8 & 22-6-1(6) BURG 3RD DEG.

TEL.# 605-882-6276

CL 22-34-1 &22-6-1 INET DAMAGE PROP. 1ST DEG.

FAX# 882-5233

You are hereby further advised that by the provisions of said Agreement you have the right to request the
appropriate prosecuting officer of the jurisdiction in which any such indictment, information or complaint is
pending and the appropriate court that a final disposition be made thereof. You shall then be brought to trial
within 180 days, unless extended pursuant to provisions of the Agreement. After you have caused to be delivered to
said prosecuting officer and said court written notice of the place of your imprisonment and your said request,
together with a certificate of the custodial authority as more fully set forth in said Agreement. However, the corprt
having jurisdiction of the matter may grant any necessary or reasonable continuance.

Your request for final disposition will operate as a request for final disposition of all untried
indictments, informations or complaints on the basis of which detainers have been lodged against you from the state
to whose prosecuting official your request for final disposition is specifically directed. Your request will also
be deemed to be a waiver of extradition to the state of trial to serve any sentence there imposed upon you, after
completion of your term of imprisonment in this state. Your request will also constitute a consent by you to the
production of your body in any court where your presence may be required in order to effectuate the purposes of
Agreement on Detainer and a further consent voluntarily to be returned to the institution in which you are now
confined.

Should you desire such a request for final disposition of any untried indictment, information or complaint,
you are to notify the Inmate Systems Manager of the institution in which you are confined.

You are also advised
which any such indictment,
disposition thereof. In such
or court. You may request the
delivery on the grounds that

Dated

that under provisions of said Agreement the prosecuting officer of a jurisdiction in
information or complaint is pending may institute proceedings to obtain a final
event, you may oppose the request that you be delivered to such prosecuting officer
Warden to disapprove any such request for your temporary custody but you cannot oppose
the Warden has not affirmatively consented to or ordered such delivery.

nd Title o

Authority

(Chief Executive Officer)

October 27, 2006

, u
Dhted

♦
Inmate^

(Print)

■>..
*

^1..

1

Tereser A. Banks, Warden

x

VjL z

f
Iyiwe ^Signature

A z-\

Original - Inmate, Copy - JSC, Copy

(This form may be replicated via WP)

Replaces BP-235(58) of OCT 88

STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

IN CIRCUIT COURT

:SS

COUNTY OF CODINGTON

THIRD JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA,
Plaintiff

# 05-0956
DISMISSAL
PURSUANT TO DEFERRED
PROSECUTION AGREEMENT

vs.

1.
-

2.
3.

Animal Facility Trespass
(SDCL 40-38-2 (1,2,3,4,5 and 6), 40-383 & 22-6-1(8))
Burglary, 3rd Degree
(SDCL 22-32-8 &22-6-1 (6))
Intentional Damage to Property -1 st
Degree (Over $500.00)
(SDCL 22-34-1 &22-6-l(6))

PETER DANIEL YOUNG
Date of Birth: June 26,1977
Defendant.
*********************

Pursuant to the provisions of SDCL 23A-44-2, Dawn M. Elshere, State’s Attorney, and as
prosecuting attorney in the above entitled matter, dismissed the Complaint and Information in this
case, charging the above named Defendant with:
1.
2.
3.

Animal Facility Trespass
(SDCL 40-38-2 (1,2,3,4,5 and 6), 40-38-3 & 22-6/8))
Burglary, 3rd Degree
(SDCL 22-32-8 &22-6-l(6))
Intentional Damage to Property -1 st Degree (Over $500.00)
(SDCL 22-34-1 &22-6-l(6))

This dismissal is being made for the reason that the State and Defense entered into a Deferred
Prosecution Agreement.

State’s Attorney

STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
:SS
COUNTY OF CODINGTON
*********************
STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA,
Plaintiff

vs.

IN CIRCUIT COURT
THIRD JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
#05-0956
Deferred Prosecution Agreement

PETER DANIEL YOUNG
Date of Birth: June 26, 1977
Defendant.
*********************
The State of South Dakota by and through State's Attorney Dawn M. Elshere and the
Defendant, Peter Daniel Young by and through his attorney Roger Ellyson hereby make the
following Deferred Prosecution Agreement as to the above entitled matter:

1.
2.
3.

4.

The State will agree to dismiss the complaint and information without prejudice
upon certain conditions agreed upon by the defendant. Such dismissal shall be filed
upon execution of this agreement.
The Defendant shall agree to abide by his restitution plan as set for in his judgment
of conviction from the United States District Court, Western District of Wisconsin,
file number 98-CR-91-X-01.
Defendant agrees that he shall never return to the state of South Dakota for any
purpose whether legal or otherwise.
If Defendant violates any of the terms set for above he agrees that this agreement
will be null and void and the state may bring further legal action against him.

Dated this (2, day of February, 2007.

Roger Ellyson, Attorney for Defendant

IN-CIDENT REPORT

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS

Report

Lompoc.

yt C 70/C Vf C(

1. Name Of Institution:
2. Name Of Inmate
YOUNG, PETER

3. Register Number
10269-111

4. Date Of Incident
1-18-06

6. Place Of Incident
FOOD SERVICE

7. Assignment
NONE

8. Unit
D-LOWER

5. Time
11 30 A.M.

9. Incident
REFUSING PROGRAMS

3oU.

11. Description Of Incident (Date:1/18/06ime: 11:30AM Staff become aware of incident)
On January 18, 2006 inmate Young, Register Number 10269-111 was instructed that he had
to wear the appropriate footwear during working hours on the compound. Inmate Young
stated he could not wear the appropriate safety shoes because they were made of leather.
He was instructed that the approved footwear was issued and that the shoes were worn for
his own safety. He again stated he could not wear them because they were made of
leather and it was against his beliefs. He further stated,"I am not going to wear them
so you can take me to the SHU if thats what you have to do." Inmate Young was escorted
to the Special Housing Unit.

14.\Jnci^jent

Date And Time

13. Name And Title (Printed)

1-18-06

J. Johnson, Captain

Report Delivered/Tc/Above Inmate By

J <

15. Date Incident
Report Delivered
A /

16.time Incident
Report Delivered
•?A*
/ p -------- --->

II - Committee Action

17.

Comments Of Inmate To Committee Regarding Above Incident

18. A. It Is The Finding Of The Committee That You:
Committed The Following Prohibited Act.
Did Not Commit A Prohibited Act.

B.
The Committee Is
Referring The Charge(s) To The DHO
For Further Hearing.

C.
The Committee Advised The
Inmate Of Its Finding And Of The
Right To File An Appeal Within 15
Calendar Days.

19. Committee Decision Is Based On The Following Information

20. Committee action and/or recommendation if referred to DHO (Contingent upon DHO
finding inmate committed prohibited act)

21.

Date And Time Of Action

(The UDC Chairman's Signature Next To

His Name Certifies Who Sat On The UDC And That The Completed Report Accurately Reflects
The
UDC Proceedings
.)
Chairman
(Typed Name/signature)
Member (Typed Name)
Member (Typed Name)
Record Copy - Central File Record;

Copy - DHO;

Copy - Inmate After UDC Action;

(This Form May Be Replicated via WP)

Replaces BP-288(52) Of Jan 88

Copy - Inmate Within 24 Hours Of
Part I Preparation

U.S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Prisons
Federal Correctional
Institution
Victorville, California

March 25,

92301

2006

MEMORANDUM FOR ISM

THRU:

Lieutenant

FROM:

E. Blount, SIS Technician

SUBJECT:

Rejection of incoming maile
Peter Young, Reg. No. 10269-111

We are requesting the following incoming correspondence be
rejected due to the security risk the books contain:

Access All Areas, by Ninjalicious
The book states it is "meant as an introduction to the hobby of
urban exploration" and gives details on how to explore places
without detection in such areas as tunnels and confined spaces.
This book is an extreme security threat as it defines way to
"explore" without being caught by security cameras, etc.
An Anarchist Cookbook - Recipes for Disaster, by Crimeth Inc.

This book details ways to construct lockboxes, the art of escape,
ways to graffiti, ways to prepare for a chemical attack or commit
an act of sabotage, how to construct smoke bombs and torches.

